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This dissertation examines how shifts in Anglo-Spanish relations from attraction to
fear fashioned early modern cross-cultural encounters in imperialist terms. In discussion
with recent inter-imperial studies of Mediterranean rivalries, I argue that as Anglo-Spanish
relations engaged in what I refer to as imperial intercourse, one country’s expansionist
ambitions become a double-edged sword, namely as said country is subsequently haunted by
the threat of invasion from other rivals. This dissertation focuses on dramatic and colonialist
texts representing the threat of invasion in the trope of the ravishing Other—a term with a
play on words that illustrates the shift in alterity from attraction to fear, from being ravished
by the beauty of the Other to anxiety of ravishment by the Other. Known for its deployment
in colonial discourses of America, the trope of gendering land as woman also played a
central role in the representation of European sovereignties as well-fortified against foreign
invasions. In order to examine how imperial intercourse influenced Anglo-Spanish
relations, this dissertation formulates an intertextual method based on humanist reading and
writing practices of the time.
This dissertation shows how English piratical raids of Spanish shores inspired the
poet Lope de Vega to employ the trope of invasion in La Dragontea (1598) in order to
dramatize the anxiety for Spain’s faulty borders. As Lope de Vega’s play El nuevo mundo

(1599) celebrates imperial Spain, a palimpsestuous English presence haunts the stage.
Meanwhile, across the Channel, notable Elizabethan playwrights dramatized English
imperial intercourse as haunted by a palimpsestuous Spanish Armada. As I considers how
The Tempest intertextually recalls the various tropes of invasion that predate the Elizabethan
era, this dissertation maintains that Shakespeare’s island play cuts the Gordian knot of
imperial intercourse. Prospero’s appropriation of Caliban’s island—a ploy based on the
trope of the ravishing Other—stands as an imperialist discourse that at once contains the
threat of invasion as it inverts the trope to suit the prospect of colonial expansionism.
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Introduction
“Prospero’s Books, Shakespeare’s, and Early Modern Imperialism:
An Intertextual Reading”

Prospero:
Knowing I loved my books, he furnished me
From My own library with the volumes that
I prize above my dukedom. (The Tempest, 1.2. 166)1

Caliban:
[F]irst seized his books. (3.2. 84)

Books in Shakespeare’s The Tempest, referenced briefly on two separate
instances throughout the dramatic text, have a symbolic role central to the action of the
play. As both allusions indicate, these books belong to Prospero, and under his
possession and authority, Shakespeare’s island play intertextually references its multiple
plots, themes and conflicts in order to strike the balance of power, the shifts between
chaos and order, from the domestic to the geopolitical concerns of the time. This
dissertation will further examine The Tempest as a representation of European
sovereignty and the struggles for hegemony in the early decades of the seventeenth
century. More specifically, I will focus on how the play references the texts that are at

1

William Shakespeare, The Tempest. A Case Study in Critical Controversy, (Boston: Bedford, 2000). All
subsequent citations to this and other plays shall be cited in the following format: (act) 1. (scene) 2. (lines)
166.
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the root of British imperialism. The purpose of calling attention to Prospero’s books as a
symbol here concerns the ways criticism has previously assessed both the dramatic text
and its underlining discourses of imperialism. As critics have long noted that the
“theoretical question of how we read or receive the works of the past has been at the core
of critical concerns in the last decades,”2 I look to contribute to this critical question by
taking a page from The Tempest, so to speak, and consider the play through its own
reading practices. The symbol of Prospero’s books, I argue, represents an intertextual
system of references that illustrates how the past is shaped. As we read critically
Shakespeare’s Tempest and the texts of its past, indeed Prospero’s books, we may also
appreciate how the mere presence of books play a more visible role in subsequently
shaping the past within the action of the dramatic text itself.
From the first instance that Prospero alludes to his books, their significance
proves central to the plot of a betrayed brother and dethroned ruler exiled from his
dukedom. As Prospero admits to Miranda in his tale of the past, Antonio usurped his
dukedom while Prospero was in seclusion with his books, “thus neglecting worldly ends”
(1.2. 89). Here Prospero also details how Gonzalo aided their escape from Milan with
essential provisions that included: “Some food” and “some water,” along with “Rich
garments, linens, stuffs, and necessaries/ Which since have steaded much” (1.2. 160165). With the same “gentleness,” and knowing how much he loved his books, Gonzalo
also furnished the ousted Duke with the volumes in Prospero’s library that he prized the
most, even above his dukedom. While the “garments” and “linens” may play a virtual
role on the stage if perhaps the production wanted to underscore class differences

2

Jean-Pierre Marquerlot and Michele Willems. Introduction, Travel and Drama in Shakespeare’s Time,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996.
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between the cast of characters, Prospero’s books, on the other hand, have less of a visible
role than an allusive one, and hence are peculiarly accessible only in the minds of
audiences. Of the essentials Gonzalo provided, only Prospero’s books are again
referenced later in the play. In this other instance, it is Caliban who points to Prospero’s
books while he plots with the fools, Stephano and Trinculo, to overthrow his master: they
must “first seized his books” (3.2. 84), notes Caliban, as he further insists it is imperative
“First to possess his books” (3.2. 87), and to “Burn but his books”’ (3.2. 90). Once a
liability in Milan, Caliban’s emphasis of Prospero’s books identifies them as the source
of his powers on and over the island.
The shifting role of Prospero’s books from liabilities to assets, from the loss of
sovereignty to the gain and recovery of power, parallels the early conflicts between
Antonio and Prospero with the later clash between Prospero and Caliban. In both
instances, as the former appropriates power from the latter, Prospero’s books play a
pivotal role. Clearly a hazardous distraction in Milan, the role these books played in
Prospero’s encounter with Caliban is less specified. Even as Caliban points to Prospero’s
books as the source of his powers, the play is not entirely clear what forms or methods of
powers these artifacts hold. But we don’t need to surmise much to follow the connection
between Caliban’s motivation to betray his master and his famous claims that the island
was his before Prospero took it from him. When Caliban suggests that without his books
Prospero would no longer have control over the island, it then also follows that without
his books, Prospero would not have taken control of the island to begin with. Postcolonial studies of Caliban’s defiance of his master have long noticed how the play
establishes the representation of the clash between Prospero and Caliban as a cross-
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cultural encounter that resulted in the conquest of one over the Other.3 Through
Caliban’s defiance, The Tempest insists on remembering the past as a reenactment of that
fateful encounter between old and new worlds as described in Cristóbal Colón’s Diario,
what Peter Hulme referred to as “the first fable of European beginnings in America.”4 In
dramatizing the symbol of Prospero’s books—Prospero as a humanist scholar and
magician, his books, a wide range of texts concerning these arts—Shakespeare’s island
play suggests that at least some of the volumes Gonzalo furnished Prospero with contain
the knowledge on how to understand cross-cultural encounters as events that culminate
with the appropriation of land and sovereignty, such as we find in various imperialist
texts of the era.

Argument and Methodology

This dissertation examines The Tempest and various other texts concerning early
modern imperialism. The analysis centers primarily on dramatic representations of
imperial contests and rivalries in the language of courtship or the threat of ravishment.
Dramatic representations in particular had the ability to stage the geopolitical space of
imperial contest and rivalry through the popular trope of gendering land as woman.5

3

See Paul Brown, “‘This Thing of Darkness I Acknowledge Mine,’” in The Tempest: A Case Study in
Critical Controversy, Boston: Bedford, 2000. Also, Stephen Greenblatt, “Learning to Curse,” in his
Learning to Curse. New York: Routledge, 1990.
4
Peter Hulme, Colonial Encounters: Europe and the native Caribbean, 1492-1797. London: Methuen,
1986. Hulme makes a crucial point about the status of the Journal as he suggests that if we understand
Colón’s Journal “not as a privileged eye-witness document of the discovery, nor as an accurate
ethnographic record, but rather as the first fable of European beginnings in America, then its complex
textual history and slight dubious status becomes less important than the incredible narrative it unfolds”
(18).
5
Louis A. Montrose, “The Work of Gender in the Discourse of Discovery,” in New World Encounters, ed.
Stephen Greenblatt. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993. 177-217. The main influence for my
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From representations of the European ravishment of virgin land in the New World, to the
threat of ravishment as a representation of a military invasion from rival empires in the
Mediterranean, the trope conflates land and woman to dramatize the prospect of conquest
in sexual terms. But as I argue throughout this dissertation, this prospect of expansionism
by means of military conquest and colonization was figuratively fought with a doubleedged sword. For many early modernists, the pursuit of empire through expansionism
was also an engagement with other rival empires in an arena where all contenders could
at any point become the target of invasion and conquest of those rivals—a process I will
refer to here as imperial intercourse.
Shakespeare and contemporaries dramatized the double-edged sword of English
imperial intercourse as the prospect of colonial expansionism constantly haunted by the
threat of invasion from another rival empire. The trope of gendering land as woman
plays a role central to the conflict of imperial intercourse, especially in the ways writers
would employ the literary text to address the political stability of the kingdom through
women’s sexuality.6 This is evident in The Tempest as Prospero must contain Caliban’s

use of this trope is based on Montrose’s analysis of Sir Walter Raleigh and his depictions of Guiana as a
chaste woman in reference to his strained relation with Queen Elizabeth I. More recent analysis has
examined similar instances where the trope of gendering land was also employed to express Elizabeth’s
feminine conquest of new found territories. See: Kristen G. Brooks, “A Feminine ‘Writing that Conquers’:
Elizabethan Encounters with the New World,” Criticism 48, 2 (Spring 2006). 227-262.
6
Ellen Spolsky, “Women’s Work is Chastity: Lucretia, Cymbeline, and Cognitive Impenetrability,” in The
Work of Fiction: Cognition, Culture, and Complexity, eds. Alan Richardson and Ellen Spolsky. New York:
Ashgate, 2004. 51-83. According to Spolsky, women’s work was to be chaste (51). She writes: “It turns out
that women’s work, at least among the social classes that were the focus of Shakespeare’s interest, is no
less important to the stability of kingdoms than their husbands’s marital and political prowess, yet it was,
often infuriatingly, invisible” (51). Spolsky considers how representations insist on the male anxiety for
women’s chastity in relation to the political stability, and argues that “subjects that are frequently repainted,
renarrated, and redramatized are the thematic evidence of persistent cognitive difficulties, of particular
resistances to satisfactory representation” (79). As I will elaborate throughout this study, I also consider the
way dramatist in England as well as in Spain often represent the male anxiety for women’s sexuality,
particularly when it comes to women and cross-cultural encounter with what I here refer to as the ravishing
Other (see footnote 7).
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threat to Miranda in order to preserve her for her later staged courtship by Ferdinand, the
heir to the crown of Naples. Ferdinand’s successful courtship of Miranda represents the
Prince of Naples as her conqueror and establishes European expansionism. Miranda,
however, is not only synonymous with the island, as the threat to her chastity is also
particularly concerning to the stability of European sovereignty. As the usurped ruler,
Prospero looks to address the domestic political turmoil in Milan by arranging the
courtship and marriage of his daughter Miranda to the Ferdinand—a union that promises
to forge the Milan-Naples alliance. This is the same alliance that had originally
threatened Prospero’s dukedom, as he claims that Antonio and Alonso, King of Naples,
had plotted against him. Prospero’s elaborate scheme to restore European sovereignty by
uniting Milan and Naples is hence contingent on Miranda’s chastity. As I examine
Prospero’s representations of Miranda in the context of imperial intercourse, I will
illustrate how protecting Miranda from the threat of the ravishing Other parallels with
forging a Milan-Naples alliance that will fortify European sovereignty in the
Mediterranean from the invasion of rival empires. In turn, as Prospero’s books inform
his representations of Miranda’s chastity vis-à-vis Caliban and Ferdinand, Shakespeare’s
The Tempest formulates a triumphant English imperialist discourse that at once establish
colonial expansionism while at the same time contains the threat of foreign invasion.
This dissertation further argues that through the symbol of Prospero’s books, The
Tempest dramatizes itself within a complex web of discourses, circulating in various
forms of representation, some of which primed early modernist to understand and later
fashion cross-cultural encounters in imperialist terms. As I search for Prospero’s books, I
focus on some of the many texts that constituted a form of cross-cultural encounter.

7
Dramatic representation often portrayed the opposing receptions—from attraction to
repulsion and fear—that male and female characters expressed in cross-cultural
encounters. As the perception of alterity was often based on early modern imperialism
and the constant negotiations between attraction and fear, I examine in the symbol of
Prospero’s books how intertextuality is instrumental in the formulation of an Englished
imperialist discourse. Through the symbol of Prospero’s books, as I will also elaborate,
The Tempest illustrates how early modernist organized a continually growing concept of
the world through a fundamentally intertextual structure established by humanist reading
and writing practices of the time. Based on his books, Prospero stages throughout the
play multiple plots that represent different geopolical conflicts, not in isolation of one
another, but rather as interwoven concerns. Lastly, the plot of the ravishing Other is not
only pivotal to Prospero’s triumphant imperialism, but it also underlines in English
imperial ideology the importance of containing the threat of ravishment and invasion.7
As I trace the intertextual story of Caliban,8 I can best illustrate how at the inception of
English imperialism were also the fears of invasion from a rival empire, i.e., Spain.
As I attempt to trace English imperial intercourse within Prospero’s books,
Chapter 1 will develop and establish a methodology for an intertextual reading
compatible to the ways Prospero would have read his books. For this process, it is
important to first revisit critical discussions of imperialism in readings of The Tempest, as
notable references and critical commentary on the play’s intertextuality will allow us to
7

The term ravishing has a play on words that best illustrates what I am trying to emphasize here in regards
to alterity and the shifts from attraction to fear; an encounter can shift from being ravished by the beauty of
the Other to an anxiety of ravishment by the Other.
8
Vaughan, Alden T. and Virginia Mason Vaughan. Shakespeare’s Caliban: A Cultural History.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991. The work of Vaughan and Vaughan has paved the way for
the development of this topic and the intertextual focus of this dissertation. Caliban, their work suggests,
was an intertextual character as ever there was one.
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expand the discussion on how to assess the interwoven discourses that shape the dramatic
text and for what particular purposes. As this assessment of Prospero’s books considers
an intertextual method of analysis based specifically on early modern humanist reading
and writing practices, this method of analysis will allow us to examine how the play
interweaves colonialist texts as part of the same imperial fabric fashioned for over a
century leading up to Shakespeare’s island play.
In formulating this intertextual methodology, Chapter 1 looks to expand the
analyses of The Tempest beyond the confines of the dramatic text, and turns the attention
to various other contexts where imperialism was ideologically at work. The reference to
the library that comprises all of Prospero’s books does in part represents the collection of
texts that both informed and encouraged England’s early expansionist aspirations in the
New World. But it also includes imperialist texts that warned of the threat of invasion
from rival empires across the Mediterranean. Moreover, while it has been well
established that since Colón’s Journal most of England’s colonialist texts either derived
from, or were inspired by extensive accounts of Spanish New World conquest, colonialist
readings of The Tempest have largely overlooked the context of Anglo-Spanish imperial
rivalry during which these texts were written into English consciousness.9 In discussion
with recent inter-imperial studies,10 Chapter 1 establishes a method of analysis that can
trace the emergence of early modern imperialism through a series of interconnections in
Anglo-Spanish relations, with especial emphasis on cultural circulations in all forms of

9

See Hulme’s Colonial Encounters, 1986.
See Laura Doyle, “Inter-Imperiality: An Introduction,” Modern Fiction Studies 64, 3 (2018): 395-402.
My intervention here more directly converses with inter-imperial analyses as some of these critical
contributions have also grounded and inspired the focus of this study. As I will further expand, I am
particularly indebted to the work of Barbara Fuchs on Anglo-Spanish relations and imperial studies.

10
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texts that had profound impact on both national cultures and their respective perspectives
of the world at large.

Anglo-Spanish Imperial Rivalry: A Panoramic View

With this formulated intertextual method, the remaining four chapters in this
dissertation will lay out an inter-imperial analysis of Anglo-Spanish relations where each
chapter offers insightful aspects of specific episodes in their shared history. Collectively,
these four chapters illustrate the following panoramic view of Anglo-Spanish imperial
rivalry: By the end of the sixteenth century, as the Chamberlain’s men readied Hamlet
for the stage, the threat prompted by repeated Spanish efforts in the Armada enterprise
had driven English collective anxieties to a point of public exhaustion.11 The English
Crown found itself physically and financially spent by protecting the country against the
Spanish menace, not to mention other costly military ploys elsewhere such as those in
Ireland and the Low Countries. As England struggled to man their military campaigns
abroad, the shortage of volunteer soldiers had taken a repeated emotional toll on public
opinion. The fatigue was further pronounced in the decline of Queen Elizabeth I, seen as
the end of an era in England that had survived the crises of succession dating back to
Elizabeth’s own accession, and that of her sister Mary Tudor just years prior, but was
now reviving these old fears and uncertainty for the political future of England in a world
driven by imperial expansionism. It was during Mary’s short reign that Richard Eden

11

James Shapiro describes a vivid image of the physical and emotional exhaustion Londoners felt from the
wars and the fear of invasion at the end of the sixteenth century. I rely heavily on the imagery of Shapiro’s
work as I consider the dramatic representations of the threat of invasion. See Shapiro, A Year in the Life of
William Shakespeare, 1599. New York: Harper Collins Publishers, 2005.
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emerged as a proponent of (Spanish) imperialism, a goal focused on the prospect of
colonial expansion in the Spanish monopoly that was the New World. In his Decades
(1555), the English translation of Peter Martyr d’Anghiera’s De Orbe Novo, Eden
proposed to his fellow countrymen to pursue English imperial expansionism in the wake
of the Anglo-Spanish marriage alliance between Queen Mary I and then Prince Philip of
Spain, the heir to the Spanish Empire.12 Philip’s anticipated marriage with the new
Queen of England was portrayed as a Spanish invasion, producing the early
representations of Philip as the lecherous ravishing Other. Between Eden’s call for
English expansionism in the New World and Philip’s perceived invasion of England,
Anglo-Spanish relations first engaged in imperial intercourse. By the end of the
sixteenth century, both England and Spain experienced the wounds from the doubleedged sword of imperial intercourse where the prospect of colonial expansionism was
haunted by the threat of invasion from another rival empire.
Chapter 2, considers more closely the texts and events that took place during
England’s emergent phase of imperial intercourse. From Eden’s reference to a “smoothe
and bare table vnpainted”13 to Hamlet’s formulation of table of memory, I will consider
how the popular metaphor of the mind as a writing surface contains the collection of
colonialist texts English authors inscribed while negotiating the shifts between
Hispanophilia and Hispanophobia across the latter half of the sixteenth century.14 As
Hamlet’s metaphorical writing surface not only figures as a modernized version of what
12

Anghiera, Pietro Martire de. The decades of the newe worlde, translated into English by Richard Eden.
London,1555.
13
Ibid, B1r.
14
The work of Eric Griffin grounds my assessment of English attraction and fear of the Spaniards, what
Griffin and others refer to as Hispanophilia and Hispanophobia. See Griffin, English Renaissance Drama
and The Specter of Spain: Ethnopoetics and Empire. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009.
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Eden had conceived of the New World natives as having a “smoothe and bare table
vnpainted,”15 the gap between the two texts also embodies England’s gathered collection
of colonialist texts. Chapter 2 will closely examine the role of Eden’s Decades in the
wake of propagandist spread fears of a Spanish invasion which emerged from the
prospect of the marriage as an Anglo-Spanish alliance and were stoked by anti-Spanish
propaganda. Eden’s reference to the “smoothe and bare table vnpainted” of New World
natives shows a fundamental function of the metaphor in that it outlines the value of a
clean surface and notably calls attention to the practical challenges to “rase or blot owt
the fyrste forms”16 that other authors had experimented with in the art of self-fashioning.
Hamlet’s table of memory remembers such moments during the escalating AngloSpanish tension of the 1590s, most of which had been erased from the surface of the
English imagination. Tragedy in Shakespeare’s Hamlet is perceived in part through this
urge or necessity to “wipe away” (1.5. 98)17 those texts deemed invasive or threatening in
any shape or form, and it shows that the very endeavor to omit produces the
palimpsestuous anxieties that torment the protagonist. Hamlet must remember that the
tragedy concerns less the usurped ruler, than the questionable chastity of the Queen with
whom he is intimate with. The imperial intercourse in Claudius also concerns Hamlet’s
struggle to reconcile with the past, a past haunted by the pervasive threat of invasion.
Staged at the height of Anglo-Spanish imperial rivalry, Hamlet is haunted by the memory
of English imperial intercourse—the desire for expansionism that provoked the
attempted invasion of Philip’s Armada—as founded on the very Spanish imperial model

15

Eden, B1r.
Ibid.
17
Shakespeare, Hamlet. Arden Shakespeare, Third Edition, eds. Ann Thompson and Neil Taylor. New
York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2005.
16
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Elizabethans would later aspire to outdo. The threat of invasion that haunts Hamlet
parallels with what English imperial intercourse had accomplished since Eden’s proposal
in 1555: England’s colonial expansion projects had miserably failed, the Crown struggled
to contain the revolt in Ireland, and the island remained under constant threat of another
Spanish Armada.
Meanwhile, across the Channel, the panoramic view from Spain at the turn of the
sixteenth century highlights how interconnections with England evoked a nostalgia for
the imperial Spain of a century earlier. In the decade of the 1590s, both English and
Spanish representations of Philip’s mighty Armada questioned the symbol of Spain’s
imperial prowess. An iconic image of the mighty conquerors, Philip’s Armada was in
part prompted by England’s piratical encroachment of Spanish New World monopoly.
Although England’s capacity to challenge Spain’s monopoly in the New World had been
largely limited to English buccaneering, these small but sharp form of encroachments
managed to invade both Spanish land and consciousness. By the end of his reign,
Philip’s had failed to invade England and weakened the coffers and prestige of the
Spanish Crown. So, as the English struggled to carry out imperial aspirations given the
double-edged enterprise inherent in the exchange with its Spanish counterpart, Spain
returned to a similar imperial ideology that emerged in the Iberian Peninsula since the
fifteenth century.
Chapter 3 thus explores how Spain’s imperial intercourse with England’s by the
end of the sixteenth century prompted Spanish nostalgia for an early archetypal imperial
image. Lope de Vega’s El nuevo mundo descubierto por Cristóbal Colón (1599), for
instance, dramatizes the inception of imperial Spain in 1492 defined by a twofold form of

13
territorial conquest as perceived by Spain’s simultaneous achievements in La
Reconquista of an Old World at one end, and the Conquista of a New World at the
other.18 More so than its expansive prowess, however, this archetypal imperial image of
Spain insisted that territorial domains be protected from foreign invasions. Although
Lope’s drama seemingly commemorates a century since the expulsion of the Moors from
Spain along with the conquest of the New World natives, an obscured English presence
supplants these subdued marginal figures. English piratical raids of Spanish shores, for
example, inspired the poet to employ the trope of invasion in La Dragontea (1598) in
order to dramatize an anxiety over Spain’s faulty borders. Tellingly named after Spain’s
most infamous English foe, one Sir Francis Drake, Lope’s La Dragontea recalls the
buccaneer’s raids on Spanish ports along the Iberian Peninsula and the Americas. As
Lope’s poem celebrates a well-fortified imperial Spain in the defeat of the dreadful pirate
Francisco Draque, it also signals the English encroachment into Spanish consciousness.
In turn, Lope’s El nuevo mundo commemorates imperial Spain in the expulsion of the
Moors from the Iberian Peninsula and the conquest of the New World natives as a ploy to
omit a haunting English presence on the stage. Both Lope’s El nuevo mundo and La
Dragontea employ the trope of invasion to illustrate Spanish concerns with the faulty
borders of a decadent Empire.
While in Spain Lope’s El nuevo mundo celebrated La Reconquista, in England,
Elizabethan dramatists targeted their attacks on those same cathartic structures Spain
anxiously took care to sustain. Despite Anglo-Spanish tensions, Elizabethan authors in

18

Critics such as Barbara Fuchs refer to this origin of empire as the Reconquista-Conquista analogy. See
Fuchs, Mimesis and Empire: The New World, Islam, and European Identities. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2001. 8.
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the 1590s remained receptive to some forms of Spanishness. As Fuchs has shown,
English authors turned to the symbol of piracy as a ploy to appropriate Spanish literary
forms.19 Reception to these forms, however, demanded various other rhetorical methods
wherein writers could prudently negotiate the encroachment of Spanishness. In the latter
half of the sixteenth century, by which time Spanishness in England had largely been
informed by Black Legend typologies, the process of denigrating Spain would take on a
new form in the post-Armada years, particularly on the English stage. Whereas Spanish
concerns for English (piratical) encroachments evoked nostalgic representations of that
once fortified and expansive imperial prowess from La Reconquista-Conquista equation,
back in England, a palimpsestuous Armada and Philip’s imperial Spain pervaded
dramatic representations of invasion and ravishment.
As Chapter 4 will show, Elizabethan dramatists experimented with the trope of
the threat of invasion in order to address the underlining concerns for the double-edged
sword of English imperial intercourse. From the moment his marriage with Mary Tudor
was announced, Philip and his imperial might play the role of protagonist in England’s
projections of their own imperial intercourse. English dramatic representations of Philip
would vary from the prototype of the lustful conqueror, showing him at times to be a
futile suitor or an impotent invader, and at other times a poor defender of his imperial
domains. In either case, representations of Philip’s lust to invade England casted the
Spanish figure as the memorable ravishing Other. In the wake of the Armada, as Philip’s
imperial potency reminded Elizabethans of their traumatic susceptibility to his invasion,
these anxieties were best mitigated through depictions of Spain’s own permeability. A

19

See Fuchs, The Poetics of Piracy: Emulating Spain in English Literature. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2013.
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trope Fuchs refers to as the Orientalizing of Spain,20 the anti-Spanish propaganda
portrays a peculiar form of invasion where Spanish land, women, and bloodlines are
subsequently permeated and in turn indelibly stained by Islamic entities (both Turkish
and Moorish). Spain’s flawed cathartic structures are notably dramatized in several
English plays including The Spanish Tragedy (1589), The Merchant of Venice (1596-97)
The Spanish Moor’s Tragedy (1599-1600), and All’s Lost by Lust (1619-20). Intertheatrically connected , these dramatic texts challenge Spain’s imperial prowess by
denying Spanish endeavors for racial and culture purity through the expulsion of Islam
from the peninsula.
These complex Anglo-Spanish relations influenced English perception of their
cross-cultural encounters with the non-Christian worlds in the Mediterranean East as well
as in the Atlantic West. As the trope of invasion had largely shaped English perception
of Spain as indelibly Islamic, the Ottoman Empire expanding across the Mediterranean
had already been perceived in similar terms as encroaching on the shores of Europe. On
the other hand, the prospect of English expansionism, whether through trade in the East
or through colonization in the West, required a more nuanced trope. Representations of
the New World including Lope’s El nuevo mundo had gendered the land as woman to
dramatize the figure of a virginal land awaiting European ravishment. From the
accession of Mary Tudor and throughout the reign of her successor Elizabeth, the
gendering of England as woman paralleled with the courtship of its respective monarchs.
While representations of Philip as a ravishing Other had figured in England’s cultural
memory as the greatest threat of invasion in the latter half of the sixteenth century, the
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early decades of the seventeenth century witnessed an increasing English presence in
Mediterranean trade paralleled with risky colonial ventures in the New World. As with
the Anglo-Spanish imperial rivalry, the English would deploy the trope of the ravishing
Other in their encounters with other cultures. The key factor here, of course, concerned
the sexual threat to the white European woman.
Chapter 5 weaves these texts of the past back to The Tempest to reconsider
Shakespeare’s last intervention with the double-edged sword of imperial intercourse that
had driven Anglo-Spanish relations since their inception. Cross-cultural encounters
represented in Shakespeare’s island play recall any number of previous performances on
the English stage, as well as their respective historical moments that these embodied.
Through a consideration of how The Tempest intertextually recalls the wide range of
tropes of invasion predating the Elizabethan era, this chapter explores the ways the
dramatic text cuts the Gordian knot of imperial intercourse. More specifically, I examine
how dramatic echoes from plays such as Othello illustrate Prospero’s appropriation of
Caliban’s island as a ploy that inverts the trope of the ravishing Other. I will show how
the central plots of the usurped ruler and the marriage alliance collide with imperialist
discourses of the sixteenth century. The Tempest restages old concerns of internal
political turmoil within the sharp double-edged sword of early modern imperialism; the
prospect of expansion and threat of invasion. By the end of the play, Prospero resolves
the political turmoil as he drowns his book, a text representative of an imperialist
discourse that at once contains the threat of invasion as it inverts the trope to suit the
prospect of colonial expansionism.
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In closing, the latter part of this final chapter considers how cross-cultural
encounters shifted alterity from attraction to fear, and how the discourse of gender and
sexuality affected such swings in Anglo-Spanish attitudes. As Prospero’s books produce
the trope of the ravishing Other, Miranda’s encounter with the island native recalls
previous instances—including those discussed in earlier chapters—where a white
European woman’s encounter with another culture dramatize the shifts in alterity. Like
many female characters before them, Portia in The Merchant of Venice and Desdemona
in Othello represent a woman’s perspective on the encounter with a culture that in turn
becomes construed in imperial terms. As these inter-theatrical instances surface through
the dramatic text, they evoke the forces surrounding these female characters in the plot,
as well as the political circumstances under which these were performed. This final point
brings us to a halt in the knitting process, having traced some of the discourses that
interweave the fabric of early modern imperialism. Throughout the shifts in AngloSpanish relations overarching this dissertation, the very prospect of cross-cultural
encounters, as inscribed in cultural memory, were moments mixed between curiosity and
fear. While on European shores, the trauma of the threat of invasion discouraged genuine
curiosity for the encounter, in turn, this quoted imperial ideology impacted fears of
transculturation in settlements abroad including the Americas. The texts Prospero
inscribed in Caliban’s table of memory follow the history of England, first as the target of
an imperial rival where fears of invasion were dramatized in the threat of the ravishing
Other, and second, as the prosperous-to-be colonial ventures that could at any point
deploy the trope in order to overcome the double-edged sword of imperial intercourse.
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Chapter 1
“Humanist Intertextuality in Early Modern England
And Shakespearean Drama”

Critical readings of The Tempest, as this chapter will show, have on occasion
underscored some form or aspects of intertextuality in the play. Taken collectively, these
critical contributions will allow us to consider the play’s multiple plots, not as isolated
from one another, but rather as neatly interwoven themes. Indeed, as we revisit critical
discussions of colonialism, as well as the pushback to these American readings of the
play, this chapter will build on these contributions that have paved the way and opened
new lanes for intertextually focused analyses. In reading the geopolitical concerns of The
Tempest, I am compelled to underscore that my analysis merely addresses a small part of
a larger intertextual system of references that helped early modernist organize and in turn
understand an unknown world. Hence, as this analysis considers global relations in the
age that sought to explore an unknow world, it will specifically focus on how European
representations of cross-cultural encounters with both the vast Mediterranean world as
well as with the underexplored American parts of world came to be seen in imperialist
terms.
Further, as I build on the critical contributions that have thus far contemplated the
intertextuality of The Tempest, I examine how Shakespeare dramatizes the inherent
intertextual traits of humanist reading and writing practices within his texts. Prospero the
reader joins a list of early modern protagonists, such as the humanist scholar we find in
Shakespeare’s own Hamlet. Notably, both The Tempest and Hamlet employ intertextual
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methods in order to make sense of the world and the threats surrounding it. As readers
and scholars, that is, both Prospero and Hamlet display humanist intertextual practices
when they rely on books to organize their respective realities. As protagonists in the role
of dramatist, both Prospero and Hamlet also show the practice of inter-theatricality, what
I here consider is an extension of the intertextual system of references that is based on the
aforementioned humanist reading and writing practices. Through the analysis of these
protagonists, I formulate an intertextual method that illustrates how textual references
enter the dramatic text and can impact the action.
The value of the method I develop here is that as it illustrates how Shakespeare’s
own dramatic texts make theatrical references, from classic to contemporary, it allows me
to consider references specifically concerning the interwoven fabrics of early modern
imperialism. As this analysis namely focuses on the shared history of Anglo-Spanish
relations throughout the second half of the sixteenth century, I focus on parts of a largely
omitted history of Anglo-Spanish relations that developed as an imperial rivalry. This
method of intertextuality, then, will help trace some of the cultural exchanges that shifted
these relations from alliance to rivalry.

“O brave new world”:
The Case for Colonialism and the New World Context of The Tempest

Since Peter Hulme’s influential source study of the Prospero-Caliban colonial
encounter, the case for European colonialism in readings of The Tempest has generated
considerable interest and reasonable debate, not only from within critical discussions of
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early modern imperialism, but also by those who contend against these colonial themes as
the central topics of the political concerns of the play. In remarkable fashion, critical
attention to colonialism overwhelmed opposition to the colonialist emphasis. “No longer
is The Tempest a play of social reconciliation and moral renewal,” a notable skeptic
lamented, “of benevolent artistry and providential design; it now appears as a telling
document of the first phase of English imperialism, implicated in the will-to-power of the
Jacobean court, even as an ‘instrument of empire’ itself.”21 Of course, themes such as
“social reconciliation and moral renewal” are, as David Scott Kastan rightly underscores,
at the heart of the play’s conflict. But Kastan’s formulation here suggests that the play’s
various themes are somehow on exclusive grounds from the omnipresent theme of
colonialism. Indeed, colonialism pervades the play as if to colonize the dramatic text
itself. The question then does not rest on whether the action of the play concerns
colonialism, but rather on whether the role colonialism plays is in relation to the action
and resolution of the central dramatic conflict. That is, whether the role of colonialism is
marginal or pivotal—as an asset or a threat—to these very endeavors for the
reconciliation of familial relations, and the restoration of the power, as well as the
restitution and emendation of the turmoil from the past.
Critical opposition to colonialist readings point their objections to a plot that does
not center on colonial endeavors, especially if we were to consider Prospero’s
appropriation of the island as merely a temporary home, a refuge established prior to the
action of the play that will presumably be abandoned by its conclusion, or shortly
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thereafter. Commentators such as Leo Salingar importantly reminds us that: “Strongly
colonialist readings distort Prospero’s project of returning to Milan, which constitutes the
main plot, after all, and mask the play’s affinities with other contemporary romances,
whether Shakespeare’s own preceding work or the scattered international romances
featuring island magicians.”22 Other critics such as Deborah Willis sharply contend that
the plot of the play is mainly concerned with the threat of Antonio, and not Caliban.23 In
such views, the politics of the play most central to the plot then concern Prospero’s
revenge of Antonio and the arranged marriage alliance between Milan and Naples—
Miranda and Ferdinand—as part of his effort to restore power. Furthermore, critics raise
the question of whether setting establishes the context the play is mainly concerned with,
noting that the plot situates the play in Mediterranean waters and not New World shores.
Insistent that “the play is obviously set in the old world,” Kastan also challenges allusions
to the New World in the play as too weak to establish an allegorical New World setting.24
Kastan, for instance, maintains that the primitivism of Gonzalo’s “utopian fantasy,” while
based on a New World text, “has little relevance to the dreams and desires of the Italian
courtiers.”25 Lastly, even as skeptics of colonialist readings of the play such as Kastan
recognize that Prospero’s treatment of Caliban is “relevant to any understanding of the
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encounter with the new world,”26 others critics have sharply contested the allegory of the
conquered New World native as merely a parody of that very stereotype.27
These reasonable objections concerning plot and the central conflicts of the play
duly task the critic in any colonialist analysis of The Tempest to address in detail the
question of how we read the role of colonialism as well as New World references within
the play. When we take these points of objection into account, we are left with a path to
assess The Tempest not as a play about colonialism, but one that cannot seem to stop
thinking about the prospect of “new world” encounters. Indeed, it is the very experience
of each character, at one point or another, to assess the deserted island as a “new world”
itself, and in turn, the setting as a stage for cross-cultural encounters. Miranda’s often
quoted expression of awe, “o brave new world” (5.1. 183), is an emblematic reaction to
such encounters. From her encounter with Ferdinand early in the opening act, to her later
meeting with the rest of the Italian crew, Miranda gives voice to the experience of crosscultural encounters. The Italian crew, from the highest ranks to the lowests, also display
their perspectives and assumptions about the unknown shores on which they are
marooned. And while colonialism is not in the minds of every character, as it might not
be a thought among early modern audiences, responses to the encounters indicate at least
an impulse in some to conquer, most obviously Prospero’s enslavement of Caliban. Even
if we take his treatment of Caliban as a parody of the conquered New World native,
Prospero’s colonialist impulse is as evident as what Trinculo and Stephano display with
Caliban. A parody itself of Prospero’s encounter with the island native, the fools assume
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the role of masters of Caliban as they employ assumptions of their own about the island
and its native.
Whether through their actions or their expressed perspectives, then, we can
examine characters in The Tempest specifically for the texts they each reference
concerning cross-cultural encounters, including colonial texts that either promoted or
contested the conquest of the New World. Perhaps the most pronounced example of this
is Gonzalo in his allusion to Michel de Montaigne’s “Des Cannibales.”28 Notably,
Gonzalo’s quotation of Montaigne’s essay imagines a commonwealth that would
presumably avoid the political turmoil that besets the Milan-Naples alliance throughout
the play. In doing so, Gonzalo’s quotation curiously establishes a form of plantation, a
colony of sorts that seemingly favors the values of innocence in primitivism.
Inconsequential to the action of the play, skeptical commentators such as Salingar can
dismiss Gonzalo’s “plantation” as “an invention on the spur of the moment, a reaction to
circumstances, like the strange and involuntarily acquired sensations that perplex his
fellow-voyagers.”29 The spontaneity Gonzalo displays is rather remarkable given how he
alludes to a very specific, well-articulated passage, with a few additions of his own.
Gonzalo’s reference, even if commonplace, forms part of that perplexity prompted by the
unknown island setting; something about his experience on the island prompted a specific
text with a very distinct purview to the European encounter with the New World. The
play underscores Gonzalo’s paradoxical formulation of a commonwealth without a
sovereign, a noble vision that displays a partial impulse to conquer the island, even as
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said impulse is contradicted by the reference to an anti-colonialist text in Montaigne’s
essay. Of course, Gonzalo’s perspective is dismissed immediately for its selfcontradiction, before it returns to a marginal place and seemingly tucked away from the
play’s main conflicts. But as Gonzalo’s example illustrates, colonialism is not only
pervasive, it is also in dialogue with other discourses in the play.
The peculiar marginal designation of Gonzalo’s quotation may concern the anticolonialist posture of the author he quotes, as well as the noble sentiments about
primitivism that hope to offset the political turmoil driving the action of the play. In
either case, Gonzalo’s quotation can only underscore their predicament, that political
turmoil is interminable. The conflicts inherent to sovereignty, Gonzalo’s passage
unwittingly suggests, are inevitably perpetual. In his influential colonialist reading of the
play, Paul Brown suggested a similar formulation in what he described as “the struggle to
produce a coherent discourse adequate to the complex requirements of British
colonialism in its initial phase.”30 The Tempest, Brown maintained, “is not simply a
reflection of colonialist practices but an intervention in an ambivalent and even
contradictory discourse.”31 According to Brown, Shakespeare’s play intervenes in a
colonialist discourse known for its process of actively seeking to produce a disruptive
Other in order to establish authority over the subversive: Prospero thus requires a
struggle with Caliban.32 But where Caliban is ostensibly produced as an Other, he
simultaneously becomes a producer himself, only of a colonial counterdiscourse.
Shakespeare’s play then, Brown suggests, represents a powerful and pleasurable narrative
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that actively seeks a harmonious discourse—but this narrative not only fails to achieve
this harmony, it foregrounds the very concerns it seeks to overcome.33 To produce a
disruptive Other in order to assert authority over it also reveals the Other as a site of
potential disruption, thus formulating the interminable conflict of power and sovereignty.
Gonzalo has something conspicuously in common with Prospero; they are both
readers. While Gonzalo furnished Prospero with his fondest books, the reference to
Montaigne suggests that this particular author was not among said favored collection.
That is, nothing in Prospero’s encounter with Caliban suggests that the former would
adhere to the sentiments Montaigne represents about the savagery of New World natives
compared to the barbarism of the European conqueror. Instead, as we have long
understood, Prospero behaves as a colonizer who justifies his appropriation of the island
as he contains the threat of Caliban the ravisher. The point to consider here concerns the
ways the substance of such a narrative of containment was informed by Prospero’s books.
Brown’s reading of the Prospero-Caliban encounter ambitiously looked to the broad
historical crisis surrounding the play, namely the enterprise of English colonialism that
comprised, in Brown’s formulation, “the expansion of royal hegemony in the EnglishWelsh mainland (the internal colonialism of the core), the extension of British influence
in the semiperiphery of Ireland, and the diffuse range of British interests in the extreme
periphery of the New World.”34 England’s novice experience on New World shores did
not narrow the scope for other critical analyses insistent on assessing English colonialism
in the play. Source hunters, for instance, insisted on establishing a specific New World
context based on analyses that pin down the primary sources of the dramatic text, indeed
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the actual colonial documents Shakespeare had next to him when writing the play.35 But
if we examine closely the multiple colonial texts Shakespeare referenced throughout the
play, we may include Prospero’s seemingly undisclosed titles to this list. In doing so, the
symbol of Prospero’s books stands not only as a portal to the playwright’s personal
library, but to all New World colonialist texts and their broader history of English
colonialism, especially the conflicting prospect of expansionism in the initial stages of
British imperialism.
The case for the New World as context in the play remains poorly established on
the basis of multiple references throughout The Tempest, even as we recognize the
obvious colonialist tones in the enslavement of Caliban as an uncivilized, savage native
of the island. The anagram of the Cannibal, Caliban evokes the context of the New
World to the world of the play. But the trope of the ravishing Other as a ploy of
containment and further assertion of power has its own history in the Old World. Fuchs
first offered an insightful glance at the history that genders the colonialist impulse as an
act of ravishment.36 While Fuchs concedes the point that it is, in her words, an “axiom of
contemporary criticism that The Tempest is a play about the European colonial
experience in the Americas,” she expands the play’s context to include England’s
colonial role in Ireland, as well as the challenges emerging throughout the Mediterranean
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such as the threat of the Ottoman Empire encroaching the shores of Europe.
Inadvertently perhaps, Fuchs addresses the concerns that critical opposition to colonialist
readings had emphasized, namely the insistence on situating the play within the context
of the Mediterranean and the focus of play’s main conflict as the stability of European
sovereignty. More importantly, Fuchs establishes a connection between the internal
conflicts of European sovereignty such as the threat of usurpation with external threats
such as the expansionism of Islam. Here Fuchs considers how the “gendered dynamics
of Mediterranean containment in the play recall the more common gendered colonialist
trope of ravishing a newly discovered land.”37
In turn, as Fuchs examines the containment of the Islamic threat to European
sovereignty and Mediterranean expansion, she establishes a formula on how to assess the
threat of Caliban as a ravisher. In the case of Caliban’s attempt on Miranda, Fuchs
briefly suggests, the play once again “genders the colonizing impulse,” though in this
instance, “it is the defense of the European woman that justifies repression of the nonEuropean.”38 In Fuchs’s formulation then, the context of The Tempest places European
sovereignty at the center of the play, with East and West periphery as “simultaneously the
origin of colonial adventure and the target of another empire’s expansionism”.39 But
although Fuchs makes a valid point about the trope of the ravisher as Other inverted
across contexts, it is not clear how the same formula for containment of the threat of
invasion in the Mediterranean is then employed in a discourse of expansionism in Ireland
or the New World. According to Fuchs, “quoting” colonialist ideology from one contact
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zone to another “naturalizes expansion by bringing newly ‘discovered’ lands and people
under the conceptual domain of the already known.”40 Yet, the ravisher as the invader
becomes an oddly suited garment on Caliban, who is seen as the ravisher, even as he has
been the victim of Prospero’s expansionism. Fuchs, on the other hand, has paved the way
to further examine Prospero’s colonialist formulation as she establishes how Europe’s
experience of being the target of another empire become closely associated, “temporally,
materially, and rhetorically,” with its flourishing empire-building experience.41 Fuchs
proposed this approach in another influential essay foregrounding a new critical method
she calls imperium studies—a theoretical approach grounded in the historical and
intellectual traditions of postcolonial studies that had promised to expand the purview of
colonial studies to include the metropolitan European states.42 In Fuchs’s formulation,
imperium studies reconsiders our focus of analysis to not only include both the colonies
and the metropole, but also to place more emphasis on the ways that Old World
imperialism both enabled and complicated the development of New World empires.43
As her methodology for imperium studies called on the critic to investigate how
Europe negotiated the threat of Islamic invasion at the same time that it sought expansion
in the West, Fuchs also began to unfold the Anglo-Spanish connection. Fuchs, for
instance, points to “the case of Spain” where the myth of La Reconquista helped Spain
reposition itself from colonized (in the Old World) to colonizer (in the New).44
Conversely, in “the view from England,” Fuchs refers to the construction of the Black
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Legend of Spanish cruelty so as to consider how England’s endeavors to emulate Spanish
successes in the New World allowed the former to distance itself from the cruelty it
condemned in the latter.45 In turn, Fuchs’s methodology of imperium studies developed
important critical contributions in inter-imperial studies that outlined a dialectical form of
analysis as, “a model for studying the interconnection of empires and would-be empires,
instead of simply considering them side-by-side.”46
From an inter-imperial approach, I argue, we can appreciate how the rhetorical
process of the Reconquista-Conquista47 analogy became a double-edged sword as
simultaneously the strength and frailty of imperial Spain, particularly as a result of a
series of Spanish interconnections with England. Concurrently, England’s model of
imperial Spain presented similar concerns with the prospect of colonial expansionism in
the West and the threats of invasion from just across the Channel. Significantly, an
Anglo-Spanish inter-imperial approach supplements the process of quotations and shows
a far more complex transaction than what Fuchs was able to unfold, as these
interconnections reveal how early modern European imperialism became a double-edged
sword forged in the fire that negotiated the prospect of expansion with the threat of
foreign invasion.
Importantly, Fuchs’s broader scope of multiple imperial contexts foregrounded
what Ania Loomba’s recent inter-imperial analysis of The Tempest considers as the
“interconnections between encounters with non-Europeans in different parts of the
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world.”48 “Even if we purge America from the play,” Loomba maintains, “we do not get
a Europe that is sealed from the rest of the world and from the colonial question.”49 Of
course, in the effort to assess the various contexts and discourses that interweave the
fabric of early modern imperialism, criticism has not only abstained from erasing
America from readings of the play, but it also insists on endeavors to recover the
inconspicuous absence of imperial Spain, a primary source of New World colonialist
texts including those referenced in The Tempest. Colonialist readings of The Tempest
have largely overlooked the context of Anglo-Spanish imperial rivalry during which
England entered the contested imperial space of Spain and the two engaged in imperial
intercourse. Anglo-Spanish relations have recently surged in critical attention, and
studies have examined their shared history with wide range of focus and through various
symbolic and material exchanges that impacted the history and culture of both nations, as
well as the rest of Europe and the New World.50 This shared history tells the story of a
remarkable shift in Anglo-Spanish relations from alliance to rivalry, and the reception of
their cultural exchanges from attraction to fear and anxiety, a turn most notable during
the short reign of Mary I and her marriage to then Prince Philip of Spain, and one that
would escalate throughout the reign of her successor, Elizabeth I.51 Despite the political
tension between Elizabeth I and Philip II of Spain, Anglo-Spanish interconnections in
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various other circles of public life remained fluent, if at times invasive of one another’s
cultures. In England, for instance, as tensions continued to escalate during the last two
decades of the sixteenth century, and fears of a Spanish invasion became more pervasive,
Elizabethans betrayed a considerable attraction to Spanish culture, including its literary
traditions.
Fuchs and other critics such as Eric Griffin have led the way in calling attention to
Spain for its inconspicuous presence in, and at times conspicuous absence from, the
English text and stage. In her The Poetics of Piracy (2013), for instance, Fuchs notably
traced occlusions of Spanish literary influence in Englished texts. Significantly, the
broader scope of her analysis, as Fuchs writes, “traces the emergence of a national canon
for England in the context of its rivalry with Spain—a model constantly emulated even as
it was disavowed.”52 While buccaneering became England’s most popular form of
encroachment on the territory of imperial Spain, Fuchs sharply assesses the symbol of
piracy as a form of English appropriation of Spanishness. From this angle, we can
appreciate England’s challenge of Spain’s New World monopoly—whether in material
gains or in the unintended consequences—through the written text. That is, when Fuchs
shows England’s national canon as “tainted” by Spain, we then notice the consequences
of the pervasiveness of an imperial rival even when said foe has been occluded from the
written text. Griffin’s analysis, on the other hand, examines how the dissemination of the
state sanctioned Black Legend propaganda interweaves across Elizabethan and Jacobean
drama, a pervasiveness he refers to as “the specter of Spain.”53 In describing the
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permeation of “the specter of Spain,” Griffin rightly notes that “this cultural formation
looms over many more fields of endeavor than England’s return to Mediterranean
adventuring or its attempts to establish New World colonies.”54 Significantly, the
rhetorical shifts in alterity that characterized England’s cross-cultural encounters with the
East and West were influenced by its primary antagonist, i.e., imperial Spain. In tracing
how Anti-Spanish sentiments were written into English cultural memory, Griffin
importantly underlines that: “For a number of historically specific reasons, then, one
otherness was impressed most profoundly upon the English imagination, the otherness of
imperial Spain.”55
For a play that insistently alludes to New World colonialism, the conspicuous
absence of Spain from both The Tempest itself as well as critical discussions of the
dramatic text is striking, and it is this absence which motivates my present analysis. As
the central allusion in the play, I argue, Prospero’s books align the various experiences of
the Europeans on the island with those of early modern audiences. In Prospero’s books,
the play dramatizes its own intertextuality by showing the ways colonial discourses
interact as they pervade the imagination of characters such as Gonzalo and Prospero, the
readers of books, but also in Stephano and Trinculo whose point of reference to their
encounter with Caliban’s does not concern the written form but rather anecdotal, first and
second-hand oral accounts of encounters with New World natives.56 Further, the
emphasis of The Tempest on intertextuality in its portrayal of Prospero as the avid reader
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of books points to early modern reading and writing practices, a point of reference for
grounding interpretations through a fundamentally humanist method. But, as I will
establish in the following section, to consider how the Spanish and English permeated the
imagination of the public as a cross-cultural encounter of alterity demands an ambitious
intertextual method of analysis that can account for and illustrates the various strands of
texts that weave through early modern imperial ideology. In order to trace the occlusions
of imperial Spain from The Tempest, for instance, we need a methodology that will not
only consider critical analysis of the written text, but also explore, temporally,
impressions in the imagination of the English and Spanish public. Indeed, we will need
an approach that examines how specific historical moments of alterity in Anglo-Spanish
relations were impressed in the collective memories of England and Spain. Central to
this present analysis of early modern cross-cultural encounters then is establishing an
intertextual method that examines how, in Anglo-Spanish interconnections, the otherness
of imperial Spain influenced occlusions of Spanishness from the English page, stage and
consciousness. In turn, this process will also allow us to glance at the perspective across
the Channel and consider how Spain, in turn, negotiated English piratical raids as
encroachment of its collective consciousness.

Intertextuality in The Tempest

Critical consideration to intertextuality in the Tempest has varied from a
commentator’s notation in passing, to the specific focus of the analysis. Collectively,
these critical references and endeavors have built a foundation on top of which I am able
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to consider a methodology that further contributes to the intertextual structure that
comprises The Tempest, including its very function and purpose for referencing
discourses. In what follows, I look to establish how intertextuality was not only
fundamental in the formulation of the New World as a concept,57 but was also an
instrumental form of organization in European representations of cross-cultural
encounters with the Eastern and Western worlds. Intertextuality in The Tempest as
represented in the symbol of Prospero’s books provides the basis for reading books that
play a mainly symbolic role, books that nevertheless have titles and content traceable
through various forms of representation.
Critics such as Barbara Mowat have proposed a method of analysis that examines
the play’s intertextual diagram itself, one that highlights the significance of books in the
play as she points out her own reference to Prospero’s books.58 As Mowat writes: “These
are the books that, according to both Prospero and Caliban, give Prospero his
considerable power, these the books that, twelve years into his exile, Prospero still prizes
above his lost dukedom.”59 However, Mowat then looks past her own reference to
Prospero’s books in order to examine the interlaced function of the various texts
referenced throughout the play, a process she describes as: a “rich intertextual system that
extends the play’s geographical and temporal boundaries far beyond its apparent
limits.”60 Notably, Mowat’s intertextual method considers the play’s books as a broad
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reference system that extends beyond specific allusion or quotations. “Once summoned,”
Mowat maintains, “whether through actual quotations within the dialogue or through less
obtrusive echoes, these books in The Tempest leave traces that weave themselves in our
minds into an intricate intertextual mélange.”61 As a result, this broad approach to the
play’s intertextual network can widen the focus of critical analyses, albeit in a rather
tentative fashion. As Mowat distinguishes The Tempest from other plays “in which a
single literary or historical work provides an obvious controlling infracontext,” she
underscores how the broad scope of the play’s intertextual references may conflict, “so
the image of Prospero supported by Virgilian and Ovidean infracontexts may be
perceived as ideologically at odds with those infracontexts that bring to surface the
colonialist implications of the play.”62
From this broader scope, Mowat considers the intertextuality of The Tempest as
“a comparably evocative instrument” where the dramatic text itself is a participant in a
larger literary discussion.63 “Reading The Tempest as part of this larger intertextual
continuum,” Mowat further suggests, “also affects the way we respond to the play’s
colonial implications.”64 In Mowat’s formulation, the system of infracontexts aligns
classical texts with early modern colonialist discourses. In treating Virgil’s The Aeneid
as “the ur-story of the founding of empire,” Mowat also underscores a wider gap in
imperial studies: “We close our eyes and ears to much of the meaning of The Tempest
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when we restrict the geographical and temporal bounds of colonization to New World
colonizing in the early modern period. Colonizing began in prehistory and, as The
Tempest’s infracontexts show, stretched from Carthage and beyond on the Western end
of the Mediterranean to the Black Sea and beyond in the East.”65 Post-colonial critics
such as Loomba have recognized the interventionist role of The Tempest in the
development of early modern imperialism: “The Tempest is particularly important to
these discussions because it stages, in what seems an uncannily prescient way, various
aspects of colonial encounters as they were to unfold in the coming centuries.”66 But as
Loomba also points out, the play “does so by using materials from classical past, from
medieval travelogues and literature, from contemporary travel writing, and also by
projecting an unusually plastic imaginative geography.”67
The connection between the written text and public imagination illustrates part of
the process through which early modern Europeans developed their constantly expanding
concept of the world. Whether classical or contemporary texts, travel writings provided
the basis for an exploration of the globe, an outlet for readers of these stories to explore
and experience the wider world in representations of other cultures. In turn, the stage
supplemented travel writings and further colored that imagined world through dramatic
representations of those travels and encounters with other worlds. The Tempest hence
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dramatizes the travails of travels, which of course include the precarious encounter with
Caliban. The encounter with Caliban, as Fuchs suggests, can be seen intertextually, as
the superimposition of contexts that fill the unknown and unexplored parts of the world
with old and familiar points of reference. Here, Fuchs provides an intertextual reading of
the play that focuses on how the colonialist ideology quotes from one contact zone to
another, a method that foregrounds the ways “a multiple historical interpretation can
unpack the condensed layers of colonialist ideology.”68 This form of ideological
intertextual system extends beyond what the written text formulated for the imagination
of the public. Loomba thus describes the play’s complex explorations of its boundaries:
If The Tempest hints at the shape of early globalization, not only as it had
already happened but also as it was to become visible in the coming years,
it is not because its geographies evoke each of these contexts, it is because
it hints at the connections between them, the inflows and outflows of
capital, commodities, bodies, and ideas about somatic, cultural, and social
differences. Hence its depiction of the fluctuating rivalries and alliances
between European rulers, as well as between them and North Africa and
Islamic states, the articulation of the Mediterranean, Atlantic, and African
contexts of trade and colonization, and the striking overlaps between
colonial relations and domestic class relations, with the need to subdue not
only an oafish villain like Caliban, but also upstarts like Stephano and
Trinculo.69
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In Loomba’s formulation, intertextuality in The Tempest concerns a comprehensive
system of interconnections in the various forms of cultural exchanges between European
states and the world at large. As the expansionist prospect of colonization engages in
dialogue with other discourses involved in shaping European understanding of global
geopolitics, we can narrow down the focus of this broader system of cultural circulation
and examine more closely the dynamics of such exchanges in Anglo-Spanish relations.
Other commentators such as Günter Walch see in the intertextuality of The
Tempest what he identifies as “a rich mixture of represented discourses.”70 Walch
suggests a rather introspective approach that aims to: “look for the world that
Shakespeare’s play builds with its specific dramatic means and devices, its forms and the
discourses represented in it, to look for at least some of the ways in which The Tempest
forms its own system of reference.”71 Focused mainly on the discourses of theatre and
memory as the play’s central instruments, Walch proposes an analysis that examines the
impact the two discourses have in the play, particularly on “the discourses of alterity and
the colonial Other, travel and transculturation.”72 Importantly, Walch’s formulation
provides the basis for an analysis on how to assess intertextuality within the play. As
Walch finds in the discourse of theater “an epistemological tool to think, imagine and
judge with,” he considers the way The Tempest represents the powers of theater in the
self-aware form of metatheatricality. As Walch writes, “The Tempest tells us through its
metatheatricality how aware it is of what it is doing.”73 A critical point of analysis,
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Walch invites back to the discussion the biographical connection between Prospero as the
dramatist within the play and the dramatist of the play himself, Shakespeare. Walch
writes: “This seemingly harmless romantic biographical fallacy has, in spite of modern
critical resistance, become too deeply entrenched in our cultural memory to be deleted.
Yet the fallacy impedes activity in the ‘working-house of thought’, for Prospero inhabits
the house, its chief actor and instrument, not its creator.”74
Albeit in a less emphatic fashion, Walch also considers intertextuality in the
discourse of memory from a similar angle to the discourse of theater, namely in the sense
that we can explore the ways Shakespeare summons his previous works to formulate his
island play.75 That is, Walch finds the basic function of intertextuality in what he
considers a vital role in the discourse of memory, “which, although occasionally
mentioned has not attracted the attention it deserves.”76 The Tempest, in Walch’s
estimation, relies on memory to lay out a plot that concerns the conflicts of the past, and
does so in order “to put Machiavellian politics once again to the test, this time under
conditions of perfect control exercised by art using magic as a theatrical devise.”77 The
basis of Walch’s formulation foregrounds the broader literary tools of intertextuality in
narrowed down specific fragments of theater. The avid reader and dramatist in Prospero
invites association with Shakespeare, the avid reader whose books helped shape his very
dramatic text. However, an analysis that associates Prospero with the dramatist does not
require a biographical reading that conflates the two, but rather examines how the play
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dramatizes a caricature of the poet-dramatist who, as an avid reader, relies on books and
theater to organize his reality.
Intertextually, The Tempest had at its disposal popular prototypes of the avid
reader protagonist from which to draw its references. Most notably, the title character of
Hamlet animates the prototype of the reader and scholar protagonist, a point I will
elaborate on shortly. The prototype of the avid reader protagonist, on the other hand,
recalls the memorable title character of Don Quixote, by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra.
Indeed, perhaps the most famous character known for such an obsession with books is the
protagonist of El ingenioso hidalgo Don Quijote de la Mancha (1605). By the time The
Tempest was staged, Shakespeare’s audiences could draw parallels between Prospero and
Cervantes’s Don Quixote. Almost an instant success in Spain that quickly became a
well-known book throughout the continent, the popularity of Don Quixote was also
pervasive in England, and some critics such as Valerie Wayne have even suggest that
“the turn to romance by Shakespeare and his collaborators between 1608 and 1613 was
influenced by Cervantes’s work.”78 The scope of Wayne’s analysis is rather
comprehensive in its approach as she considers the impact that Cervantes’s Don Quixote
had on the style and craft of English playwrights including Shakespeare. 79 The arrival of
Don Quixote in England is rather peculiar in that the text circulated the streets of London
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prior to the first known English translation in 1612.80 As critics including Wayne often
point out, this early familiarity with Cervantes’s book can be seen in Francis Beaumont’s
play, Knight of the Burning Pestle (1607).81 Cervantes’s Don Quixote could have
appealed to English dramatists for the intertextuality implicit in the references to the
books-within-the-book. Shakespeare and contemporaries like Beaumount had long
experimented with similar tropes such as of the play-within-the-play. But here
Shakespeare represents in Prospero the reader a kind of books-within-the-play. The
appeal of Cervantes’s Don Quixote, in Wayne’s formulation, concerns a metatextuality
that “establishes a text’s relation to other texts and their author through citations and
allusions to fictive as well as existing texts, and by doing so it foregrounds a text’s
intertextual connections and textual status.”82
Collectively, the foundation these critics have laid out for intertextual
considerations of The Tempest is invaluable to the methodological approach that this
dissertation pursues in order to examine the conspicuous absence of imperial Spain from
the play. As Mowat’s intertextual analysis considers the infracontext of imperialism in
Virgil’s Aeneid, we are not only referred to the origin myth of the Roman Empire, but we
are also lead to examine, as some inter-imperial analyses have done, how early modern
rivalries across the Mediterranean were competing for both territory as well as the claim
to be the rightful heirs of imperial Rome.83 As we account for the friction between these
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rivalries, we can trace the discourses these clashes produced as they spread, by way of
contextual quotations, and became part of emerging imperial ideologies in England’s
ambitions of colonial expansionism. Part of the challenge all of the intertextual
approaches described above concerns how to deploy a structured method with which to
assess allusions to either texts or contexts, whether specifically referenced or merely
reminiscent, especially given that so much compacted meaning permeates the dramatic
text. Prospero’s fondness for books, for instance, casually recalls an avid reader like Don
Quixote, not as an explicit allusion, but rather as the “less obtrusive” kind, to borrow
Mowat’s term. Such a consideration demands a specified system that illustrates how
exactly we can assess the vague allusion. As we superimpose the reading habits of Don
Quixote on Prospero’s, we may in turn find out more about the role that books play in the
action Prospero is driven to stage-manage. But such an analysis begins with an
assessment of the reading and writing practices of the time, as both Shakespeare and
Cervantes convey in their representations on of their respective reading cultures.

Prospero the reader and humanist scholar.

While allusions to other texts can be readily identified by author or title across
The Tempest —Montaigne’s essays, case in point—tracing the titles of those symbolic
books that belong to Prospero is a matter of vetting the kind of reader Prospero is and the
reading practices that structure his reading habits. Intertextuality, as I discuss in this
section, can be traced to the humanist reading and writing practices Shakespeare was
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trained in, as his plays occasionally dramatize. In Hamlet, Shakespeare dramatizes
intertextuality in the popular metaphor of the mind as a writing surface. The books
Hamlet figuratively inscribes in his mind surface on the stage. As with Prospero,
Hamlet’s dramatic ploys show the role books play, as well as the impact these can have
on the action of the play. Both Hamlet and Prospero illustrate the substance of their
books in the ways the employ theatrical tropes such as we see when they stage the playwithin-the-play.
From the handful of details The Tempest lays out as crumbs concerning Prospero
as an avid reader, we know that books have been both a weakness and an asset, and also
that he was well-known for his subject study and habits. He was, in his words, “Prospero
the prime duke” (1.2. 72), a respected scholar of “the liberal arts/ Without a parallel” (1.2.
73-74). A significant detail, this description of the nature of Prospero’s reading habits
invites us to explore the intertextuality of the play from a more specific point. While
Prospero’s liberal arts education may refer to different kinds of scholars, including one of
noble birth, we can also narrow down the allusion to the humanist training most familiar
to the dramatist himself. That is, whereas humanist reading and writing practices of the
time can illustrate part of the process and purpose in Shakespeare’s references to classical
text such as Virgil and Ovid, in turn, we may consider how these reading practices show
within the play through the characters themselves. As Hulme notably framed the point
about classical allusions, “Rather than appearing as shadowy outlines beneath the words
of the text, satisfactory reminders of generic ideological continuity, the very question of
classical parallels to the dramatic narrative breaks through the surface of the play to
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become a subject for discussion by the characters.”84 At the ground level of these
alluded passages we find a humanist intertextual reading method that structures, for
instance, Gonzalo’s quotation of Montaigne, and in turn allow us to consider Prospero’s
subtle quotations from his books, including works by Shakespeare.
As Eugene R. Kintgen explains in his influential work, Reading in Tudor
England, reading practices such as those designed under Erasmus humanist principles
had long emphasized the authority of classical text.85 As Kintgen describes, students who
attended the grammar schools were likely to learn reading exercises primarily centered on
selective passages rather than on the entirety of the work.86 Fundamentally intertextual,
this process involved reading a specific passage four times, “the first two concentrating
on various aspects of its presentation or style, and considering first grammar and then
rhetoric.”87 The latter two reading stages consisted in a closer vetting of the text.
According to Kintgen, while the third stage “would be seen as the nexus of a rich
intertextuality, echoing earlier works in various ways,” the final re-reading focuses on
“the philosophy or moral implications of the passage, conceived in terms of the set topics
of a commonplace book.”88 Critical to this reading practice is not only that it focuses on
echoes of earlier works, but that the reader keenly considers the relation between the text
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at hand and that of the previously established texts. As Kintgen points out, “students
learn to look for and value what has been used in the past.”89
As a reader, Prospero displays the subtleties of a humanist scholar with an
intertextual frame to help him organize his experiences traveling uncharted seas and
lands. While Shakespeare could have drawn from a number of reader-scholar
protagonists90 when characterizing Prospero, he had already experimented with a
prototype in the title character of Hamlet. In fact, parallels between The Tempest and
Hamlet are striking beyond their respective protagonists being readers and scholars, not
to mention dramatists. Walch, who insightfully shows how the discourse of memory
plays a central role in The Tempest, also suggests that no other play in Shakespeare’s
repertoire is “so haunted by the past.”91 But certainly, the island play was not the first
instance in which Shakespeare explored the discourse of memory to dramatize a haunting
past. Hamlet, a case in point, dramatizes the role of memory in order to not only
represent a play haunted by the past, but by extension, the trauma of an entire country.
Pivotal to the conflicts pressing Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, is the humanist intertextual
structure that the dramatist displays through the literary trope of the mind as a writing
surface, that illustrates in greater detail its nuances, functions and malfunctions.
Moments after the ghost of King Hamlet pleads his rightful heir to avenge his murder, the
Danish Prince makes it a point to dramatize the symbolic inscription of his father’s
request:
Yea, from the table of my memory
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I’ll wipe away all trivial fond records,
All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past
That youth and observation copied there,
And thy commandment all alone shall live
Within the book and volume of my brain,
Unmixed with baser matter. (1.5. 98-104)
Partly an experiment in meta-writing, the passage above registers the very method of
inscribing events on writing table, or commonplace book.92 A popular trope since the
Middle Ages, this metaphor of the mind as a writing surface occupied a prevalent space
in early modern writings as a nifty devise with which to consider the ideological process
of self-fashioning. Shakespeare’s reference to the writing surface metaphor, perhaps one
of the most concisely elaborate instances in early modern theatre, dramatizes writing
practices such as the commonplace book culture, and does so to illustrate the nuances of
inscribing England’s cultural memory. Hamlet’s table of memory considers the ability to
“wipe away” any and “all forms” of texts, as well as the haunting effects that such a
practice of erasure entails.
Scholars such as Mary J. Carruthers have shown in great detail the nuances of the
book metaphor as it pertains to the training of memory dating back to medieval culture:
“A thing is said metaphorically to be written on the mind of anyone when it is firmly held
in the memory,” Carruthers maintains, “For things are written down in material books to
help the memory.”93 In practice, Hamlet’s table of memory resembles the form of
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memory training Carruthers describes taking place in medieval culture, particularly in the
ways Hamlet depicts the figurative inscriptions he vows to “wipe away” from “the book
and volume of [his] brain.” As Carruthers’s distinction suggests, the metaphor accounts
for all forms of texts, not just the written kind:
A book is not necessarily the same thing as a text: ‘Texts’ are the material
out of which human beings make ‘literature’. For us, texts only come in
books, and so the distinction between the two is blurred and even lost. But,
in a memorial culture, a ‘book’ is only one way among several to
remember a ‘text’, to provision and cue one’s memory with ‘dicta et facta
memorabilia’. So a book is itself a mnemonic, among many other
functions it can also have.94
Similar to medieval memorial culture, the substance of Hamlet’s table of memory is a
collection of various forms of texts, ranging from what the Danish Prince has read from
actual “records” and “books” to what he has seen and experienced in his youth. Thus,
before Hamlet can assume the role of the dramatist during the entertainments of the court,
Shakespeare’s reference to the collection of texts inscribed in the mind of his protagonist
points to the central intertextual frame that drives the action of the play. Further, as
James Shapiro reminds us, the scholarly practice to trace Shakespeare’s sources primarily
in printed books available for critics to read and analyze often overlook that
“Shakespeare’s was an aural culture, the music of which has long faded.”95 A vital
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component to an intertextual analysis, then, pertains to those forms of texts we can no
longer find in the written record. “Lost to us,” Shapiro underscores, “are the unrecorded
sounds reverberating around him—street cries of vendors, church bells, regional and
foreign accents, scraps of overheard conversations, and countless bits of speech and noise
that filled the densely packed capital.”96 Shapiro refers to these aural elements to
emphasize the point that, “In a culture where so little was written down, memories had to
be so strong.”97
The reliance on memory in the dominant aural culture was also conceding ground
to the organizational structures dictated by the increasingly influential humanist writing
practices of the late sixteenth century. As Hamlet’s reference shifts from “the table of my
memory” to “the book and volume of my brain,” the play also signals the shift of the
metaphor from the memorial practice of medieval culture to the early modern writing
practices influenced by the cultures of commonplace book and printing. That is, while
Hamlet lists the various genres of his figurative writing surface, the medieval metaphor of
memory marks a transition to the more contemporary forms and practices of the
commonplace book. The “trivial fond records,” for instance, might be a reference to
traditional forms of medieval studies. According to the Oxford English Dictionary
(OED), the “trivial” may refer to the trivium, as in “Belonging to the trivium of mediæval
university studies.”98 Similarly, the medieval use of the word “fond” refers to a kind of
vetting process: “The action of trying; trial, proof, experience” (OED). In the medieval
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context then, the “trivial fond records” would suggest the highly studied subjects, a
practice that falls in line with Hamlet’s scholastic tendencies throughout the play.
But in the early modern sense, what is regarded as “trivial” and “fond” challenge
the very substantive purpose of medieval “trivial fond records.” In early modern
vernacular, the “trivial” refers to the frivolous: “Of small account, little esteemed, paltry,
poor; trifling, inconsiderable, unimportant, slight” (OED). Similarly, “fond,” in
Shakespeare’s common use of the word, also refers to a form of frivolity: “To entertain a
fond or foolish affection for; to dote upon” (OED). Where early modern audiences may
have understood the “trivial fond records” as the once valued scholarly vetted texts,
contemporaneously they were now undermined as frivolous or insignificant texts that
scholars dote upon. As a scholar, Hamlet understands the meticulous vetting process of
texts too well, and yet he seemingly undermines the process when he claims he will
“wipe away” these records from his mind, along with another vetting practice in what he
refers to as the “saws of books,” the “commonplaces or maxims copied from books”
(OED). But Hamlet also indicates that what undermines these vetted texts is that they
ultimately intermingle with “all forms” including those presumably trivial impressions
that “youth and observation copied there,” and in turn, “all forms” become generic texts
impressed “within the book and volume” of his “brain.”
Further, the content of Hamlet’s writing surface metaphor, particularly the “saws
of books,” point to the role of humanist reading practices as notable in the commonplace
book culture. The culture of commonplacing in early modern England has been well
documented for the ways its humanist intertextual method played a role in the art of selffashioning. Mary Thomas Crane, who references Hamlet’s table of memory in her
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introductory prologue, colorfully illustrates how the commonplace book practice of
gathering extracts from classical literature shaped the individual subject: “During this
period,” Crane maintains, “the twin discursive practices of ‘gathering’ these textual
fragments and ‘framing’ or forming, arranging, and assimilating them created for English
humanists a central mode of transaction with classical antiquity and provided an
influential model for authorial practice and for authoritative self-fashioning.”99 But the
commonplace book culture was not exclusive to readings of the classics, as contemporary
writings of various genres slowly gained status as texts of authority. The convolution of
texts, classical and modern, was all too familiar to Shakespeare who may have witnessed
during his own time how his poetry and dramatic texts could be found in printed
commonplace books as sources of wise maxims.100 Furthermore, as these reading and
writing practices extended beyond forms of literacy and into the oral traditions, the
intertextuality of commonplace books would also find noteworthy extracts of wisdom
across public discourses. As Adam Fox reminds us, the early modern period experienced
a universal taste for proverbs that would range across social ranks and forms of
dissemination, from the oral culture of wise sayings in the lower orders to the widespread
humanist practices of commonplacing.101
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In referencing Hamlet’s table of memory, Shakespeare not only alludes to
commonplace book culture but, as he does in other instances, he also dramatizes his
humanist training as a foundational aspect of self-fashioning. As Jaques in As You Like It
voices the “world’s a stage” (2.7. 138-164)102 commonplace, for example, the
progression of the seven ages of man illustrates the influence of humanist intertextual
methods on contemporaneous public discourses that shaped the self. Scholars such as
Jonathan Bate, who documents the intellectual foundation of the playwright, structures
his analysis in the chronology of the seven ages of man. According to Bate, the stage of
the “whining school boy” not only recalls Shakespeare’s experience in grammar school,
but it is one among several other allusions throughout his dramatic works (including the
reference in Hamlet to the table of memory) that showcase the underpinnings of the
playwright’s humanist training.103 Further, Bate importantly suggests that the
significance of Jaques’s passage was also seen as influential to Shakespeare’s works by
his contemporaries given that “the succession of his plays as they were ordered by his
fellow actors in the First Folio: from comedy, the realm of lovers, to history, that of
soldiers, to tragedy, that of justices and men grappling with old age and death.”104
As Shakespeare dramatizes Jaques’s rendition of “the world’s a stage” as an
aphorism that expands on the popular concept of the seven ages of man, Bate reminds us
that rather than originality, what we find is a playwright who “is actually voicing the
commonplace thoughts of his age.”105 Indeed, Polonius finds Hamlet seemingly reading
period, from the homely sayings of the lower classes to the humanist adages widely copied into
commonplace books.
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about the ages of man, noting in particular the decline of old men: “Slanders, sir,” Hamlet
decries in response to the inquisitive Polonius, “for the satirical rogue says here[…]” (2.2.
195). Hamlet agrees with the author of the text but takes exception with the professed
decline of old men as he suggests to Polonius, in a rather gratuitous insult, that older men
have enough wit to know they would rather be young. In the process of self-fashioning,
then, Jaques’s rendition of the seven ages of man is itself emblematic of the “wise saws
and modern instances” (2.7. 154) of the time, a stage that is ultimately indebted to the
rigorous training of “the whining school boy” (2.7. 144) in his reluctant walk to grammar
school.
Further, if the First Folio considers genre in order to organize the collection’s
chronology, the intertextual methodology at the base of the school boy underscores the
intersection and in turn conflation of the ensuing discourses of the lover, the soldier and
the justice. Love poetry, for instance, had not only become a popular discourse in both
print and manuscript circulation, but the Petrarchan tradition of unrequited love had also
become highly pervasive across various public discourses. Roland Green thus open his
influential analysis with the reaffirmation of the long-standing point that:
…love poetry, the dominant mode of European literature in the
Renaissance, is everywhere in that period, and that its attitudes,
conventions, and values show up not only in courtly settings but in a
number of strategic positions in which cultures are being built, power
exercised, and policies made. The discourse of love is not simply
interpersonal, as one might expect, but political and imperial, and
Petrarchism, the convention of writing about unrequited love derived from
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the work of the fourteenth-century poet Francisco Petrarca, is one of the
original colonial discourses.106
Both political and imperial, the discourses of the lover, the soldier and the justice
combine love, war and politics to formulate dominant discourses of empire where land is
gendered as woman, and where the lover-soldier is tasked to either protect his land from
foreign invasion or explore, conquer and expand his domain in distant territories. This
very formulation we have come to appreciate in the emergence of English imperial
ideology: whereas Englishmen such as Richard Eden openly promoted the latter, his
fellow Englishmen would be fervently fixed in the former.

“The play’s the thing”: The Case for Inter-theatricality

The commonplace book on the English stage had an added implication in the
ways that theater became an extension of the written text, another form of text, what I
here refer to as the dramatic text.107 In the form of a commonplace book, Hamlet’s
figurative writing table contains both classical and contemporary texts, in both written
and oral forms, as well as the wide range of firsthand experiences “[t]hat youth and
observation copied there”; early modern drama draws from all these forms and displays
them on the stage. Conversely, in a highly illiterate era where the dissemination of texts
heavily relied on the oral form, the theater venue became more than a complementary
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visual form. We can appreciate this as the play itself draws from the popular dramatic
convention; from Hamlet’s strategic role of an antic disposition throughout the play to his
role as dramatist as he stages his own anxieties within-the-play, the visual-audial power
of theater is emphatic. More broadly, Hamlet’s theatrical ploys capture the context in
which Shakespeare’s Hamlet was staged as well as the role that theater played in the
conflicting intertextual process it so keenly dramatizes.
As we consider theater among the many forms of texts that makeup Hamlet’s
table of memory, we find that the role of theatricality is less than subtle in its intervention
in the action of the play. Between the discourses of theater and memory we find what
critics refer to as inter-theatricality, a method of references in large part derivative (or an
extension) of the fundamentally intertextual humanist reading and writing practices.
Shakespeare labored to complete Hamlet at the height of Elizabethan drama, a time when
London’s theater community at large had developed its own intertextual system108 in
what recent criticism has coined inter-theatricality. William M. West, for instance,
defines inter-theatricality in part as theater’s own performance history web, a system
primarily based on “recalling or re-enacting that is neither wholly allusive nor wholly
citational, in the sense that it does not primarily point towards a single past performance,
much less an original one.” 109 West notably writes: “To look for inter-theatricality—to
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look in an inter-theatrical way—is to seek shared memories of actions that can be called
up to thicken present performances.”110 As West’s assessment further notes, “To
approach the theatre of Shakespeare’s era in this way also offers new methods for
describing how the players, playwrights, and audiences collaborated in doing the work of
the theatre and in reflecting upon it.”111 West cites various examples that illustrate how
broad a range of references an inter-theatrical method can encompass across early
modern drama. Central to each of these numerous inter-theatrical instances is the active
role of early modern audiences. “By evoking another performance,” West emphasizes,
“inter-theatrical moments in early modern plays call on their audiences to witness for
them, making the audiences, as it were, responsible for elaborations or explanations that
the plays omit.”112
Shakespeare’s most prolific year as a playwright, 1599-1600, saw the emergence
of four of the most popular plays in modern criticism, including Julius Caesar, Twelve
Night, and As You Like It, a succession of plays Shapiro suggests was the result of a
progressive buildup in the dramatist’s craft that culminated with Hamlet.113 Shapiro
references an instance of inter-theatricality that colorfully illustrates how closely knit
Shakespeare’s drama was at the turn of the century: “With Hamlet,” Shapiro writes, “the
cross-pollination of the plays reaches another level when Polonius unexpectedly tells
Hamlet, ‘I did enact Julius Caesar. I was killed i’ th’ Capitol; Brutus killed me’ (3.2. 99).
John Heminges, who played older men, probably spoke these lines and also played
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Caesar. The in-joke, which audiences at the Globe would have shared, is that Richard
Burbage, who was playing Hamlet and had played Brutus, was about to stab Heminges
again.”114 Shapiro’s characterization of this moment displays an inter-theatrical reference
that audience could have recognized.
Inter-theatricality in Hamlet, as this analysis maintains, is hence an extension of
the fundamentally intertextual humanist reading and writing practices, for theater is but
another form of text among the many that makeup Hamlet’s table of memory. From an
inter-theatrical perspective, Hamlet, in West’s estimation, “might well be the richest play
of the period, but not because of its inherent qualities; rather its richness derives from its
history, both that of the theatrical networks it drew on and that of its current status
interlaced with its history of re-actions—other plays, productions, criticism.”115 This
richness West describes in Hamlet, I suggest, also underscores the conflicts of
intertextuality particularly at a time when a surge of texts overflowed Elizabethan
England. Critics have raised similar concerns for The Tempest, noting that: “A key
problem for the age, the problem that not only (on one level) baffled Don Quixote but
also engaged Francis Bacon’s intellectual energy, was how to distinguish the
untrustworthy from the credible.”116 In Hamlet’s table of memory, we appreciate the
intertextual process as a convolution of texts, a rich mixture of discourses, from classical
to contemporary, from written to oral, and coming from a wide range of social ranks, that
formulates meaning in and of the world.
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Although ultimately, Hamlet does not fail to carry out his task to avenge the
murder of his father and therefore restore peace to the Danish Crown, a critical point in
his tragic delay is his humanist training, namely his vow to carry out his revenge with
such determination that he will “wipe away” the content of his table of memory. Critics
such as John Lee have commented on the difficulty Hamlet faces in carrying out this task,
noting that “one cannot conduct a wholesale reinterpretation of one’s memories and
associations. The attempt to do so borders, like the Prince, on madness.”117 As the
organizational structure of Hamlet’s identity—his conflicting antic disposition throughout
the play—the very content of his “book and volume” may never achieve the desired
cleanse he claims will be “unmixed with baser matter.” The extent to which Hamlet’s
tragedy is defined by his struggles to reconcile the texts he draws meaning or value out
of, as well as the significance of texts he vows to “wipe away” and yet prove indelible is
at the heart of the intertextuality of conflicting discourses.

Shakespeare’s intertextuality-within-the-play

In a broader context, Hamlet’s madness in part reflects English collective
anxieties due to the overflow and, in turn, mismanagement of texts in circulation, a
similar effect that Cervantes characterizes in his protagonist, the avid reader of chivalric
books in Don Quixote. The Tempest also concerns itself with this conflict of overflowing
texts, as the figure of its title, the storm itself, suggests its chaotic nature. Prospero as a
reader manages to control these texts, the art of which is dramatized in the play as his
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magic. That he does so with the aid of his books on the subject of imperialism has much
to do with the texts he is able to either marginalize or omit altogether from the dramatic
text. We can trace and assess the roles of these conspicuous texts through the play’s own
examples of reading in accordance to the process of humanist training Kintgen describes.
Kintgen’s formulation of humanist intertextuality, for instance, is suitable for a
concise analysis of Gonzalo’s reading and writing practices as he quotes almost verbatim
the passage in Michel de Montaigne’s “Of the Canniballes.” As Gonzalo conceives of
his commonwealth fantasy, we may consider how he borrows from the morality of the
French philosopher’s text. The central point of Montaigne’s essay challenges the
European belief of its cultural superiority to uncivilized New World natives. In order to
so, Montaigne describes first and second hand accounts of European encounters with a
tribe of cannibals in a region of Brazil then known as “Antarctic France.”118 Against the
grain of European perception and representation of New World cannibalism, Montaigne
disputes the European notion of the savageness of New World natives, and instead
suggests that the real savages, in any case, are the Europeans themselves. Montaigne
finds that “there is nothing in that nation [of Amerindian natives], that is either barbarous
or savage, vnless men call that barbaisme which is not common to them.”119 Montaigne
thus points to European perception of barbarism as an ethnocentric concept assigned to
that “which is not common to them.” In an early endeavor at cultural relativism,
Montaigne explores the tribe’s rituals and customs in order to understand their
cannibalism through the natives’ own cultural practices.
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While Gonzalo’s quotation of Montaigne’s text is an allusion to a contemporary,
Montaigne’s text makes the traditional references to classical Grecian philosophy and
literature in order to strengthen his point. Indeed, Montaigne establishes the critical point
of the passage Gonzalo quotes by asserting his concern that the encounter with the “new
world” natives took place during his own times and not during the classical period, “at
what time there were men, that better than we could judge of it.”120 Montaigne further
laments that Lycurgus and Plato had no knowledge of the New World natives, as these
nations, “exceed all the pictures wherein licentious Poesie hath proudly imbellished the
golden age […].”121
Further, Gonzalo’s quotation of Montaigne is from a passage that notably calls
attention to European structures and institutional corruption, the very system that creates
the trap of Eurocentrism. Montaigne alludes to “the golden age,” for instance, not only to
establish the authority of a fresh contemporary perspective, but of one that understands
that the strengths of its own argumentative depend on highlighting the weaknesses of the
very institutions that structure it. Noting his admiration for the purity of natives’
primitivism, Montaigne writes:
It is a nation, would I answer Plato, that hath no kinde of traffike, no
knowledge of Letters, no intelligence of numbers, no name of magistrate,
nor of politike superioritie; no vse of service, of riches or of povertie; no
contracts, no successions, no partitions, no occupation but idle; no respect
of kinred, but common, no apparell but naturall, no manuring of lands, no
vse of wine, corne, or mettle. The very words that import lying,
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fal[s]hood, treason, dissimulations, covetousnes, envie, detra∣ction, and
pardon, were never heard of amongst them. How dissonant would hee
finde his imaginarie common-wea[l]th from this perfection?122
In asserting his admiration for the pure natural state of the natives, a culture free and
devoid of institutional corruption, Montaigne suggests he has, by referencing classical
authorities such as Plato, escaped the very Eurocentric purview he sets out to challenge.
As Montaigne fancies, compared to these New World native cultures, Plato would “finde
his imaginarie common-wea[l]th” quite distant from what Montaigne regards as “this
perfection” in the New World nations. Similar to Plato, the French philosopher can
appreciate the value of other cultures because it draws from the authority of his
predecessor. Like Montaigne’s, Gonzalo’s anti-colonial position here likewise goes
against the grain. Whereas the appeal for European exploration of the Americas was in
large part promoted by the prospect of colonial expansionism, the quest to conquer the
unknown, or in this case, the uncivilized parts of the world, Gonzalo’s quotation
underscores the susceptibility of Eurocentrism before it can engage in cross-cultural
encounters:
I’ the commonwealth I would by contraries
Execute all things; for no kind of traffic,
Would I admit; no name of magistrate,
Letters should not be known; riches, poverty,
And use of service, none, or wine, or oil;
No occupation; all men idle, all,
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And women too, but innocent and pure;
No sovereignty— (2.1. 144-153)
The obviousness of Gonzalo’s inherent contradiction is memorably underscored
by the two most perniciously ambitious characters in the play, Antonio and Sebastian:
“The latter end of his commonwealth forgets the beginning,” Antonio sarcastically
interjects (2.1. 155). It is this form of governance, devoid of itself, that in Gonzalo’s
estimation would “excel the Golden Age” (2.1. 165).123 Where Montaigne identifies the
flaws of imperial ideology, Gonzalo points to the root of the issues altogether. As
Gonzalo’s fantasy of a commonwealth follows the outline of Montaigne’s catalog, the
quotation shows European society to be as far more contaminated than previously stated
in the quoted passage. The European Gonzalo cannot think outside of the very power
structures that organize thought, and therefore struggles to articulate a cohesive anticolonialist discourse.124 In other words, even Gonzalo’s impulse to de-colonize embodies
the colonial process of reshaping the land to a new set of values.
While other Europeans often Other the land in order to conquer it, Gonzalo’s
quotation challenges, not European views of New World natives as inferiors, but rather,
European sovereignty itself as the source of institutional corruption. From the politics in
European institutions that help shape cross-cultural encounters in colonialist terms,
contact with other cultures could replace attraction in representations of alterity stands as
one of the pillars of early modern imperialism. Similar contradictions frame this imperial
ideology, a double-edged sword that is as true for the prospect of colonial expansionism
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as it is for anti-colonialist discourses. Here, we find Gonzalo’s vision of a
commonwealth fundamentally influenced by the New World natives that Montaigne
described in his essays, notably marginalized in the dramatic text, as perhaps these same
discursive views were set aside by those most invested in England’s early colonial
ventures. Modern criticism can readily recognize what Virginia M. Vaughan and Alden
T. Vaughan have described as Montaigne’s “relatively sympathetic treatment of New
World natives.”125 But as it pertains to early modernists more generally, Vaughan and
Vaughan underscore the blindside of the Eurocentrism Montaigne sought to overcome:
“In striking contrast to prevailing notions of Indian societies,” they write, “the French
philosopher’s cultural relativism found much to praise in cannibalistic Indians (but not in
cannibalism), while mocking his own nation’s—and western civilization’s—vanity and
corruptions.”126 Indeed, in Montaigne’s estimation, Europeans “have no other ayme [sic]
of truth and reason then [sic] the example and Idea of the opinions and customes [sic] of
the place where we live in.”127 But by his own formulation, Montaigne’s view of New
World natives as less savage than their European counterparts would have encountered
considerable resistance among fellow contemporaries. By the time The Tempest was
staged, an emergent imperialism had pervaded English culture. Thus, unlike Montaigne
who was able to study the customs of New World tribes through reading and
conversation, and in turn, understand cannibalism through the prism of those cultural
practices, Prospero and most of the marooned characters on the island understand their
experiences through an already visible imperial lens.
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Gonzalo’s quotation of Montaigne’s passage is not entirely random, but rather
evoked by both his immediate experience on the island as well as from what he has come
to anticipate from such scenarios. Gonzalo’s response suggests that the same form of
humanist intertextuality may have structured Prospero’s experience upon his arrival on
the island. Of course, based on his own accounts, Prospero’s approach to his encounter
with Caliban suggests that he perceived the new and the unknowns of the island through
the lens of colonialist books. That it is Gonzalo who alludes to Montaigne’s essay and
not Prospero is quite the curious detail. For one, it was Gonzalo who provisioned
Prospero’s escape from Milan with the essential supplies to survive in exile, none more
valuable than his books. Conceivably, then, the small library of books Prospero arrived
with on the island did not include Montaigne’s essay collections. Vaughan and Vaughan
notably point out that Caliban “bears little resemblance to Montaigne’s Brazilians, but he
may have been Shakespeare’s ironic parody of them.”128 “An alternative possibility,”
they suggest, “is that Montaigne’s benign attitude toward the Brazilians softened
Shakespeare’s portrayal of Caliban, adding a touch of dignity and sensitivity to the
monster’s characteristics.”129 But the reference to Montaigne’s cannibals in The Tempest
is far removed from the play’s main conflict and Prospero’s own representation of
Caliban. In turn, although The Tempest places Montaigne’s views in direct conflict with
Prospero’s colonialist approach towards Caliban, the anti-colonialist take Gonzalo alludes
to in his quotation of Montaigne are largely marginalized as a reference in passing,
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mocked for its inherent contradiction and finally dismissed as trivial even by some in
modern criticism.130
As with the marginalized texts, the occluded presence of this and other countercolonialist discourses call further attention to the European encounter with Caliban,
namely as it pertains to the relation and distinction between Prospero’s books and
Shakespeare’s. The name Caliban itself, for instance, regarded as a deliberate anagram of
the Cannibal, is central to this question. Aside from the obvious role of the dramatist in
character development, the play appeals to readers and audiences to wonder about the
extent to which both Prospero and his daughter Miranda educated Caliban. That Caliban
was taught how to speak when, according to Miranda, he did not know his “own
meaning” (1.2. 359), suggests that Prospero may have also assigned him the name
Caliban based on what his books may have informed about such encounters. In this
regard, Shakespeare’s Caliban does not necessarily align with Prospero’s. Case in point,
the anti-colonialist texts Caliban evokes himself in his famous utterance of dissent: “This
island’s mine” (1.2. 334). But, with Prospero’s portrayal of Caliban as a threat—the
savage ravisher who must be contained—Caliban’s claim faints into oblivion by the end
of the play. In that moment, however, when Caliban claims the island as rightfully his,
other occluded texts surface, including another of Montaigne’s essays, “Of Coaches.”131
As with his “Of the Canniballes,” Montaigne defends what Europeans deem “barbarous”
or savage. In his cross-cultural encounter with the Spanish, the natives respond against
the Spanish attempt of conquest and land appropriation as declared by King Charles V
and the Pope: “As concerning their King, since he seemed to begge, he shewed to be
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poore and needie: And for the Pope, who had made that distribution, he expressed
himselfe a man louing dissention, in going about to give vnto a third man, a thing which
was not his owne: so to make it questionable and litigious amongst the auncient
possessors of it.”132 This exchange between the European explorer and the New World
sovereign recalls Caliban’s dispute with Prospero in a manner that might give credence to
Caliban’s claims to the island, but for the overwhelming dominance of colonialist
discourses that occlude them.
To recover these omissions in their broader context, I consider the model of
Hamlet’s table of memory, where we may trace the palimpsest of the texts he fails to
completely “wipe away.”133 Hamlet’s professed efforts to “wipe away” texts from either
a real or figurative the writing surface, and his obvious failure to do so completely means
he subsequently must contend with palimpsests in one way or another. As with the ghost
of King Hamlet, these palimpsestuous texts surface in various forms to haunt the
dramatic text.134 Hence, the frustration in Hamlet’s memorable internal struggle as he
cries: “Must I remember?” (1.2 43). Similarly, The Tempest recalls a number of colonial
texts that have since been omitted from the dramatic page, but remain alive in England’s
cultural memory. As the cross-cultural encounter represented in Montaigne’s essay gives
voice the New World sovereign, the omitted anti-colonialist denouncement evokes
several other texts that echo this sentiment. The palimpsest of the notable friar,
Bartolomé de Las Casas, for example, and his infamous work Brevísima relación de la
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destrucción have a peculiar echo in the play. In The Spanish colonie (1583), the English
translation of the work of Las Casas that fanned the flames of the anti-Spanish
propaganda better known as the Black Legend, addressed the reader with the same
question Montaigne would later interrogate the European colonizer with: “what right had
the Spaniards ouer the Indians: sauing that the Pope had giuen them the said land.”135
Further, the distinction between Montaigne’s essays and propaganda such as The Spanish
colonie is that the former condemns all forms of European ambition for conquest, while
the latter merely focuses on the Spanish: “hereby I hope al good men wil to be
resolute…to repell so arrogant and an enemie… so cruell and barbarous [a] nation.”136
For various reasons, the text of Las Casas only figures in The Tempest as an instance of a
palimpsestuous Spain.
The subject of colonialist texts in Shakespeare’s island play, once contested by
the source-hunter, can also be considered more broadly and collectively under the
intertextual frame embodied in the figure of Prospero’s books. Even so, and in direct
contrast to the anti-colonialist representations of the cross-cultural clash, Prospero’s
version of his encounter with Caliban recalls a number of texts, each with its own
peculiarities regarding the details the dramatic texts awakens. Prospero’s claim that he
and his daughter Miranda took pains to educate the island native had been inscribed in
England’s cultural memory since the earliest English colonialist texts. Of all the
colonialist texts available to inform The Tempest, Richard Eden’s Decades (1555)
outlines how Prospero would have understood his encounter as the educator of Caliban.
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Regarded as England’s original colonialist text, as well as the first borrowing from the
model of imperial Spain, Eden’s Decades famously describes the state of the New World
natives in colonialist terms:
… these simple gentiles lyuinge only after the lawe of nature, may well
bee lykened to a smoothe and bare table vnpainted, or a white paper
vnwritten, vpon the which yow may at the fyrst paynte or wryte what yow
lyste, as yow can not vppon tables alredy paynted, vnlesse yow rase or
blot owt the fyrste formes.137
Similar to what Montaigne would later emphasize as an attribute of native tribes living in
a natural state, Eden’s representation of the encounter suggest an educative method that
would exploit the presumed innocence of natives by likening it to the process of writing
on the figurative minds of natives, such as “a smoothe and bare table vnpainted, or a
white paper vnwritten.” As Prospero also follows in the steps of this prevailing notion of
a tabula rasa and hence turned to inscribe in Caliban’s “bare table,” he had to contend
with Eden’s prescription in due order: 1) as Prospero considered the prospect of
inscribing “what yow lyste,” 2) he would have to contend with challenges in the event
that he did find “tables alredy paynted,” in which case 3) he would have to find the
solution to either “rase or blot owt the fyrste forms.” What Prospero wrote, what he may
have found “alredy paynted,” as well as what he thought he had “rase or blot owt” from
Caliban’s mind requires a more insightful approach to Anglo-Spanish relations.
With this method of analysis based on the intertextuality in Shakespeare’s drama
which considers all forms of texts as inscriptions on the symbolic writing surface of the
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mind, I will widen the scope in my focus on early modern imperialism in England to the
interconnection in Anglo-Spanish relations. As we examine colonial discourses in The
Tempest, this inter-imperial analysis considers how the Prospero-Caliban paradigm of the
colonizer-colonized models after and, paradoxically, against Spanish colonization of the
New World. From Eden’s formulation of New World natives, Prospero’s encounter with
Caliban bares the inscriptions on what the exiled Duke perceives in the island native as a
“bare table.” In a similar way Prospero educates and colonizes Caliban, imperialism in
England was a form of inscription made by Spain. As the following chapter will further
illustrate, at the center of Prospero’s books we find Eden’s Decades and the inception of
the double-edged sword in English imperial intercourse. That while Spain inscribed the
prospect of expansionism in the Americas in what Eden would have seen as England’s
“tables alredy paynted,” the English were soon also anxious to “wipe away,” to use
Hamlet’s words, the threat of Spanish invasion and conquest that came with imperial
intercourse. From Eden’s Decades in the middle of the sixteenth century, to
Shakespeare’s Hamlet at the turn of the sixteenth century, we can trace a palimpsestuous
Spain in pivotal moments in Anglo-Spanish imperial rivalry.
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Chapter 2
“‘Th’imperial jointress to this warlike state’:
Inter-imperiality in Sixteenth Century Anglo-Spanish Relations”

This chapter follows the discourses of memory and theater in Shakespeare’s
Hamlet, and considers how Hamlet’s table of memory recalls texts that haunt the play,
particularly those texts Hamlet claims he will “wipe away,” i.e., imperial Spain.
Hamlet’s table of memory, for instance, recalls Eden’s Decades (1555), among other
reasons for the memorable writing surface metaphor Eden references to describe New
World natives. In the broader scheme of Eden’s text, Hamlet’s table of memory struggles
to erase Spain and the context of Eden’s imperial vision for England, the inception of
English imperialism. As I show throughout this chapter, Hamlet dramatizes the threat of
invasion through dramatic representations of queens including Gertrude with
questionable sexuality, a reckoning of English imperial intercourse in Anglo-Spanish
relations. While Elizabethans felt the threat of Spanish invasion, Hamlet must remember
England’s original sin during the reign of Queen Mary I as her marriage to Prince Philip
of Spain was seen by some as a consensual invasion and cultural conquest of England.

“Than [sic] shall they inuade Englande”:
The Trope of Invasion & The Rise of Anglo-Spanish Imperial Rivalry

Studies of Anglo-Spanish relations concerned with the shifts from alliance to
rivalry, from attraction and cultural exchange to alterity, will understandably focus on the
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reigns of Elizabeth I and Philip II of Spain. As William D. Phillips notes, “The events at
the time of Philip II and Elizabeth I, are striking and dramatic, highlighted by the Dutch
Revolt, Philip’s attempted invasion of England, and the defeat of the Great Armada.”138
But as Williams also underlines, it is worth noting that “these events had long historic
antecedents that were at least two centuries old by then.”139 Indeed, critics drawn to this
era of Anglo-Spanish relations will take note of the sudden decline of two cultures that
had long been on friendly terms. “England knew ‘the Spains’ extremely well,” Eric
Griffin notably points out, as “their aristocratic, military, clerical, scholastic, and
merchant classes had been on intimate terms for centuries, possessing a shared history of
marriage and commerce, crusade and pilgrimage, technological and intellectual
exchange.”140 “Rarely in human history,” Griffin marvels, “have two cultures that shared
so much dropped so far and so rapidly in mutual esteem as did the national cultures of
England and Spain.”141 The turning point of this once congruent alliance is a story all too
familiar: In 1554, Queen Mary I of England married Prince Philip of Spain. While the
emperor Charles V had envisioned the marriage as a way of strengthening Anglo-Spanish
alliances, ultimately, the union had the opposite effect and was the last marriage of
significance in this Anglo-Spanish era. It was in the aftermath of this short-lived
marriage that, as Magdalena de Pazzis Pi Corrales points out, “relations between Spain
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and England changed from friendship to mistrust, from mutual support to rivalry and
confrontation.”142
As much as religion both motivated the union between Mary and Philip and
became a significant factor in the deterioration of Anglo-Spanish relations to follow, the
role of imperial ideologies emerging during this time of conflict also merit further critical
attention. For Elizabethans, Philip II’s imperial Spain may have been the most prominent
threat to their sovereignty, and Spanish efforts to invade England remain uncontested as
the most significant events in the Anglo-Spanish rivalry. What we often overlook,
however, are the affairs in early Anglo-Spanish encounters that laid the foundation for
their mutual alterity. My interest in the shared history between England and Spain is
precisely concerned with some of the early events and cultural exchanges that set in
motion the impressive military enterprise launched by Philip II, the renowned Invincible
Spanish Armada. In what follows, I focus on the extent to which the Spanish invasion of
England emergences as a potential threat in relation to, as well as a result of, AngloSpanish cultural exchanges, particularly the famous marriage between Mary and Philip.
Whereas the Anglo-Spanish union highlighted an attraction to Spain’s imperial power
that would in turn inspire a vision of English imperial expansionism as seen in Richard
Eden’s Decades (1555), contemporaries also experienced the prospect of the marriage as
an imminent Spanish invasion. In turn, Anglo-Spanish cultural exchanges shifted as
emerging ideas of a Spanish invasion during Mary’s reign were spun as the invasion of
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Spanish ideas, especially ideas about imperial Spain, giving way to an anxiety over
Spanish encroachment that would haunt the English imagination for decades.
The famous passage, already addressed briefly above, where Eden promotes the
feasibility of converting of New World natives to his English readers captures (or is
captured by) the double-edged nature of early modern imperialism. Often cited as a
foundational text in English imperialism, Richard Eden’s Decades championed Spain’s
imperial might, its conquest of and exploits in the New World, as a model England could
imitate. As David A. Boruchoff has argued, Eden’s translation embraced Peter Martyr’s
view of expansionism in the New World, an enterprise that would primarily consist of an
evangelical mission. “Eden does not merely second Pietro Martire’s demand that such
activity adhere to a high standard of civic and religious virtue,” Boruchoff further notes,
“but moreover points up the divergence of Spain’s conquest from expectant ideals of
theology, thereby creating space for England to succeed where Spain seemingly has
not.”143 Eden indeed outlined his expansionist vision as an English evangelical mission,
an ambitious approach that was to surpass the Spanish imperial model. The prospect of
an imperial England by means of expansionism, however, had a dark side for the English,
as this novel concept emerged from a cultural exchange with Spain during the volatile
reign of Mary I. In the context of Anglo-Spanish relations of his time, Eden’s approach
is embedded in an inherent conflict in the ways Eden portrayed the conversion process of
New World natives as a feasible enterprise given the impressionability of the inhabitants
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are. That is, if Eden’s appeal to his fellow Englishmen was to experience success, then it
would also render England as culturally malleable as the impressionable Amerindians.
For England, then, to enter the world’s stage and get involved in the geopolitical
spaces to challenge other empires, such endeavors also bear the mark of imperial Spain as
a threat. As I will elaborate in later sections below, a further assessment of the writing
surface metaphor that Eden employs allows us to examine how, within a fundamentally
humanist intertextual writing structure, English occlusion of Spanish texts in the years
after Mary’s reign became palimpsestuous—they bear traces of Spanishness notable
critics have referred to as “the specter of Spain.”144 Eden’s reference to the writing
surface metaphor of “a smoothe and bare table vnpainted” of the New World natives not
only underlines how English readers are conflicted between the promise and volatility of
English culture. As the implication here follows, an English table, presumably one
“alredy painted,” would stand as the main source for the cultural inscriptions of New
World natives. Eden’s metaphor underscores the process of inscribing English culture on
a “bare table” as one that must introspectively consider the content of their own figurative
writing surface. Even collectively, the substance of an English table at the time of Eden’s
reference was limited in terms of their knowledge of the recently expanded globe. Prior
to Eden, no texts of New World exploration, discovery and conquest had been printed in
England. Eden was writing for a novice readership, which was to his advantage. But the
Spanish imperial model he employed throughout the address to the reader, which is
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meant to inspire English imperial expansionism also suggested that his fellow
countrymen be willing to indeed “rase or blot owt the fyrste forms” of their own tables.
Furthermore, as Eden’s translation insists on following the example of imperial Spain,
Spanish impressions would not only prove difficult to erase from the proverbial English
table in later years, but palimpsestuously, forms of Spanishness would remain a point of
anxiety in English imperial ideology.
Taken as a provisional point of origin, the reception of Spanishness whether in
written form or oral, by Eden and his contemporaries, illustrates how Anglo-Spanish
relations shift from alliance to rivalry in imperial terms. Pivotal to English encounters
with Spain and its imperial prowess was the ascension of Mary Tudor to the throne. As
Sarah Duncan has written at length, the conflicts Mary faced early on were in anticipation
to her perceived vulnerability as a female monarch.145 According to Duncan, “The
prospect of Mary’s succession, aroused fears that England itself—its religion, peoples,
laws, and customs—might be subsumed by a larger power if Mary chose to marry a
European prince.”146 Duncan further describes the concerns over what “a foreign prince
might try” that would lead to the country’s ruin, a notion based on the premise of the
queen’s frailty as a female monarch.147 Accordingly, “those who opposed the AngloSpanish union portrayed the body politic of the realm of England as metaphorically
penetrable by outside forces.”148 Further, just as objections to Mary’s ascension to the
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throne had been predicated on her gender, similar ploys of suspicion surrounded her
blood lineage. Duncan notes that the “xenophobic tactic casting Mary as a foreigner gave
voice to fears that, just as the queen’s sex made her realm vulnerable to attack, her
Spanish, rather than true English, blood left the country open to marauders (Spaniards)
who would plunder the wealth of Englishmen.”149
Once on the English throne, fears over a foreigner suitor only escalated with
suggestions of her marriage to Prince Philip, famed as the heir to a vast Spanish empire.
The prospect of this marriage did indeed resemble a form of invasion, a threat to English
values and customs, to the extent that the news of an Anglo-Spanish alliance prompted a
series of uprising plots, most prominently that of Sir Thomas Wyatt’s rebellion. As
Duncan tellingly underlines, the Wyatt rebellion “had seized on fears that, if the marriage
went forward, the Spaniards would treat Englishmen ‘as slave and villaynes, spoyle us of
our goodes and lands, ravishe our wyfes before our faces, and deflowere our daughters in
our presence’.”150 Although hyperbole drives the imagery of the Spanish invasion
referenced here, it is worth noting the exaggeration as a response to a proposed idea, an
Anglo-Spanish alliance not yet realized, but readily subject to the exploitation of English
fears.151 Specifically focused on evoking masculine fears regarding enslavement and the
first-hand witnessing of the loss of possessions that included the ravishment of women,
the rebels understood the alliance as a Spanish conquest of England. The point of
emphasis here is that Spanish ravishment of Englishwomen would mainly be figured
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through the actual event that had prompted these fears, the prospect of an Anglo-Spanish
marriage. Duncan documents various representations where the Spanish ravishment of
Englishwomen was “a metaphor for the conquest of the kingdom—and the resultant loss
of Englishmen’s power and property,” just as depictions of Philip were symbolic of a
tyrannical ruler “possessed by desire rather than reason.”152
Concerns of a Spanish invasion initially surface as a propagandist device meant to
incite a rebellion in resistance to the marriage alliance. These fears could be seen as
validated, albeit still in symbolic terms, by the Spanish fleet comprised of over one
hundred ships that escorted Prince Philip from La Coruña to the English port of
Southampton in preparation for the royal wedding at Winchester. Philip’s journey to
England was itself an unconventional ploy given that traditionally the bride was the one
required to travel out of her own country.153 Philip had played a subordinate role
throughout the marriage negotiations; his arrival in England was similarly managed as an
extension of this passive role.154 Once in England, the queen and her council continued
their efforts to make a public display of Philip’s subordinate role as king consort. As
Duncan explains: “Since the fears concerning Philip centered on the belief that Mary’s
subordination to her husband would have a corresponding effect on the relationship of
England to Spain, the ceremony and events surrounding it were designed to demonstrate
that Mary herself played the dominant role.”155 Given the concerns that the AngloSpanish alliance had raised in England, Philip’s arrival in this early version of a Spanish
Armada likely left an impression in the minds of the English gentlemen aboard the
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queen’s fleet who were designated to ceremoniously chaperon their future king consort
onto English shores. Although the Spanish fleet which arrived on England’s shores was
not part of a formal military campaign, the context of the Philip’s arrival on the shores of
England—namely, the fact that preparations to curtail his role as a Spanish king of
England took precedence—poignantly displayed English anxieties of an invasion.
In the aftermath of the marriage alliance, the threat of Spanish invasion continued
to surface as a representation of conquest. In his powerful repudiation of the English
Crown, A shorte treatise […], the embittered Marian exile John Ponet would embellish
his political theory156 with his own animated version of the Spanish invasion:
Than [sic] shall they inuade Englande, and shalbe by shiploades (if no
worse happen vnto you) caried in to newe Spaine, and ther not lyue at
libertie, but bicause ye are a stubburne and vnfaithfull generacion, ye
shalbe tyed in chaynes, forced to rowe in the galie, to digge in the mynes
and to pike vp the golde in the hotte sande.157
Although just a passing reference in the text, Ponet’s alarmist depiction here takes the
threat of Spanish invasion a step further as he inadvertently unearths the double-edged
effect of an expansionist enterprise. In what seems a casual if brutal revision of the
emerging proposals for English imperialism, Ponet suggests that England would not
travel across the Atlantic in an evangelical mission and become champions of the
Christian faith, as Eden had envisioned, but would instead be merely an extension of the
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Spanish empire, serving as its slaves alongside New World natives.158 On a literal level,
Ponet’s hyperbolic vision suggests Spain would invade and enslave the English people
before shipping them to New Spain to supplement labor exploitation at the gold mines.
In a figurative sense, Ponet reminds Englishmen that even in the event of an expansionist
enterprise, English imperial endeavors across the Atlantic would remain indebted to the
Spanish model, thus showing a culturally weak England willingly conquered and
enslaved by the Spain Empire on an ideological level.
In developing his vision of an English imperial enterprise, Eden was conscious of
the balancing act he needed to maintain between the prospect of expansion and the threat
of invasion. He had not only seen and felt the public concerns with the ascension of a
Catholic monarch, he experienced closely the fallout prior to the Anglo-Spanish alliance.
Eden’s scientific curiosity and sense of exploration had been fostered by a merchant class
upbringing, as both his father and uncle, George and Thomas Eden were notable
members of the merchant tailors’ guild.159 But it was during the short reign of Edward
VI that Eden would mature as an imperial visionary. His scientific interests first caught
the attention of Sir William Cecil and soon after that of the earl of Northumberland, who
later became Eden’s patron.160 One of the most powerful figures during Edward’s rule,
Northumberland had plans to expand England’s economy through trade as well as other
enterprises that would inevitably encroach on Spain’s imperial monopoly. It was under
Northumberland’s patronage that Eden managed to publish his first major work, A
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Treatyse of the Newe India (1553).161 Shortly after the death of King Edward VI,
however, the expansionist vision Eden had been developing under Northumberland’s
sponsorship became endangered when his patron was executed for plotting to establish
his daughter-in-law Lady Jane Grey on the English throne.162 Furthermore, Eden’s father
and uncle were implicated in Northumberland’s plot to undermine Mary’s ascension to
the throne.163 Remarkably, Eden managed to establish his loyalty to and escape
imprisonment by the new monarchy as he sought out ways to navigate the new AngloSpanish dynastic alliance before finally losing his privileged position at court.164
Despite pronounced resistance to the Anglo-Spanish alliance displayed by notable
Englishmen, an attraction to things Spanish registered among other observers. Eden was
in attendance during Mary’s and Philip’s triumphant entrance into London a month after
their royal ceremony at Winchester. As Eden would later claim, the ceremonial entrance
left such an impression, it was nothing short of inspirational, and a call to imperial action:
… intoxicated by the shows, the triumphs, and universal acclamations that
greeted the gorgeous royal procession through the City, he was led first to
debate within himself as to whether he could by any original publication
perpetuate to future Ages, not so much the glorious reception, as its
worthiness and significance: but thinking of nothing sufficiently [sic]
worthy, he was led to consider the marvellous discoveries, conquests, and
empire of the Spanairds [sic]; all of which bade fair to become (should the
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royal pair have issue) the joint heritage of England. Hence his great
Compilation is distinctly the result of the Marriage Procession of this
day.165
Eden’s epiphany as he witnessed the “Marriage Procession” describes, not a form of
Spanish invasion and conquest led by England’s new king consort, but an opportunistic
alliance that was to stimulate England’s New World exploration and expansion. The
result of this encounter was Eden’s remarkable English translation of Martyr’s De Orbe
Novo. As the passage above points out, Eden imagines the Anglo-Spanish union as “the
joint heritage of England” of which a child prodigy would solidify English imperialism
by way of inheriting Spain’s empire. David Gwyn has assessed Eden’s claims with some
skepticism, noting that: “It is more probable that the merchant community prompted
Eden’s book to give proof of their loyalty to the new regime at a time when others had
chosen rebellion. It was an adroit move, combining praise for the Spanish people and
their rulers with the clear hint to the court that England’s future prosperity lay in
encouraging trade.”166
Nevertheless, Eden’s efforts to generate interest in the imperial enterprise display
the difficult challenge of negotiating between preserving the favor of the Crown and
appealing to his fellow countrymen’s sense of Englishness. To ingratiate himself with
the new monarchs, Eden not only dedicates his work to Mary and Phillip, but throughout
his address to the reader he displays considerable deference to his monarchs: “Thou haste
nowe a kynge and queene that desyre thee to remember thy dewtie and holde theyr armes
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abrode to embrase thee yf thou wylt drawe nere vnto them.”167 As Eden’s ultimate goal
is to challenge Spanish monopoly in the New World, this abesement to not just Mary but
Phlip might seem counterintuitive. However, the appeal to his readers here suggests to
them that they do as he did and accept the Anglo-Spanish alliance as the first step in this
larger project. But at times Eden’s hyperbole for the Spanish imperial model pushes his
balancing act dangerously close to the edge. In a passage often quoted in criticism, Eden
calls on his fellow countrymen to show deference beyond emulation: “Stoope Englande
stoope,” Eden memorably wrote, “and learne to knowe thy lorde and master, as horses
and other brute beastes are taught to doo.”168 However troubling his tone towards fellow
Englishmen in favor of his Spanish counterparts, Eden continuously praise “[t]he
Spanyardes [who] haue shewed a good exemple to all Chrystian nations to folowe”169
primarily as a way of spurring the English are to surpass them. Eden hence reassures his
readers that, despite some reports of Spanish cruelty as well as concerns for natives
revolts, or even speculation of the scarcity of New World riches, English imperial
expansionism is worth pursuing in the Spanish model. “Therefore,” Eden determines,
“what so euer owre chiefe intente bee, eyther to obteyne worldely fame or rychesse,
(althoughe the zeale to encrease Christian religion ought chiefly to moue vs) I wolde to
god we wolde fyrst attempte the matter.”170
The role of conversion in imperial propaganda has long been the subject of
critical commentary, which has considered the sincerity and the cultural significance of
such ploy. Stephen Greenblatt once examined Eden’s representation of natives as “naked
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and simple people” expected to “receaue the customes of owre Religion, and by
conuersation with owre men, shake of theyr fierce and natiue barbarousness.”171 In
Greenblatt’s estimation, such representations of New World natives described them as “a
tabula rasa ready to take the imprint of European civilization,” especially in the eyes of
“a ruling class obsessed with the symbolism of dress” to whom “the Indians’ physical
appearance was a token of a cultural void.”172 Other forms of cultural nudity would later
work in concert with the politics of gender to form a popular emblem of the colonialist
perspective of the New World, as vividly illustrated in Theodor Galle’s engraving
America (1580), as a nearly naked woman, based on the drawing by Jan van der Straet
(1575). But just as the trope of gendering land as a woman had been manifested in
England with the Spanish “invasion” of Mary I, concerns over cultural nudity resurfaced,
particularly as it pertained to the crisis that was England’s own cultural identity.
The subject of cultural nudity appears most peculiarly in travel writings such as
Andrew Borde’s The fyrst boke of the introduction of knowledge[…].173 A woodcut of a
naked man holding a pair of scissors is given voice by a text that reads:
I am an English man and naked I stand here,
Musyng in my mynd what raiment I shal were;
For now I wyll were thys, and now I wyll were that;
All new fashyons be pleasaunt to me.174
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As Borde sets up readers to survey various cultures across the Mediterranean, he opens
his travel guide with an emblematic reminder of England’s potential for change and yet
susceptibility to cultural colonization by others. As Ladan Niayesh acutely observes, “the
Englishman of the first chapter thus appears as much as an emblem of the child-like
innocence as one of potential foolishness or of aspiring vanity waiting to stand the test of
the world and be tempted into falling for its infinite choice of fashions and babbling its
many languages.” 175 Such malleability, however, was precarious and subject to
suspicion when it came to religious and political pressures during the unstable Tudor
succession period of the 1540s. This was precisely Borde’s experience, as Cathy Shrank
has argued how through his writings he “attempted to forge an appropriately
unsubversive self-image with which to negotiate his way through the un-Romish England
of the 1540s.”176 Shrank writes about “Borde’s portrait of ideal ‘Englishness’” as a way
of “constructing an identity with which to silence his potential critics.”177 But as Shrank
also points out, Borde would later be condemned by John Ponet and others as, to use
Shrank’s phrase, an “unreformed villain.”178
As significant as the auto-biographical aspects of Borde’s writing proved, the
effect of his work also had broader implications. As a “travel guide cum emblem book,”
Niayesh has recently argued that Borde’s text “largely intersects with the period’s key
concern of negotiating a personal and an English self in the midst of many religious and
political turbulences both at home and abroad.”179 First printed in 1547 (the year that
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Edward VI succeeded Henry VIII), a reprint of Borde’s book that includes a special
dedication to Queen Mary I makes a second appearance in 1555. While the first edition
implicates Borde’s suspect personal credentials as a reformer, his second edition emerges
posthumously, in the context of both the attempted Anglo-Spanish alliance and the
English resistance that had surfaced as a result. The title’s dedication to “the right
honorable [and] gracio[us] lady Mary doughter of our souerayne lorde king Henry the
eyght” suggests that the 1555 edition was favorably promoting an Englishman willing to
fashion himself in the image of the new Catholic monarchy. Conversely, as Borde’s
naked Englishman looks to fashion his cultural dress on a whim, for he “wyll were thys”
just as easily as he “wyl were that,” the endorsement of “All new fashyons” also
encouraged dissent towards the desired image of the English monarch. Important to
analyses of Borde’s book such as Niayesh’s is the insistence that the genre of travel
writing be understood as “always fundamentally about the discovery of the self in the
apprehension of the other.”180 In an inverted formulation to Borde’s original figure,
readers of The fyrst boke of the introduction of knowledge were now equipped to selffashion a fixed sense of Englishness in resistance to the Catholic Crown as well as all
things Spanishness, to say nothing of the Roman Catholic Church. Hence, Borde’s travel
guide not only underscored the susceptible state of English cultural identity for his
readers, but as I will elaborate later in this chapter, he effectively laid the groundwork for
the practice of writing as an exercise in self-fashioning.
Eden’s proposition for an imperial England by way of imitating Spain was
precarious for various reasons, which may have prompted the necessity to promote the
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enterprise of expansion as one that could far surpass the Spanish model. As Boruchoff
points out, Eden’s imperial vision would later be endorsed by Richard Hakluyt in his
impressive collection, Principal Navigations (1589-1600).181 The decades in between
Eden’s imperial vision and actual English New World ventures are generally
characterized by an antagonism towards Spanishness. Even by the time Eden referenced
his writing surface metaphor, England’s table had been inscribed with various accounts
portraying Spanishness as invasive. From Mary’s blood lineage that rendered her
Spanish, to the potential heir between her and Philip that would taint the Crown with
Spanishness, anxieties over these various forms of Spanish encroachment continually
haunted English imagination. Eden’s vision of an imperial England was originally
designed to imitate Spain, but future ventures in pursuit of expansionism across the
Atlantic had to contend with this Anglo-Spanish history written as an invasion, a threat
symptomatic of the very imperial model English authors could not fully occlude. Partly
as a result of ideological dilemma, and partly due to material conditions, during the reign
of Elizabeth I English efforts to challenge Spain’s New World monopoly amounted
mainly to piracy. Indeed, it was in large part English buccaneering activities throughout
the Atlantic and Spanish ports that would later precipitate the Armada enterprise.
Thus, the defeat of the famed Invincible Spanish Armada in 1588 and the repeated
attempts to mount an invasion throughout the 1590s were not the first instances in which
England feared a Spanish invasion that threatened to conquer the kingdom. Nor was this
the first time that Philip II experienced futility in the endeavor. Early in the marriage
negotiations with the recently crowned Mary I, then Prince Philip of Spain inadvertently
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suffered his initial defeat. Of course, Philip’s role as king consort was not originally
designed as a plot to invade and conquer England, and yet representations in anticipation
of his arrival evoked fears of a Spanish invasion, effectively changing the tone in AngloSpanish cultural exchanges from attraction to alterity. But as critics have recently noted,
English remained fascinated with Spanish culture. Despite the fear of encroachment that
emerged from the trope of invasion, forms of Spanishness continued to permeate the
English imagination. As English authors remained receptive to some forms of
Spanishness, reception to these forms demanded various rhetorical methods wherein
writers could prudently negotiate the encroachment of Spanish texts. While Elizabethan
authors “pirated” Spanish literary works,182 dramatists would reanimate the fears of
invasion which began during Mary’s reign in a fashion that projected fears of
permeability onto their Spanish counterparts instead.

“From the table of my memory I will wipe away”:
Humanist Intertextuality & Palimpsestuous Spanishness

As Eden suggests in his metaphor of “a smoothe and bare table vnpainted” to
portray New World natives as colonial subjects ripe for reinscription with European
religious and cultural beliefs, the prospect of conquest is primarily an ideological
endeavor: that is, the conquered will easily be ruled by the cultural norms the conqueror
inscribes. But even as Eden’s Decades labors to ignite England’s aspirations in the New
World, he implicitly and yet emphatically reminds his readers that when it comes to
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imperial ideology, England itself remained “a smoothe and bare table vnpainted”.
Suitably, Eden provides the solution to the very conflict his text underscores; novice in
New World exploration, England could rely on a foundational text such as Eden’s
translation of De Orbe Nuovo. Yet if the challenge for England’s imperial aspiration was
mainly ideological, these difficulties would be further exacerbated by Eden’s suggestions
of Catholic Spain as an imperial model. In the ensuing decades, and throughout
Elizabeth’s reign, England’s colonial project would primarily focus on formulating and in
turn inscribing an imperial model on its own “smoothe and bare table vnpainted,” rather
than being writing upon by Spain. As English colonial aspirations negotiated the
unavoidable presence of Spain, it turned out the Spanish model proved most useful as a
foil—an imperial otherness loudly pronounced in England’s role in the anti-Spanish
propaganda known as The Black Legend.
By the end of the century, as humanist writing practices intersected with the art of
self-fashioning and the emergence of an English national identity, the role of imperial
Spain and the threat of invasion would take center stage as both a literal apparition and a
literary phantom in Elizabethan drama. In his vivid panoramic outlook of English drama
as an artistic form as well as a powerful receptor of and conduit for the dissemination of
texts, James Shapiro’s A Year in the Life of William Shakespeare, 1599 documents the
crucial intervention of theater in the late years of Elizabethan England.183 As Shapiro
tellingly writes, “in the hands of Shakespeare and his fellow playwrights, this theater not
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only absorbed social energies that had become unmoored in a post-Reformation world,
but also explored in the plays it staged the social trauma that had enabled it to thrive, the
repercussions of which the culture had not fully absorbed.”184 As I discussed in the
previous chapter, in Hamlet we not only find out how theater and memory connect the
various strands of ideas circulating the streets of England, but we get a glance at just how
interwoven these threads are.
Throughout the play, Hamlet struggles for clarity to take action and avenge the
murder of his father to restore order in the kingdom and allow the soul of the Old Hamlet
can rest in peace, a vow Hamlet makes claiming he will sustain “unmixed with baser
matter” ( 1.5. 104). In the broader context, Hamlet’s madness in part reflects on English
collective anxieties in part due to the overflow and in turn mismanagement of texts in
circulation, perhaps a precursor of what Cervantes characterizes in his protagonist, the
avid reader of chivalric books in Don Quixote. Tragedy in Shakespeare’s Hamlet
engages the urge or necessity to “wipe away” those texts deemed as invasive or
threatening in some shape or form, an endeavor of occlusion that produces
palimpsestuous anxieties, none more haunting than the pervasive “specter” of Spain.

“The play’s the thing”:
The trope of invasion in the inter-theatricality in Hamlet

In the form of a commonplace book, Hamlet’s figurative writing surface contains
both classical and contemporary texts, in both written and oral forms, as well as the wide
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ranging form of firsthand experiences “[t]hat youth and observation copied there”; early
modern drama draws from all these forms. In a highly illiterate era where the
dissemination texts heavily relied on the oral form, the theater venue became more than a
complementary visual form. Whereas Shakespeare’s Hamlet dramatizes its title character
as fundamentally humanist, a scholar not quite at his peak in Jaques’s seven ages of man,
and yet overwhelmed as he is “Full of wise saws and modern instances” (2.7. 154) the
play in a broader sense has an intertextual effect both audible and visible for audiences.
As an intertextual experiment, Hamlet hence emerges as a play that underscores the
conflicts of intertextuality particularly at a time when a surge of texts overflowed
Elizabethan England. Contextually, the collection of texts Hamlet records on his
metaphorical writing surface figures precisely as a modernized version of what Eden had
conceived as a “smoothe and bare table vnpainted,” a representation of England’s more
developed collective consciousness. Further, the play draws on the popular dramatic
conventions, as Hamlet not only plays an antic disposition throughout the play but in turn
he stages his own anxieties within-the-play. This theatrical ploy captures the context in
which Hamlet was staged as well as the role that theater played in the conflicting
intertextual process the play so keenly dramatizes.
Popular theatrical conventions such as the play-within-the-play devise, pervasive
across Renaissance Drama, are well-known for their microcosmic roles in contrasts to the
drama that stages them as miniature dramatic versions. Inter-theatricality in
Shakespeare’s Hamlet can best be appreciated in the title character’s staging of The
Mousetrap, but this play-within-the-play only partially addresses the tragedy at large. In
the fashion that Hamlet designs his miniature play to “catch the conscious of the king”
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(2.2. 584), as in his intended spectator, so Shakespeare stages his drama for an anxious
audience. Of the numerous instances of theatricality in the play, some are specifically
worth exploring in context to the tragedy itself. Hamlet, for instance, engages in
dramatic practices early on as he plays his antic disposition, a role that evokes specific
reactions from each of his onlookers. As Gertrude, Claudius, and Polonius speculate on
the nature of Hamlet’s disposition, each of them base their suspicions with their
respective anxieties. Urgent matters of the state must wait, even as the ambassadors have
returned with news from Norway. Instead, Polonius prioritizes, in his words, “that I have
found/ The very cause of Hamlet's lunacy” (2.2. 48-49). “O, speak of that,” Claudius
replies with seemingly exceeding emotional anguish, “that do I long to hear” (2.2. 50).
Gertrude similarly displays her state of consciousness: “I doubt it is no other but the
main,” she interjects, “His father's death, and our o'erhasty marriage” (2.2. 56-57).
It is quite sensible that what Polonius, Claudius and Gertrude speculate based on
their respective anxieties does in fact speak to the nature of Hamlet’s antic disposition.
Indeed, both the death of his father and her mother’s hasty marriage to Claudius prompts
Hamlet to play his role from the onset of the play. But it is mainly Hamlet’s perception
of the women in his life, Gertrude and Ophelia, the source that conflicts with his task to
avenge the murder of his father. A character well-versed in theatrical nuance, for
instance, the content of Hamlet’s table of memory is largely informed by drama and the
dynamics between the play, its players and its playgoers. Prior to his role as playwright,
Hamlet is among the audience when his epiphany that “the play’s the thing” (2.2. 583)
takes place. Perhaps not so inconspicuously, Hamlet reveals in soliloquy: “I have heard/
That guilty creatures sitting at a play/ Have by the cunning of the scene/ Been struck so to
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the soul[…]” (2.2. 523-526). A generally understood notion about early modern drama,
Hamlet claims to have “heard” in public discourse that performances can unearth hidden
emotions, particularly when the transaction between player and playgoer is ripe. The
obvious irony to Hamlet’s thoughts is that he has just experienced such a moment
himself; that the inspiration for how he will “catch the conscience of the king” takes
place in response to a performance Hamlet specifically requests of “‘the mobled queen’”
Hecuba (2.2. 440-456); that not only was the scene “cunning” but that Hamlet, as
“guilty” a creature in the play as any, has “[b]een struck so to the soul” by such a
performance. Not as obvious is what made the scene so “cunning” that “struck” the
Prince such that we as readers and audiences “catch the conscience” of the rightful king.
Richly complex in context, Hamlet tellingly reacts to the player’s performance of
a scene that dramatizes a fallen king (Priam) and his queen (Hecuba) mourning on top of
his corpse while the realm burns under siege. It is a performance Hamlet remembers so
vividly, he recalls a critic’s assessment of the play: “I remember,” Hamlet tellingly says,
“one said there/ Were no sallets in the lines to make the matter/ Savoury, nor no matter in
the phrase that might/ Indict the author of affectation” (2.2. 423). Perhaps less surprising,
Hamlet recalls a significant portion of the lines he asks the play to perform. As a
humanist scholar, Hamlet’s quotation is an example of the intertextual nature of his
training. But as Hamlet prompts the player into action, “if it live in your memory” (2.2.
429-30), this particular scene left quite an impression on the Prince of Denmark. It is the
theme from the opening of the play that Hamlet is haunted by his table of memory. In
Hamlet’s estimation, Gertrude does not suit the role of the mournful Queen Hecuba.
Hamlet’s anguishing thoughts, “Must I remember?” (1.2 43) point to a memory he wishes
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he would indeed “wipe away” from his table of memory. The memory haunts him so that
even the ghost of his father further warns Hamlet: “But howsomever thou pursues this
act,/ Taint not thy mind nor let thy soul contrive/ Against thy mother aught (1.5. 84-86).
Although Hamlet vows to maintain his father’s wishes “[u]nmixed with baser matter,” in
turn he cannot help but “taint” his mind as he recalls Gertrude in the context of her hasty
marriage to Claudius:
O most pernicious woman!
O villain, villain, smiling, damnèd villain!
My tables!—Meet it is I set it down
That one may smile, and smile, and be a villain. (1.5. 105-108)
Traditionally, critics and commentators of the play assume that Hamlet refers to Claudius
in these lines as the obvious “damnèd villain” in the tragedy. The suggestion that the
disdain in these lines is intended for Gertrude instead, however, is further consistent with
the sentiments Hamlet holds for his mother throughout the play. As Hamlet turns back to
his table of memory here to “set it down,” indeed to write what he just claimed to have
figuratively erased, he shows the problematic futility to “wipe away” his memory and
reinscribe over his previous thoughts without noticing a residue. The palimpsest in
Hamlet’s table of memory figures as a ghost that continues to haunt him. Hamlet not
only understands Gertrude based on her own performance, but also on what his memory
projects onto her representation. In Hamlet’s view, Gertrude is a “most pernicious
woman” because she deceives with “smiles” when she should be mourning his father’s
death. But Gertrude’s performance in body language and a facial gesture such as a
“smile” represents more than feigned happiness. She is a villain, in Hamlet’s eyes,
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because she is deceptive of her deeds with a “smile.” Gertrude’s “smile” alone does not
pose a threat; only the ghost in Hamlet’s table of memory finds her performance
repulsive.
A captivated spectator, Hamlet’s experience during the player’s performance
parallels the anxiety of Elizabethan audiences. As Shapiro sharply describes, “the
atmosphere in which Elizabethans found themselves at performances of Hamlet was
uncomfortably familiar” noting particularly the significance that Shakespeare “would
choose such a moment to update a story of a corrupt court (before whom a seditious play
is performed), problematic succession, the threat of invasion, and the dangers of a
coup.”185 Specifically during the player’s rendition of Priam and Hecuba, audiences of
Hamlet would align their experiences with the title character as they find the threat of
invasion at the center of this scene-within-the-play. As Hamlet prompts the player to
dramatize the tragedy of Priam and Hecuba, he also prompts audiences to recall the story
of the most famous invasion of the classical period, the fall of Troy and its impenetrable
walls. The reference to sack of Troy parallels with the concerns of the play at large in the
same way these tragedies allude to the very fears Elizabethans had experienced in the
decade since the Armada of 1588. Indeed, as audiences of Hamlet learn from the onset
that a young Fortinbras threatens to encroach the territories Denmark had gained from
Norway, the ghost of the Spanish Armada looms on the stage. Throughout the 1590s,
England withstood Spain’s repeated attempts of invasion, and by the end of the century,
as false rumors of another Armada had raised the alert, fatigue finally waned the national
spirit of Elizabethans. Shapiro quotes the reactions of notable figures such as Sir Francis
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Bacon who remarked that, in Shapiro’s words, “the English people were shrewd enough
to see through their government’s story, ‘insomuch that they forbore not from scoffs,
saying that in the year ’88 Spain had sent an Invincible Armada against us and now she
has sent an Invisible Armada.’”186
The reference to an “Invisible Armada” by the end of the century suitably stands
as emblematic of the palimpsestuous nature of Spanishness, the specter of Spain
Hamlet’s England could never fully “wipe away” from the table of memory. Spanishness
haunted English cultural memory since the days of Queen Mary I, when representations
of her courtship and eventual marriage to Prince Philip of Spain were portrayed as a
Spanish invasion. The marriage, childless as it was, produced an heir and prodigy in the
paradoxical concept of English imperial expansionism: a double-edged enterprise, the
sharp threat of invasion standing at the other end of the investing prospect of expansion.
Whether staged as the backdrop of dramatic action, or dramatized through royal or
aristocratic courtships and love affairs, if not the potential ravishment, English
Renaissance Drama commonly exploited the trope of invasion in ways that convey the
inherent conflict of Empire. As Claudius states in his opening lines, the frail state of
Denmark is twofold. In the aftermath of Old Hamlet’s death, Claudius declares in the
royal “we” that Denmark is both in a joyful and mournful state, a telling parallel to his
own joyous and anxious state, having just married his brother’s widow, Queen Gertrude,
whom he refers to as “Th’imperial jointress to this warlike state” (1.2. 8). Indeed, his
“imperial jointress,” as Claudius lauds, also brings forth the threat of invasions to his
“warlike state”; Claudius hence suspects that young Fortinbras has been embolden by the
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recent death of Old Hamlet and therefore thinks of “Our state to be disjoint and out of
frame” (1.2. 20). In the royal “we” Claudius views “Our state” introspectively and
therefore projects his own frailty when he also claims that Fortinbras may believe that the
new king of Denmark will “the surrender of those lands” (1.2. 23). As the action of the
play unfolds, the threat of Fortinbras lingers as a foil to Hamlet who is mostly concerned
with the invasion of the Danish Royal bedchamber by his uncle Claudius. From an intertheatrical perspective, the trope of invasion in Hamlet draws from previous dramatic
productions where encroachment, particularly of Spanishness, plays a critical role in the
action.
As Shakespeare’s Hamlet at the end of the sixteenth century recorded the anxiety
of almost half a century of tense Anglo-Spanish relations, we see how instrumental the
discourses of memory and theater are in Shakespeare’s dramatic rendition of a haunting
past. Hamlet, as I elaborate in chapter 4, draws from the trope of invasion in Elizabethan
drama, an inter-theatrical scheme of the struggles with the double-edged sword of
imperial intercourse going back as early as Thomas Kid’s Spanish Tragedy (1587).
While England suffered the repercussions of engaging in imperial intercourse with Spain,
the Spanish had been dealing with similar anxieties for over a century. As the following
chapter argues, Spanish imperial intercourse manifests in the struggles to maintain the
ideal from La Reconquista-Conquista equation—an expansionist empire that is also wellfortified against invasions—which are further exacerbated by the encroachment of
English buccaneering.
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Chapter 3
“Lope de Vega and Spansih Imperial Intercourse:
The Decadence of Imperial Spain from the Age of the Reconquista/Conquista”
“¡Ah, Dios, que no hay rey que quiera
un mundo nuevo, un tesoro
que aquesta mano le diera!” (1. 643-645).
The exclamation of one Cristóbal Colón conveys a peculiar frustration after King
John of Portugal and King Henry VII of England have both refused to fund his voyage to
discover the new world. Staged over a century after the Genovese’s famous exploit
across the Atlantic, Lope de Vega’s El nuevo mundo descubierto por Cristóbal Colón
jests in dramatic irony as its clairvoyant protagonist questions if and whether “there is a
king who would want a new world, a treasure given by this hand.”187 The irony, a not too
subtle nod at Spanish audiences of the late sixteenth century to relish the moment that
recalls the frustration of both Portugal and England in their respective colonial endeavors
in the New World. The jest poignantly overlooks England and the Tudor dynasty as the
least accomplished in New World possession of the three European kingdoms at the time,
and thus undignified to even set foot on the Spanish stage. At the center of Lope’s stage
is the imperial glory of Spain. England, on the other hand, was indeed out of sight, but
not out of mind. In Spain, the end of the sixteenth century marked a century of
imperialism and its literature was characterized by a somewhat nostalgic retrospective
outlook, a reflection in part prompted by its rivalry with England.
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The poet and dramatist Lope de Vega writes about the precariousness of Spain’s
imperial intercourse in his epic poem La Dragontea (1598) and, just a year later, in his
play El nuevo mundo descubierto por Cristóbal Colón (1599). While the critical
contribution to both of these works by Lope has offered a wide variety of informative
analysis,188 the contextual and intertextual connections between poem and play elude
most of these readings. This chapter thus examines how implied references to England
and the Tudor dynasty in Lope’s play intertextually recall the poem’s depiction of an
imperial Spain finally well-fortified against the pestilent encroachment of English
corsairs. My readings situate both of Lope’s texts within the context of Anglo-Spanish
rivalry at a time when England continued to pose a threat to Spanish interest, encroaching
on its American territories and shipping. For the Spanish who came to describe England
as, among other things, a serpent’s lair (“una madriguera de serpientes”)189 Sir Francis
Drake—el dragón—had become the most feared snake of the den.190 Lope’s La
Dragontea commemorates the defeat of the infamous Elizabethan corsair, while
exhibiting an explicit anxiety over continuing English encroachment on Spanish imperial
domain. The frustration of English imperial intercourse by victorious Spanish forces
which is at the center of Lope’s La Dragontea helps to bring into view the role England
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occupies in El nuevo mundo, making more conspicuous its haunting of the margins of the
play. The central role of England in La Dragontea makes painfully evident the sudden
shift to a complete occlusion of England in the drama that commemorates Spain’s
centennial imperial might as an expansive power well-fortified against invasion in the
wake of La Reconquista and the discovery (and subsequent conquest) of the New World.
While on the surface both poem and drama celebrate imperial Spain, Lope’s two
distinct representations underscore the double-edged of imperial intercourse of what the
poet perceives as a decadent Spanish empire. This chapter situates Lope’s
representations of an imperial Spain at a time when the late King Philip II had not only
struggled to secure the porous borders of the nation in the Spanish imagination against
the English piratical attacks, but had also failed to invade England and conquer the island
of pestilent corsairs. Spain’s imperial decline was thus marked by both the costly and
futile expeditions that depleted the Crown’s coffers, as well as the inability of Philip II to
protect Spanish shores from those very English corsairs underscoring the kingdom’s
vulnerability to foreign encroachment. Concerns for Spanish faulty borders and Philip
II’s repeated failures of his Armada did not improve with the succession of Philip III,
which was seen as tenuous in its own right. To this end, Lope’s La Dragontea was
influenced by, or rather tailored to readers who were members of a class concerned with a
sense of Spanish national pride and the ideals of good stewardship in the management of
Spain’s imperial possessions. The poem’s ideals of good stewardship were likely
disseminated to various other sectors of society through performed readings or retellings
of the legendary defeat of the fearsome English corsair.191 However familiar the public
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was with the poet’s recent poem—whether from first-hand experience, as second-hand
auditors or even in passing reference—English encroachment was in the back of the
audience’s minds at los corrales. England was thus out of sight, but not out of mind. As
my analysis below focuses on the context of Anglo-this Spanish imperial rivalry, Lope’s
El nuevo mundo attempted to celebrate the centennial of imperial Spain. While the play
champions Spain’s outward imperial expansion in the name of a Catholic evangelical
mission, seeking to save souls for God’s glory, the complete occlusion of England from
the stage allows for a vision of Spain as fortified against encroachment, not only from the
expelled Moors, but also from English corsairs.

Anglo-Spanish Interconnections:
The Trope of Invasion in Lope’s Imperial Spain

The end of the century was a rather peculiar moment in Anglo-Spanish imperial
rivalry for Lope to write both La Dragontea and his play El nuevo mundo. In her
analysis of Lope’s writing practices with La Dragontea, Elizabeth Wright points out
some of the contradictions the playwright/poet makes against the prescriptions of
Torquato Tasso’s Discorsi dell’arte poetica (1587). She writes that Tasso “counseled
poets to write epics about heroes such as Roland or Arthur—far enough in time from the
readers not to arouse controversy, yet close enough to retain familiarity.”192 As Wright
rightly suggests, Lope’s choice to write about a subject so tensely fresh in the
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imagination of his countrymen practically dared that very possibility of controversy.193
Concerned with the image of Spanish imperial might, Lope followed La Dragontea with
El nuevo mundo, the first play set in the Americas that addressed the question of Spanish
monopoly in the New World, what criticism refers to as el tema Americano [the
American theme].194 As Lope represents on the surface of his inaugural American play,
it was also a peculiar time for a centennial celebration of imperial Spain as an expansive
power well-fortified against internal and external religious enemies.195 Underneath the
jubilant spirit of the play were the anxieties produced from the double-edged in the
imperial intercourse of Philip II of Spain. Indeed, in tandem with the legacy of Philip II,
Lope’s portrayal of imperial Spain in these two works negotiated between the politics of
patronage and the poet’s personal experiences in an Anglo-Spanish rivalry that allowed
him to feel the pulse of public nationalist fervor.
Lope’s personal experiences in Anglo-Spanish interconnections can be discerned
in the ways he dramatizes Spanish imperial intercourse through the trope of invasion, as I
will show in sections below. The Armada enterprise, it is worth recalling here, was seen
as the ultimate Spanish retaliation against the continuous assaults of English buccaneers
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throughout the Atlantic.196 In 1587, a year before the Armada fleet took to sea, Spain
suffered a devastating raid on the port of Cádiz lead by Sir Francis Drake.197 The raid
imprinted lasting memories in the consciousness of Spain, not only as it hit Spanish
shores and was thus felt closer to the heart of the kingdom, but also that it was the
signature imprint Drake left as the soon-to-be infamous English corsair.198 Lope would
only return to his experiences on the Armada’s failure a decade later with reflections on
Spanish imperial intercourse of his own. In 1596, months after Drake’s death, Cádiz
suffered yet another devastating raid at the hands of the English and Dutch allies. That
same year, Philip renewed his Armada enterprise and carried on the efforts until his death
(1598).199 Ironically, Philip’s imperial intercourse was indeed fatal as he inadvertently
died the midst of his continually frustrated endeavors to invade England.200 Edward
Tenace contends that despite all the logistical difficulties attending such an ambitious
enterprise, “if the Armada had landed in Ireland in 1598, the Spaniards would have found
most of the island in the hands of the rebels.”201 Philip II, Tenace further maintains, “had
neither the will nor the strength for another English invasion.”202
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It is in the vacuum of the recent death of Philip II and the succession crisis of his
son Philip III that Lope writes La Dragontea.203 As Philip II dies an impotent imperial
suitor of England, the anticipated succession of his son, Philip III, was marred by doubts
among Crown officials of his capacity to, among other pressing issues, handle Spain’s
costly wars. Regarding England specifically, Tenace notes that while Philip III “would
try several times to reinvigorate the war efforts against England, the failures of 15961598 represented the last real chance to reverse the setbacks of the last decade.”204 “To
many contemporaries” Tenace further writes, “the failure of these Armadas appeared to
be another indication that God had abandoned Spain.”205 Lope’s contemporaries came to
experience the repeated failures of an Armada enterprise as linked to the dying legacy of
Philip II of Spain. Some would place responsibility not on the imperial intercourse of
Philip II, but rather on his failure to, as Tenace maintains, “curb the rampant corruption in
the naval administration, especially among treasury officials, whom he accused of
embezzlement and thievery.”206 Although explicitly absent in the texts, the double-edged
of Philip’s imperial intercourse embedded in the circumstances surrounding Lope’s
writings during these years. They show a significant contrast between his endorsement of
good stewardship in La Dragontea and his portrayal of the faulty Spanish imperial
intercourse in the conquistadors (seduced by gold and women) of his play El nuevo
mundo.
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As critics have often noted, Lope’s epic poem was primarily concerned with the
faulty borders of a perceived decadent Spain. Fuchs has notably shown that “Lope’s
rhetorical strategy frames the English threat to Spanish possessions within the larger
struggle of Catholicism against its enemies east and west, and suggests that the bedrock
of Spanish identity lies precisely in the heroic endurance of their attacks.”207 Outside of
the literary text, this claim to Spanish heroism can be appreciated in the famous dispute
between don Alonso Sotomayor, governor of la Audiencia de Panamá, and don Diego
Suárez de Amaya, mayor of Nombre de Dios.208 As both Sotomayor and Suárez de
Amaya claimed sole credit for the death of the English corsair, the dispute swiftly
reached the Spanish crown as both parties sought official recognition for the feat.209
Antonio Sánchez Jiménez notes that “tras la victoria española, un sinnúmero de
memoriales y relaciones llovió desde Panamá sobre el Consejo de Indias, otorgando
abrumadoramente a Sotomayor el mérito de la victoria” [in the aftermath of the Spanish
victory, a number of firsthand accounts poured onto the counsel of Indias
overwhelmingly conceding the merit of the victory to Sotomayor].210 As one account in
particular describes, Sotomayor was deserving of the victory against Drake, not for
giving the English pirate the fatal blow, but for excellence in stewardship as governor.
He was depicted as a hero who out maneuvered a savvy enemy and fortified his land
from the threat of invasion:
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… siendo nombrado por esta Real Audiencia por capitán general de este
reino, en muy pocos días, con mucha diligencia y cuidado, levantó gente,
reconoció los caminos y sitios por donde el enemigo Francisco Draque
podía entrar en este reino, y fue a fortificar el rio de Chagre y proveyó de
gente necesaria en algunos lugares, y ordenó al capitán Juan Enríquez, que
había traído consigo del Perú, acudiese al sitio de Capirilla y lo fortificase
con su compañía, por haberlo elegido por el más fuerte de Nombre de
Dios a Panamá; y allí el dicho capitán Enríquez y el alcalde mayor de
Nombre de Dios con su gente resistieron y desbarataron a los enemigos,
que con novecientos hombres les acometieron, matándoles a mucha gente.
[…] Que por la venida del dicho don Alonso y haber elegido para
fortificar el sitio de Capirilla se libró este reino, y que por este servicio no
llevó sueldo, antes mucho gasto de su hacienda con soldados y con la
gente principal del ejército.211 (Relación de los servicios, 78r)
[having been named by this Real Audiencia our captain general of this
land, in few days’ time and with much diligence and caution he gathered
the people as he recognized the paths and sites most vulnerable to invasion
by Francisco Draque; he went to fortify the Chagre river as he also
displaced soldiers and resources where necessary, and ordered his captain
Juan Enríquez to join the mayor of Nombre de Dios and fortify Capirilla]
The account in this excerpt portrays Sotomayor as a diligent and cautious strategist,
prudent to recognize and secure the areas in his land vulnerable to penetration from
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Drake [“reconoció los caminos y sitios por donde el enemigo Francisco Draque podía
entrar en este reino”]. Sotomayor was wise in ordering his captain Juan Enríquez to
reinforce a site at Capirilla so as to fortify it along with the mayor of Nombre de Dios,
Suárez de Amaya. Here the Spanish forces made their heroic resistance as they
devastated the onslaught of an enemy nine hundred men strong. The account points to
this particular military strategy by the governor and captain general as the central move
that at once prevented the English raid and ultimately gave the fatal wound to one Sir
Francis Drake. But more than the fatal wound to the dreaded English pirate, the account
celebrates the leadership of Sotomayor as a governor capable of fortifying his land,
indeed, of maintaining a sturdy chastity belt resistant to English invasion.
In turn, Phillip II of Spain honored Sotomayor with the merit of defeating the
infamous Drake. When Suárez de Amaya was denied this same privilege, he sought the
favor of the soon to be Phillip III through his courtiers, particularly the prince’s favorite
don Francisco Gómez de Sandoval y Rojas, the marquis of Denia, and later (in 1599)
duke of Lerma (from here on, Lerma).212 Sánchez Jiménez insists that at the very least
Suárez de Amaya pursued his cause by circulating documents of his case with the
influential clan of los Castro, a family closely related to Lerma.213 It was through his
connection to Lerma that Lope presumably obtained the documents and sources for his
epic poem, including the very accounts Suárez de Amaya had passed along in those inner
circles. Lope’s depiction of Drake’s downfall ultimately favors Suárez de Amaya, a bold
claim that would lead to yet another controversy with the Cronista Mayor de Indias,
Antonio de Herrera. According to Sánchez Jiménez, Herrera was troubled by La
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Dragontea as a historically inaccurate book and sought to defame Lope’s epic as such
when he denounced it to the Consejo de Indias.214 Also, Sánchez Jiménez further
maintains that Herrera likely perceived Lope as a threat to his post as chronicler,
especially since the poet had the support of influential courtiers.215
In response to Herrera’s denouncement, the said counsel of Indias explicitly
petitioned to the Consejo de Castilla two critical actions: that the counsel of Castilla deny
Lope the license to print his Dragontea in Madrid, and that it also confiscate and destroy
the copies already in circulation.216 The claim to Drake’s death was remarkably a highly
contested endeavor in and of itself. But the significance of the corsair’s defeat was
remarkable beyond the individual claims to Spanish heroism. Despite the demands to
correct the historical record by way of censorship, the demand for Lope’s epic ensured a
wide dissemination of the poem. As Sánchez Jiménez writes: “Por el número de
ejemplares de la edición de 1598 de La Dragontea que se conservan en diversas
bibliotecas europeas no parece plausible que el Consejo de Castilla mandara recoger el
libro. Además, tampoco parece que tratara seriamente de impedir que La Dragontea
llegara a América, lo que ocurrió en 1601, cuando cien ejemplares de la obra cruzaron el
Atlántico” [Based on the number of copies of the 1598 edition of La Dragontea that
remain in various libraries across Europe, it does not seem likely that the counsel of
Castilla indeed ordered the confiscation of the book. Further, it also does not seem like
the counsel tried to prevent La Dragontea from reaching America as one hundred copies
made their way across the Atlantic in 1601].217 This apparent failed attempt at censorship
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speaks to a crucial element about the defeat of the English corsair. In the end, the various
contested accounts of Drake’s death all served the same purpose: they circulated accounts
of the Spanish successfully defending their imperial boundaries.
Whether or not the invasion-driven anxiety of imperial intercourse would
resonate with Lope’s general readers, it seemingly sought to strike a special note with his
main audience, the young Spanish monarch, Philip III. In an insightful analysis, Wright
maintains that while Lope’s La Dragontea was a gift to the royal heir Phillip III, the
“imperial epic in the style of Virgil” was rather “a Trojan horse built to the specifications
of the Spanish imperial subject position in an age of increasing bureaucratization.”218 As
Wright notes, Lope’s prologue “draws attention to how the poem could help the royal
heir learn how to govern his far-flung realms.”219 The prologue’s appeal stands as a
subtle reference indicative of Spanish anxiety with the ways the new monarch would deal
with foreign encroachment, particularly that of the English. The proverbial warnings
against invasion were often conveyed to the young Spanish heir especially early in his
ascension, but it was most poignantly expressed through the medium of drama. Wright,
for instance, describes a telling scene that took place in the port town of Denia, where
“Philip III oversaw a mock battle against Turks and then gathered to watch a play in
Lerma’s palace. This theatrical entertainment was interrupted by the announcement of an
invasion of the coast. The town remained on alert until daylight revealed that the attack
was a hoax that Lerma had choreographed using courtiers disguised as Turks.”220 This
scene-within-the-scene described by Wright illustrates how pervasive the threat of
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invasion was in the Spanish collective consciousness as the idea alone was a delicate and
poignant topic to treat on the Spanish stage. By the end of the sixteenth century, English
encroachment had forged an intricate relationship with the Spanish stage. Drake’s raid
on Cádiz in 1587, to borrow Wright’s words, “had been particularly devastating because
when his forces landed the town’s leaders were distracted by a play being performed in
the corral de comedias.”221
The threat of invasion found an ideal venue on the Spanish stage, and as a
theatrical devise it would later allow Lope to dramatize the imperial forces of
expansionism and fortification in El nuevo mundo. For England, piracy became its most
effective form of invasion against imperial Spain, to the extent that the threat of corsairs
such as Drake permeated Spanish consciousness. The English pirate was indeed a
complex figure among Spaniards, at once an invasive threat and source of anxiety as well
as a fascinating mythological entity of the seas. Lope appears to have captured this
essence when depicting Drake in his epic poem, as Wright notes in her analysis that: “a
survey of pivotal documents that shaped perceptions of the privateer from his 1578-1579
circumnavigation until his 1596 death reveals that elite and upwardly-mobile Spaniards
found in Francisco Draque the very model of the early modern Atlantic subject. That is,
the same crown officials who feared or protested his raids also admired Drake as a
European agent who mastered the vast Atlantic space.”222 Wright further observes that
from the wide range of archival documents Lope had access to, the selective episodes the
poet employs suggest that Lope sought to “display the raider in a courtly light.”223 Even
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as Spaniards understood their shortcomings when safekeeping Spanish soil in the
Americas, Wright sharply maintains, “the widely circulating depictions of the English
privateer implied that an efficacious European actor could conquer distance and ethnic
difference if he could only break free the fetters of bureaucracy and crown
regulations.”224
Although English piracy does not take the traditional form of expansionism in that
it does not invade, conquer, and colonize, its image had gained a form of textual currency
that embodied the principals of expansionism. The Jesuit Pedro de Ribadeneira vividly
describes the peculiar expansionism of England as a nation of pirates:
Vemos un reino […] hecho una cueva de bestias fieras, un refugio de
traidores, un puerto de corsarios, una espelunca de ladrones, una
madriguera de serpientes; made [sic] de impiedad, madrastra de toda
virtud, fuente de errores y finalmente roca espantosa, en la cual ha dado al
través y hecho lastimero naufragio de la santidad y religión; a donde no
solamente han concurrido de todas las partes los herejes, que son
monstruos infernales, sino que de allí, como de un castillo fuerte, han
pregonado guerra contra la Iglesia Católica, y procurando infeccionar las
otras provincias y reinos, e inquietar los príncipes católicos, y turbar la paz
de la Iglesia, y tienen perdida a Escocia, desasosegada Francia, los Estados
de Flandes afligidos, y hasta los reinos de España y de las Indias puestos
en cuidado y solicitud.225
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[We find a kingdom made into a cave of fierce beasts, a refuge of traitors,
a port of corsairs, a den of thieves, a serpents’ lair; mother of impiety, step
dame of all virtue, source of errors and dreadful rock which has become
the pitiful wreckage to all sanctity and religion; a harbor for heretics of all
places, as they are infernal monsters from a sturdy castle that have
expanded a war against the Catholic Church as they endeavor to infect
other provinces and realms, disturb Catholic principles as well as the
peace of the Church, having laid waste to Scotland, distressed France, and
afflicted the States of Flanders, and even placed the realms of Spain and
the Americas under high alert].
Ribadeneira conflates images of English corsairs as thieves and serpents, deceiving all
things virtuous within a religious context in which the English are also denounced as a
nation of heretics. Thus English piracy embodies a form of expansion as they wage war
against Catholicism, but one more like an infection spreading throughout Europe and
threatening the shores of Spanish domains on the continent and across the Atlantic. The
currency of piracy is, in the modern sense of the word, an imitation, a contraband or
forgery, indeed, Spanish Catholic saw Protestant English pirates as fake copies of the true
conquerors who carried the True Faith to America.226
At a stage of imperial infancy, England found the effectiveness of the mobile
pirate ship against the mightiest in all of Christendom: indeed, while English raids on
Spanish soil proved a swift and sharply effective form of invasion, the slowly mobilized
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Spanish fleets made the Armada enterprises costly and unsuccessful endeavors.227 As
piracy allowed England to infiltrate both Spanish minds and territories, efforts to exorcise
the English threat demanded more severe and meticulous measures. These concerns did
not take long to reach the Spanish Crown upon the ascension of Phillip III. Baltasar
Álamos de Barrientos flatly states these concerns in his famous dissertation, Discurso
Político al Rey Felipe III al Comienzo de su Reinado, a “political discourse” given to the
young monarch “at the beginning of His reign.”228 Álamos de Barrientos spends
considerable time listing entities (both allies and enemies) surrounding the Spanish realm,
where we see England in a familiar position:
Inglaterra es enemigo público nuestro por la religión, fortísima causa de la
enemistad, y a juicio de los prudentes, la más poderosa de cuantas hay en
las naciones y que más duras y perpetuas guerras causa; que los más de
ella y las cabezas todas de su gobierno no reconocen la Silla apostólica ni
la Iglesia católica romana; por lo que nos han ofendido, no solo en
favorecer los rebeldes de los Estados de Flandes y de las islas, sino
también en las Indias, y últimamente en la misma España; por la necesidad
en que viven de ser corsarios, y no saber a otros a quien robar, sino a
nuestra gente de navíos, y reinos; por la costumbre que ya tienen de esto;
por el medio con que viven, no solo de sus delitos, sino también de lo que
se ha publicado, se sabe que por esta corona se ha deseado la conquista de
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aquella. Es pobre de dinero, si le quitan los robos; no confina con reino
nuestro; porque es isla, y solo por la navegación se comunica con ellos
[…]229
[England is our public enemy because of our religion, the strongest reason
for enmity, and in the opinion of wise men, the most powerful nation
among those that can cause the longest and harshest of wars; most of its
people and the heads of the government do not recognize the holy Throne
nor the Roman Catholic Church. They have thus offended us, not only for
favoring the rebels of the Flemish States and the Islands but also in the
Indies, and even most recently in Spain itself; for their necessity to live as
pirates as they steal from our people, our ships and our kingdoms; for their
customs in these ways; for the means from which they live, not only their
crimes, but also what has been publicized, it is well known that this Crown
wishes the conquest of that kingdom. England is poor of wealth, if it is
denied its thefts; it does not border with our kingdom, because it is an
island and communications with it can only be done through navigation].
Although Álamos de Barrientos ascribes England as the most powerful of Spanish
enemies, the implication of such power points to an ability to exhaust Spanish resources
in long and hard-fought wars. He also points to the tediousness of England’s
invasiveness in Spanish affairs and territories, and notes that the strength of England is its
pestilent pirates; sharply efficient, difficult to combat. England is otherwise poor,
Álamos de Barrientos denounces, especially if denied the gains from their thefts.
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Álamos de Barrientos also recognizes that this pirate pestilence has prompted the
urge to invade England, as much as he also understands how devastating Spain’s
conquest endeavors have been in the past. For this reason, he cautiously advises the
young Spanish monarch to consider a different approach:
Y no quiero hablar ahora de si conviene a Vuestra Majestad, o no, tratar de
conquistar aquel reino para sí y para esta corona, o si sería mejor
conquistarlo para algún católico ingles de la sangre que es el modo más
seguro de sustentar a las provincias enemigas comarcanas, por no hacerse
odioso a los demás príncipes y obligarlos a que se junten a impedir sus
progresos y disminuir su potencia; porque, para esto, tiempo habrá
después y ocasiones con tomar la resolución que más convenga, en que
siendo gusto de Vuestra Majestad, también me atreveré a decir el proponer
lo necesario para el estado presente.230
[I’d rather not discuss now whether it is worth to Your Majesty to try and
conquer that kingdom for this Crown, or whether it would be best to
conquer it for some English Catholic of blood which is the best way to
secure the neighboring enemy provinces, so as to not disturb other rulers
and force them to unite in order to impede England’s progress and
minimize their strength. For there will come a time to assess and take the
best option, to which if it pleases Your Majesty, I will also dare propose
whatever measures necessary for our current state].
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Notably, Álamos de Barrientos proposes to set aside the prospect of conquest by framing
it in the context of whether one purpose is more suitable than another, all the while not
discarding the option of invading and conquering England at its proper moment in time.
Instead of simply rejecting the repeated efforts of largescale naval campaigns against
England, Álamos de Barrientos channels this Spanish fervor for conquest to further his
method of war:
Que ahora es tiempo que, según doctrina de los prudentes, ha de encubrir
Vuestra Majestad todas sus inclinaciones y afectos, que miran todos con
gran cuidado, para que no sepan por donde han de combatir y como se han
de prevenir contra sus deseos La guerra quiero que se haga a Inglaterra,
isla, y poderosa, por lo que ha robado, y por la secta que profesa, por sus
mismos filos y por la misma traza que nos ha perseguido, y como a plaza
fuerte que la acometamos y tomemos por arte, no por fuerza: remedio más
seguro, más fácil y menos costoso.231
[Now is the time for Your Majesty, according to the prudent doctrine of
wise men, to conceal all inclinations and affections, which are given great
care by all curious observers, so that no one knows how to combat and
where to prevent or ward from your attacks… I want to wage war against
England, which is a powerful island for what it has stolen, and for the sect
it professes, and to do so with the very sharp and deceptive measures with
which it has damaged us, we should seize it by art and not by force: a
remedy that is safer, easier and less costly]
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In a rather peculiar way, Álamos de Barrientos invites Phillip III to embrace a behavior
that emulates the deceptive nature of the corsair: The King will want to “encubrir” so as
to conceal his motives in order to create diversion and devise devious attacks on the
enemy, “por sus mismos filos y por la misma traza que nos ha perseguido” [with the very
sharp and deceptive measures with which it has damaged us]. The actual plan Álamos de
Barrientos lays out consists of creating six naval squadrons spread out in order to cut off
England’s access to trade as well as to police the seas against pirate ships:
La mayor guarde el estrecho del mar Océano al Mediterráneo, para quitar
a las naciones del Norte el paso y trato con Levante, y cazar allí sus navíos
al paso… Las otras cinco escuadras, saliendo luego, al principio del
verano, de los puertos de España que sean más a propósito, que corran
todos los mares del poniente y septentrión, y limpiar la mar de corsarios
ingleses y de los Estados rebeldes, y cualquiera otros que tengan figura y
obra de tales.232
[The major squadron should ward the strait [of Gibraltar] to the
Mediterranean ocean in order to prevent the northern nations access to
trade in the Levant, and here hunt their ships on their paths… The other
five squadrons to be deployed from Spanish ports later in the summer with
the purpose to patrol the western and northern seas so as to cleanse these
waters from English corsairs and of the Flemish States, as well as any
other that fit the shape and deeds of such].
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In his Anti-English piracy policy, Álamos de Barrientos asks his monarch to embrace the
role of the pirate in order to defeat it. Although an unusual strategy, the task of patrolling
the seas with scattered squadrons vigilant of ships seems hardly a piratical act itself. Yet
Álamos de Barrientos insists that his plan calls for such extreme measures: “Y esta
manera de hacer guerra a corsarios y ladrones no es nueva sino sacada de la noticia que
tengo de los antiguos y de lo que ellos practicaron y experimentaron en semejantes
ocasiones, y con razón; pues es cosa muy natural deshacerse una cosa por el mismo
camino que se hace…”233 [This is not a novel method of waging war against pirates and
thieves but rather borrowed by the notes I have about the ancients and what they put to
practice and experimented in similar circumstances, and with good reason: for it is rather
natural to purge from a thing by the same means from which it is made]. As Álamos de
Barrientos claims, perhaps his proposal is not an innovative approach after all. He
follows the example of the classics, a common rhetorical trope made to buttress one’s
ethos. If not innovative, Álamos de Barrientos devises an approach that, at least as he
wants to conceive of it, aspires to fight the pirate disease that spreads on Spanish soil
with a pirate dose of its own. Although repulsed by the deceptive and sharply effective
behavior of the English corsairs, Spaniards like Álamos de Barrientos could hardly
conceive of ridding Spain from those pestilent pirates without becoming the very threat it
had sensationalized.

Spanish Imperial Intercourse
In Lope’s Representation of la conquista erotica del nuevo mundo
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The process of fashioning an imperial imaginary dressed in the literary décor of
colonial accomplishment has often been a focal point in critical analyses of imperial
propaganda such as Lope’s play.234 Lope’s first American play, as Allen Carey-Webb
notes, “allows us to consider the construction of identity of both colonized and colonizer
during the formative period of European nation and empire.”235 Further, Carey-Webb
sharply concludes that “[t]he analysis of the depicted Other in El Nuevo Mundo, its
breakdown into constituent parts, reveals not so much the eternal nature of Otherness but
the conflictive heterogeneity of the constructed and hegemonic national ‘self’.”236
Exacerbating this internal struggle for homogeneity is the inherent conflict of the
colonizer: that as the colonizer creates a marginal place for the colonized, the former is
subsequently contracted to recognize and always maintain the boundaries delineated to
contain the latter; in turn, these margins are subject to contestation and the source of
constant anxiety of encroachment. The fundamental principle of transatlantic studies
emphasizes that the colonial process in the Americas was, as Jose R. Cartagena-Calderon
points out, “not a one-way trip in which Europeans transformed the indigenous peoples
they encountered without being transformed themselves.”237 The anxieties with
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transculturation produced through this dialectical process extends beyond the colonizercolonized relation. The colonizer also perceives rivals with imperial aspirations,
particularly in the ways these competitors represent a formidable threat to the colonial
enterprise, not only to territories and riches gained in foreign lands, but also to domestic
boundaries most susceptible to invasion.
Although celebratory in spirit, the conspicuous absence of England on the Spanish
stage in Lope’s El nuevo mundo signaled the presence of an emerging rival. The play
opens with a reference to England as Colón bids farewell to his brother Bartolomé en
route to promote the colonial venture before King Henry VII. Later in the opening act,
upon learning that Henry VII laughed at the prospect of imperial expansionism westward
of Europe, Colón laments that “no hay rey que quiera/ un mundo nuevo” [there’s no king
that desires a new world] (1: 643-644). On the physical surface of Lope’s staged drama,
England’s omission in both of these instances celebrates Spain’s imperial image by
firmly asserting its New World monopoly. England, Colón ironically reminds audiences
with his lament, has since failed to achieve a New World Empire. Yet Lope’s omission
of England from the Spanish stage, while in reference to it, does more than designates a
marginal role; rather, the omission deems Anglo-Spanish rivalry a crucial aspect of
Spain’s imperial status. It is precisely in the absence of England that Lope’s play
represents an imperial model of a fortified expansionist power.
Hence at the center of Lope’s representation of imperial Spain in El nuevo
mundo—the well-fortified expansionist power—we find the myth of the
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Reconquista/Conquista equation.238 Critics such as Carey-Webb have noted that La
Reconquista/Conquista equation figures in El nuevo mundo primarily in the moro-indio
parallel. He writes: “The coincidence in 1492 of the expulsion of the Moors from the
peninsula and the discovery of the New World links Moor and indio together in Spanish
national history and consciousness, a point underscored by the presence of Moors in a
play about Columbus.”239 Other commentators such as Thomas E. Case contend that,
“En la intertextualidad de sus comedias históricas, los moros nobles y los indios nobles
salían del mismo molde y los dos eran tipos admirables como guerreros, amantes y
héroes de sus respectivos pueblos” [In the intertextuality of his historic comedias, noble
Moors and Indians came from the same mold in that both were admirable examples as
warriors, lovers and heroes of their respective territories]. 240 Although Lope does
indeed draw parallels between Mahomed (el moro) and Dulcanquellín (el indio) in his
American play, I would argue that neither figure exhibits the admirable warrior-lover
qualities Case describes, much less prove heroes in their respective contexts. Rather,
both are lustful, but ultimately impotent rulers. The imperial intercourse of both
Mahomed and Dulcanquellín, as I elaborate bellow, reflects on their respective failure to
protect their land against Spanish conquest. Of course, as Case rightly suggests, the
parallel between moro and indio also allowed audiences to associate between old and
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new experiences. He writes: “Lo que sabemos es que el moro y la Reconquista eran
temas colosales para el dramaturgo y el apetito de su publico en 1592 y despues y
America simplemente no competia con los temas nacionales” [What we do know is that
the moor and la Reconquista were colossal themes for the dramatist as well as for the
appetite of his audiences since 1592 and onwards, whereas America simply could not
compete with national themes].241 The moro-indio parallel in Lope’s play draws from
one to another, if not to borrow popularity, to provide a familiarity that could further add
substance to an already pervasive tema americano.
This analogous portrayal of Mahomed and Dulcanquellín as inept warrior-lovers
and therefore impotent rulers becomes the source of conflict as Lope’s El nuevo mundo
plays on the gendering of land as a woman, the common trope in early modern colonial
discourses of New World conquest.242 The ineptitude both Moor and indio display when
protecting their territories propels the imperial model of the play: expansion towards the
west begins with fortification from the east. The inept warrior-lover calls attention to the
masculinity of the conqueror, his ability to possess and later protect his woman-land, to
invade and also remain fortified from invasion. Spanish imperial might, as Lope’s drama
suggests, flourishes as Spain overcomes two rulers, Mahomed and Dulcanquellín, who
display such poor qualities as warrior-lovers and expose their land and women to a more
suitable invader. As my analysis of Lope’s dramatic text below will show, the theme of
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la conquista erotica resonates profoundly with audiences of los corrales concerned with
the fragility of that “golden age” of fortified Spain. With the recent death of Philip II and
the succession of his son Philip III, the Spanish public might conceivably welcome the
omission of several other tormenting memories. In regards to Anglo-Spanish relations,
Lope’s contemporaries would want to forget that then Prince Philip did journey to
England to wed Mary Tudor. Whereas English impressions of Philip’s arrival while
escorted by an Armada had been underscored by fervent representations of an invasion,
that the conditions for the marriage set by the English Crown were humiliating to the
Spanish Prince as King consort to England could not have been so easily overlooked in
Spain.243 Further, Lope and fellow contemporaries would have a difficult time forgetting
that Philip II ultimately failed to invade England, despite the many efforts he made
subsequent to that initial fateful voyage across the Channel. Far more difficult to forget
was the fact that the imperial Spain Philip II inherited from the “golden age” of La
Reconquista/Conquista had experienced questionable stewardship throughout his reign.
The perceived decadence of Spain during the reign of Philip II, Lope’s American play
seemingly emphasizes, is staged as the Spanish conquest of the moro/indio only to
replace impotent rulers with the poor stewardship of celebrated Spanish domains.
In dramatizing the conflict of La Reconquista, Lope opens the scene with the
romance of Mahomed, the Moorish king of Granada and his mora lover, Dalifa. The play
parallels Granada and Dalifa in order to convey the rule of land under the Moorish king
in light of his lustful conduct in the courtship of his lover. The amorous couple appears
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on stage and Dalifa soon interrupts Mahomed’s advances when she warns the Moorish
king that:
El cuidado de la guerra
para amar te desocupa,
si de cristianos te ocupa
el rey Fernando la tierra. (1: 243-246)
[Your concerns for the war distract you from loving, as King Ferdinand
threatens to occupy your land with Christians]
As Dalifa suggests to Mahomed, his concerns about the war distract him from passionate
love. Or rather, his ability to love—indeed, his masculinity—is threatened by the
imminent invasion of Christians lead by the Catholic king, Fernando. The play on the
word “desocupa,” as tied in the rhyme scheme to the word “ocupa,” intimates the double
meaning of distract and dis-occupy. As king Fernando will soon occupy Granada with
Christians, the threat of invasion “desocupa” the Moorish king in that it both distracts and
dis-occupies (or dislodges) him from his rule of land .
Dalifa’s interjection to Mahomed signals a shift in the language of courtship,
disrupted and eventually replaced by war and violence. In response to her warnings, the
Moorish king concedes to the Christian threat in a less than worrisome tone:
Confieso que el rey cristiano
de mi Granada se antoja,
mas no por eso me enoja
su famosa espada y mano. (1: 255-258)
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[I confess that the Christian King craves my Granada, but that is not the
reason why his famous sword and hand troubles me]
Mahomed admits that the Christian king seeks to invade his Granada, and yet claims that
he is not angered or troubled by that renowned sword, the “famosa espada,” that threatens
his land. In the context of the erotic conquest, the word “antoja” refers to a craving, as in
the desire of the invader, king Fernando. The famous sword stands as the pronounced
phallic symbol that awaits to pierce Granada. While images of land as a woman intensify
with the threat of violence, the slight indifference of the Moorish king towards the
proverbial sword suggests the impotence of such a ruler.
As most of his endeavors focus on Dalifa, Mahomed proves unable to fend off the
violent Christian penetration of Granada. The alarmed Zelín further emphasizes
Mahomed’s failure as he implores to his Moorish King to witness the violence done to
his land:
Mira que ya tu Granada
abre las puertas y calles,
y es señal que están maduras,
cuando las Granadas se abren.
Jurado Fernando tiene,
que no ha de llegar el martes,
sin ponerla por principio
en sus manteles reales. (1: 347-354)
[Witness how your Granada opens its doors and streets, as it is a sign that
pomegranates are ripe when they split open. Ferdinand has sworn he will
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not rest until he serves this pomegranate as his main course in his royal
tablecloth]
“Mira,” Zelín pleads, an imperative that may compel Mahomed to see, indeed to visualize
how his Granada “abre las puertas y calles” [opens its doors and streets] to Fernando’s
army. The wordplay on Granada as both the city and a pomegranate adds the final
touches to the vivid image of the land as a woman. As Zelín poignantly describes that
“es señal que están maduras/, cuando las Granadas se abren” [it is a sign that
pomegranates are ripe when they split open], he conveys the exposed and vulnerable land
poorly protected by its lustful and yet impotent King. In this case, Granada is also
sexually available or ripe for Christian invasion, though as Zelín concludes, Fernando has
sworn to serve Granada (the ripe pomegranate) on his royal tablecloth.
The promiscuity of Granada under the Moorish king Mahomed in light of his
lover Dalifa invites Spanish audiences to relish the repossession of Christian land and the
final stages of the expulsion process of La Reconquista. As ambassador to Mahomed at
the Spanish court, Zelín assures to Don Fernando and y Doña Isabella that:
Ya la resistencia es poca,
Fernando acaba su empresa,
con que de los moros cesa
la arrogancia injusta y loca.
Hoy se libera vuestra España
de su antigua sujeción. (1: 547-552)
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[Now the resistance is minimal, Ferdinand concludes his enterprise with
which he ceases the unjust and crazy arrogance of the Moors. Today Your
Spain is liberated from its ancient subjection]
As Zelín claims, whatever is left of the Moorish force, “la resistencia es poca” [the
resistance is minimal]. He not only reminds the Spanish audiences of the vulnerability of
Granada under Moorish rule, but he also underlines that the results of the “empresa”—the
Spanish campaign of Reconquista—will not only cease the land from the Moors, but also
“la arrogancia injusta y loca” [the unjust and crazy arrogance from the land]. This form
of arrogance mainly points at the carelessness of Mahomed. Zelín thus surrenders the
day as, much to the pleasure of Spanish ears, a day when Spain is liberated from “su
antigua sujeción” [its ancient subjection] to an arrogant and careless Moorish rule.
As La Reconquista concludes with Mahomed’s concession to Fernando that “En ti
está bien empleada/ mi defendida Granada” (1: 835-836) [while well-defended, my
Granada is best employed in your hands], Spanish audiences could welcome the newly
(re)gained land and the completion of a unified Spanish realm. Under Spanish Catholic
rule, all of Spain will remain fortified from invasion, and will be better “defendida” than
the poorly protected Granada under the lustful Moorish king. In his final farewell to his
old land, Mahomed paints one last image of what became of his beloved Granada:
Adiós, famosa y ínclita Granada,
laurel de España que su frente cierra
blanca y hermosa en la Nevada sierra,
bermeja ya, de sangre derramada. (1: 875-878)
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[Adieu, famous and illustrious Granada, the laurel that crowns Spain’s
brow, once covered white and beautiful on the Sierra Nevada, now
crimsoned from spilled blood].
This vivid image of his “ínclita” [illustrious] Granada portrays a defeated king forced to
concede his land and to see it form part of the crown of triumph of the Christian faith.
Mahomed depicts the lasting image of an illustrious Granada that “su frente cierra,/
blanca y hermosa en la Nevada sierra” [covers its brow, white and beautiful at the famous
the snowy mountain range]. It is indeed the imagery of the despoiled virgin Mahomed
conveys as he laments that the purity of this snowy mountain range as “blanca y
hermosa” [white and beautiful], has since been ravished and is “bermeja ya, de sangre
derramada” [now crimsoned from spilled blood].
The title of Lope’s drama promises the discovery of the New World that does not
take place until in act two, precisely at the center of the play. Audiences must patiently
hold their breath throughout act one, anxiously waiting to encounter the New World.
However, the action in the opening act establishes that the discovery was not an isolated
event. Lope transports Spanish audiences to a number of incidents critical to the
emergence of an imperial Spain, such as the resolution of La Reconquista and the ensuing
role of the Catholic monarchs as the only European kingdom to put faith in the discovery
enterprise.
The structure of act two also features critical aspects of the discovery and
eventual conquest. These include the agonizing journey across the Atlantic, depicted at
its breaking point of near mutiny, the post-war love triangle between the New World
natives Dulcanquellín and Tapirazú and their beloved Tacuana, and finally the encounter
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between Colón and the natives. So that prior to the encounter between old world and
new, Spanish audiences first come into contact with Lope’s New World natives, only to
discover in el nuevo mundo a contested territory between native tribes. The scene opens
with the trope of romance and war, la conquista erotica, in the recent abduction of
Tacuana by the cacique Dulcanquellín. Through the abduction of Tacuana Spanish
audiences could visualize a form of land appropriation and its form of rule under native
culture. Dulcanquellín thus pleads with Tacuana:
No te aflija el parecerte
que te he robado a tu tierra,
pues en esta justa guerra
injusta sangre se vierte. (2: 1168-1171)
[Do not be afflicted that I have seemingly abducted you from your land,
for in this just war innocent blood is shed].
In his attempts to appease Tacuana after her abduction, Dulcanquellín formulates a
courtship interwoven with the discourse of just war: Tacuana has been stolen from her
land in a justified war, through her innocent blood might be shed. Although victor of that
war, his passive approach in the tone of his courtship conveys the image of a ruler and
conqueror who may take possession of land and woman, but is not violent enough to
ravish her and not persuasive enough to seduce her.
Tacuana’s resistance to Dulcanquellín further conveys his inability to conquer the
land, and with it the suggestion that she remains a contested territory. Tacuana’s
unwillingness to be possessed by her abductor, in turn, also invites the prospect of other
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conquerors. As she reasons in an aside, Tacuana intimates that the power of
Dulcanquellín is some form of tyranny, and one that she must avoid:
Disimulad, corazón,
la fuerza de este tirano,
mientras que tiene en la mano
más ventura que razón. (2: 1180-1183)
[Disguise, my heart, the force of this tyrant while he possesses you in his
claw by venture rather than by reason].
In the theatrical tradition, the aside forges an alliance between performer and spectators
through the sharing of privileged access to private thoughts; this complicity is solidified
by the substance of the message that the character intimates. As Tacuana’s aside quietly
screams for help, she will feign her heart in order escape “la fuerza de este tirano” [the
force of this tyrant]. For an audience that cannot intervene in the action, Tacuana must
rightfully delay her marriage to the tyrant Dulcanquellín until her rightful conqueror and
lover arrives to rescue her. Her strategy appeals for the right of free will and a form of
romantic conquest:
Dulcan, yo tengo entendida
tu tierra y tu voluntad,
pero no es la libertad
por ningún precio vendida. (2: 1252-1255)
[Dulcan, I know well your land and your will, but our liberty cannot be
sold for any price].
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Tacuana concedes to Dulcanquellín that it is his land and his will, but she also argues that
“la libertad,” her freedom or in fact her free will cannot be sold for any price. As she
underlines to Dulcanquellín the unjust abduction, “y robásteme furioso” [you furiously
stole me] (2: 1267), Tacuana suggests an alternative resolution: “conquístame” [conquer
me] (2: 1289), she demands to her abductor, “Enamórame” [woo me] (2: 1292).
Tacuana’s demands to be conquered in the form of courtship only adds insult to
Dulcanquellín in his previous endeavors which she has rendered fruitless. The frustration
of Dulcanquellín as he concedes to Tacuana’s request illustrates the predicament of an
impotent conqueror:
Servirte quiero, pudiendo
gozarte; mira qué amor,
donde el mismo vencedor
se está a si mismo venciendo. (2: 1312-1315)
[I will please you and court you, even though I could simply possess you;
Behold such a love where the victor is willingly self-vanquished].
Dulcanquellín forfeits his right as a conqueror and will submit to serve Tacuana’s wishes
of courtship, a romantic conquest, even as he acknowledges his own wishes and the fact
that he is in a position to simply take her at his will. As he forfeits his position of power,
he also recognizes the implication: the conqueror has become the conquered.
Although Dulcanquellín initially claims Tacuana as his plunder in a just war from
which he suggests that “injusta sangre se vierte” [innocent blood will be shed], he
ultimately fails to consummate his romantic conquest. His last remarks as a fallen
conqueror [“está a si mismo venciendo”] strike a prophetic tone with Spanish audiences.
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The all too familiar impotent conqueror cannot defend his land against an invasion any
more than he can fully possess his woman. Under his rule, his land and woman become
susceptible to an invasion of the body, a resounding threat given the imminent arrival of
the Spanish lead by Colón. From the perspective of Lope’s audience, a just war may
indeed take place then, which might also justify any spilling of innocent blood that occurs
during the Spanish conquest. Further, where Dulcanquellín poses a threat to his land as
an unfit ruler, Tacuana’s resistance plays a crucial role in the looming conquest of the
Spaniards. As the scene with Dulcanquellín unfolds, we learn that Tacuana remains
faithful to her husband Tapirazú. The conflict escalates when Tapirazú returns to claim
what is, in his own view, rightfully his. And just as Dulcanquellín and Tapirazú are
about to duel for Tacuana, the Spanish enter the scene.
The arrival of Colón and his men signals the turning point for the prospects of
Tacuana. Despite his efforts, Dulcanquellín has not shed any innocent blood and she
remains a chaste maid. In the early description he provides of his land, Dulcanquellín
illustrates to Spanish audiences the renowned natural riches el nuevo mundo contains, a
dominion enriched by his conquest of the beautiful Tacuana:
Es tierra, y dichosa y bella,
y mucho más mi afición,
que no hay rica posesión
que se compare con ella. (2: 1248-1251)
[This famous and beautiful land as well as my affection, for there is no
such rich possession that compares to it].
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In courting Tacuana, Dulcanquellín declares his affection for a feminized land so
beautiful and famous that no other rich possession compares to it. This reference to a
“rica posesión” [rich possession] does not resonate as an innocent boast to Spanish
audiences. As Dulcanquellín boasts the value of his precious land, the allure for
masculine possession and dominance increases. Desperate to find land, Colón and his
crew do not fail to exclaim their desire for this precious land: “Tierra, tierra deseada”
[Land, desired land] (2: 1557), Colón exhales upon their arrival. For Colón the exhausted
traveler, the term “deseada” plays on a double meaning as in the longing sensation to find
an oasis of land in the vast open sea, and the more erotic sense of the word, the desired
land. The latter meaning of course aligns with the trope of gendering land, a sentiment
his brother Bartolomé echoes, “Ya te beso, amada tierra” [I hence kiss you, beloved land]
(2: 1558). Colón takes this double entendre a step further onto the shores of this newly
beloved land:
Mil besos la quiero dar
por el largo desear,
después de tan larga guerra,
se llame la Deseada. (2: 1560-1563)
[A thousand times I wish to kiss her for such a longing for land, and after
such a long war, let her be named The Desired Land]
The designated name “la Deseada,” Colón explains, is due to the “larga guerra,”
that long battle to cross the uncharted Atlantic Ocean. The sense of longing for land, “el
largo desear,” certainly forefronts the decision to name the land. But the sense of erotic
desire that plays in the name “la Deseada,” the same that permeates the play, profoundly
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shapes the colonial experience of the newly arrived Europeans. Indeed, to (re)name the
newfound land signals the first steps into conquest and colonization; to rename it “la
Deseada” signals the threat of ravishment from a more capable suitor.
In his impotency to possess Tacuana as a symbolic conquest, Dulcanquellín
exposes his land and the riches he describes in it to the desire of the Spaniards. Despite
tensions and a sense of uncertainty from both parties, the encounter between the native
Cacique and the Genovese Captain begins as a peaceful and hospitable interaction.
Delighted for the prospect of conquest, Colón sets to gather proof of his discovery to
return with it to Spain, when a cunning Terrazas makes a less than subtle suggestion:
“Otra cosa España quiere/, Ya presumo que la sabes” [Spain desires something else. I
presume you know it] (2: 1972-1973). In his sober reply, Colón inquires whether
Terrazas refers to gold, “¿Dices oro?” [You mean gold?] (2: 1974), the obviousness of
the implication notwithstanding. For Colón, the desire for gold represents a conflict to
the entire enterprise. The Spanish monarch Fernando, for instance, declares the purpose
of the voyage as a prospect for a holy conquest: “porque a la fe se vuelvan los idolatras,”
Fernando sanctions the voyage, “y se ensanche de España el señorío” [so that the
idolaters will convert to our faith, and Spain enlarges its dominion] (1: 975-976). Colón,
however, understands the contentions behind the religious purpose of the enterprise.
Prior to Fernando’s blessings, as Colón finds himself at the brink of losing all hope to
journey across the Atlantic, the personified characters of Imagination and Providence
intervene on his behalf. The scene also welcomes Idolatría and el Demonio, the
acclaimed deity that rules el nuevo mundo. Both of these object to the guidance
Providence provides for Colón in route to his discovery. In the words of Idolatry, “So
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color de religion,/ van a buscar plata y oro/ del encubierto Tesoro” [in the guise of
religion, they go in search of silver and gold, the hidden treasure] (1: 772-74). In its
response to Idolatry, Providence does not object to the accusations of the conquistador
greed. Instead, Providence maintains that gold and other riches serve merely as
incentives for saving the souls of idolaters:
Dios juzga de la intención
Si El, por el oro que encierra,
gana las almas que ves,
en el cielo hay interés. (1: 775-78)
[God will judge the intentions of the conquest, that if by the lure of gold,
He gains the souls of the natives, then the heavens will bless it]
God, as Providence reasons, will judge the intent in its grand scheme of the
conquest. In turn, if through the allure of gold God wins over souls from Idolatry, the
heavens concede such riches. This providential argument, however sound, must resonate
with conflict in the ears of Lope’s audience throughout the play. As the deity that
deceives the natives of el nuevo mundo from the true faith, el Demonio insists one last
time:
No los lleva cristiandad,
sino el oro y la codicia.
España no ha de menester
oro, que oro tiene en sí… (1: 798-801)
[They are not guided by Christianity, but rather gold and greed. Spain
ought not to seek more gold, for it already has its own gold].
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The Devil’s resounding remarks that gold and greed and not Christianity motivates the
conquest points more directly to Fernando, the king of Spain. Spain has no need for New
World gold, the Devil points out, when it has enough of its own. While Spanish
audiences of the late sixteenth century may not align with these remarks, they may
become increasingly wary of the colonial enterprise and the manner in which Colón and
his crew perform the conquest in respect to the religious purpose and their handling of
gold.
Jose Carlos Terradas reads this meta-theatrical scene as part of a strategic
religious appropriation in the ways Lope devises the divine design in relation to earthly
regards. Lope’s “innovación,” Terradas suggests, “consiste en equiparar el plano celeste
con el terrenal, justificar la codicia de oro con la codicia de almas y entretejer las dos, no
solo como relación especular sino como dependientes una de la otra” [an innovation that
consists in arming the celestial plan with the earthly, to justify the greed for gold with the
greed for souls and interweave both, not only as a mirrored relation but also as
dependents one from the other].244 It is not hard to imagine Spanish audiences of the late
sixteenth century agreeing with this view; and perhaps the characteristics of Lope’s
metatheatrical scene invite spectators to embrace this notion of the conquest as yielding
such rich rewards from heaven. But the dynamics of the heavenly greed for souls and the
earthly greed for gold slowly shift as the play unfolds. After the initial encounter
between Dulcanquellín and Colón opens on peaceful terms, the Spaniards proceed with
the suggestion of Terrazas and request for gold from the natives. In a sudden change of
heart, Colón declares the salvation of the natives as his main purposes to his discovery
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and eventual conquest: “La salvación de esta gente,” Colón interjects to the Spanish
desire for gold, “es mi principal tesoro” [the salvation of these people is my main
treasure] (2: 1988-89). In a voice that echoes Providence, Colón confirms the relation
between the divine plan for salvation and its earthly regards. In Colón’s formulation,
however, the greed for souls obscures the greed for gold. That is, the emphasis on
“salvación” as his “principal tesoro” at once suggests disinterest in gold while it also
insinuates that indeed the salvation of the natives merits or is itself worthy of a golden
treasure.
Whether Spanish audiences found in Lope’s depiction of Colón a favorable view
of greed for gold at the end of act two, the desire for gold in act three complicates the
Spanish discourse of salvation voiced by Providence. Colón successfully returns to Spain
to deliver his promised discovery as the Spanish monarchs enjoy the expansion of the
Catholic faith. Meanwhile, the Spanish crew left behind to conquer el nuevo mundo
contemplate a more erotic greed for gold. The conquest once more plays on the trope
that conflates woman and land as it returns to the failure of Dulcanquellín to conquer
Tacuana, which has left his land exposed to the desire of the Spanish. La Deseada,
embodied here primarily by Tacuana, has much gold to offer. Tacuana thus pleads with
Terrazas to be rescued from by her abductor and unjust owner, Dulcanquellín: “os daré
tan ricos dones,” Tacuana promises Terrazas, “que diez caballos de España/ no muevan el
oro en cofres” [I shall give you such rich gifts that ten Spanish horses won’t haul the
coffers of gold] (3: 2217-19). In a chivalric tone, Terrazas agrees to liberate Tacuana
from her oppressor. It is also under this very chivalric guise that Terrazas reveals his
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desire to possess Tacuana himself. But Tacuana also plays the role of innocence, as her
aside reveals her mutual desire for the Spaniard:
Basta que aqueste español
no es dios, pues que no conoce
el pensamiento que traigo,
perdida por sus amores;
que con aquesta invención,
fingiendo tales razones,
vengo a sus brazos rendida
porque así me lleve y robe.
El piensa que me hace fuerza,
y amor sin fuerza me pone
donde descanse mi pena,
Que tanto peligro corre. (3: 2256-67)
[It is clear that this Spaniard is no God, for he does not know the thoughts
I conceal as I am lost in my desire for him; that with this feigned tale of
my abduction I am giving in to his arms so that he may seemingly take me
as his captive. He thinks he takes me by force, but he places love without
force where my shame, at greater risk, rests].
Relieved that Terrazas is no god who can read her thoughts, lost as she is in her
passion for the Spaniard, Tacuana once again plays a role for a potential conqueror. In
the same way that she invites audiences to be complicit in her resistance of
Dulcanquellín, Tacuana lures audiences into yet another alliance when she reveals her
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feigned plea to Terrazas as her submission in hopes that he may indeed possess her.
Furthermore, the duplicitous behavior from both Terrazas and Tacuana may cancel one
another as Tacuana nods at the audience her consent to what Terrazas sees as his violent
possession of her: “El piensa que me hace fuerza” [He thinks he takes me by force]. As
Lope characterizes this exchange, the native woman’s desire for the European male
welcomes the ravishment of the newly discovered land (my emphasis).
As the dramatic representation of La Reconquista in Lope’s El nuevo mundo
recalls its historic coincidence with the discovery, the play also conveys the providential
Catholic mission to spread the word of God. Hence Lope invites his audiences to draw
parallels between two simultaneously famous accomplishments: La Reconquista and the
new prospect of conquista del nuevo mundo form part of an interwoven divine plan. Far
from the discovery of his dramatized nuevo mundo, Lope’s play presents an expanding
Spanish Empire with a periphery on east and west. To the east, the Christian sword of
King Fernando penetrates frivolous land under Moorish rule in order to purify it through
religion. Once all of Spain is repossessed and fortified from invasion, it will deploy a
similar, though perhaps inverted purifying processes that targets other non-Catholic
entities.

The Double-Edged Sword of Imperial Intercourse in Lope’s Spaniards

For all its nostalgic appeal, Lope’s dramatization to commemorate Spain’s
imperial origins in El nuevo mundo seemingly failed to captivate his audiences as they
would eventually show considerable disinterest in, and perhaps distaste for, el tema
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americano. The first Spanish play to dramatize the historic clash between the old world
and the new, Lope’s El nuevo mundo was also among the few to stage the American
theme. Where critics have long speculated about the reasons for such lack of interest,
some wonder about the character of the New World conquest. Marcos A. Morinigo once
daringly asked: “¿No se podrá aducir para explicar el silencio de los poetas, consecuencia
de la escasa popularidad de la empresa, el argumento del insuficiente prestigio heroico de
la conquista, de su opaco brillo militar?” [Can we adduce to explain the silence of poets,
the result of the scarce popularity of the enterprise, the argument that there was in fact not
enough heroic prestige for the conquest, as well as its opaque military shine?].245
Francisco Ruiz Ramon also calls attention to “la increíble pobreza, cuantitiva y
cualitativamente a la vez, del tema americano en el teatro clásico español” [the incredible
deficiency, quantitatively as well as qualitatively, of the American theme in Spanish
classic theater].246 Ruiz Ramon points to the nuances surrounding the reputation of the
New World conquest, particularly the split Spanish conscience between “el orgullo de la
empresa acometida y el insobornable aguijón de la culpa” [the pride of the undergone
enterprise and the incorruptible thorn of guilt].247 More recently, Frederick A. de Armas
suggests that in the process of fashioning Spain’s nuevo mundo, there is “tension between
the fantasy proposed by the celebrative surface of the comedia, where Spaniards are
shown to heal the cracks between cultures, and the deeper ‘cathartic’ structures (to use
Ruiz Ramon’s terminology) that allow the spectator to question where harmony and truth
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reside.”248 This irreconcilable history that permeates Lope’s El nuevo mundo, these
critics suggest, supposes public awareness of both the virtues and the flaws of Spain’s
imperial accomplishments.
The reputation of Spanish colonial methods in the New World among European
rivals also forms part of this imperial fashioning. Robert Shannon tentatively suggests
that “Spaniards were troubled by reports from abroad of the atrocities perpetrated by
fellow citizens,” although it did not deter them from their sense of “pride in the heroic
feats of the countrymen.”249 While other critics have taken similar interests in elements
of Lope’s play that may align with Spain’s questionable reputation—the Spanish cruelty
in the New World that animated Black Legend propaganda across Europe—such efforts
cannot adequately determine how Spanish reputation abroad concerned Lope’s
audiences.250 Yet we are tempted to speculate, however cautiously, about the reasons for
the relatively anemic tema americano at the corrales de comedias. Morinigo, who
considered the scarcity of American plays in Lope’s prolific repertoire, reminded us that
el tema americano was far from absent in the minds of Lope’s contemporaries: “La
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America reflejada por nuestro autor,” Morinigo writes, “es absolutamente fiel e identica a
la forjada por la fantasia de las multitudes que constituian su constante auditorio” [The
America the author replicates is absolutely faithful and identical to the fantasy forged by
the multitudes that made up his (Lope’s) audience].251 But Lope’s American play
dramatizes more than the familiar imaginary setting of the New World. EL nuevo mundo
portrays a romanticized image of an imperial Spain that originated from the
Reconquista/Conquista equation. While Lope’s drama asks contemporary audiences to
celebrate a Spanish monarchy that dethroned two impotent rulers (moro/indio) in order to
found its imperial dynasty, the play turns to the dangers of imperial intercourse in the
conduct of the Spaniards, which compromises what Lope represents as the religious
blessing of this conquest.
Both Idolatry and the Devil warn Providence of the Spanish greed for gold, a
precious metal later conflated with lust. The dramatic text suggests a providential event
when the ruler Dulcanquellín receives the Spaniards in peaceful terms and in turn accepts
the new Christian faith carried by Colón. Yet, conflict seems inevitable when the
feminized and sexually charged nuevo mundo (embodied in Tacuana) welcomes the
invasion of the Spaniard Terrazas, a transgression and betrayal on the part of the Spaniard
in the eyes of the natives. Hence, even though Providence suggests that the earthly greed
for gold parallels God’s greed for souls, the behavior of the Spaniards in the final act is a
transgressive lust for gold. The mutual seduction between Spaniard and native spreads
soon after Terrazas takes Tacuana away. As Palca enters the scene, Arana observes the
native woman while he contemplates his desire for her in an aside:
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(De esta quiero ser galán,
aunque me disgusta redunde
de cuantos con ella están.)
Palca, ¿cómo va de pechos,
a ver? (3: 2291-95)
[I want to be this one’s gallant, despite the disgust I have for her numerous
lovers. Palca, how goes it with your bosom? Show me].
Arana’s imperative “a ver” (show me) implies his desire for her as he wishes her
to display her breast. Palca, on the other hand, understands this command as an order to
expose or rather discover something hidden, and hence she replies: “Que no tengo oro” [I
don’t have gold] (3: 2295). Palca’s immediate response, while it does not prompt a
physical display of her breast, shows a deeper sentiment held in the chest of the native
population: the Spanish come to these shores primarily in search of gold. In this instance,
however, Arana claims he is no longer interested in the precious metal, but will rather
have the treasure of her body:
De eso estarán satisfechos;
solo estos vuestros adoro,
que de oro mejor son hechos.
No busco aquel oro aquí,
de que ya tengo un Tesoro. (3: 2296-2300)
[Of that (gold) we are satisfied; only these yours will I adore, which are
better than gold made. I am not in search of that gold here, of which I
already have a treasure].
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As Arana claims a gold-sated-state, the coffers of his greed full and satisfied, like
Terrazas, he also conflates greed with lust and expresses a desire for a sexual exploit of
the feminine colonial subject. Although Arana does not scheme to betray Dulcanquellín,
his actions follow in the steps of Terrazas’s deceit. Hence the irony with which Arana
claims his desire to play the role of Palca’s galán, the protagonist role in the Spanish
comedia traditionally portrayed as a noble suitor, courteous and chivalric in his courtship.
Although Lope dramatizes a providential conquest of el nuevo mundo, his
portrayal of the Spaniards in the third act suggests a critical perspective of the imperial
enterprise. “Despite the play’s ultimate appeal to religious orthodoxy,” Ivan Cañadas
observes, Lope’s El nuevo mundo “retains a subversive charge, antagonistic to Spanish
imperial claims.”252 For Cañadas, the failure of the Spaniards to uphold chivalric values
speaks to “a critique of the social claims of nobility, and suggests a causal link between
aggressive masculinity and an archaic, feudal order.”253 Cañadas positions the play
within the context of Lope’s peasant drama in order to call attention to the ways “the
play’s scathing portrayal of the conduct of Spanish colonist in the New World,
constructed in terms of sexualised [sic] masculine tyranny, remains an important link
between this play and Lope’s later treatment of aristocratic tyranny and peasant
heroism.”254 In this formulation, however, Cañadas seems to suggest (perhaps
incongruously) that the play points the scolding finder at the aristocracy at home and not
the Spanish colonist in the New World. Certainly, the latter may be held to the same
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standard as most Spanish men who crossed the Atlantic did so driven in large part by an
aspiration to ascend to the nobility—case in point, the famous conquistador Hernando
Cortés.
But in a play nostalgic about Spanish imperial glory, disapproving undertones
towards Spanish chivalric duty seem less concerned with the past than with its
contemporary condition. Both Terrazas and Arana may represent the infamous ravaging
aspects of the Spanish conquest, but it is unlikely that Lope’s play dramatizes Spain’s
imperial origins in order to reprimand the nobility for its successful campaigns in the
New World. Nevertheless, the actions of Terrazas and Arana pose a threat to the colonial
enterprise. As Lope dramatizes, the Spanish conquest of el nuevo mundo replaces an
unfit ruler in Dulcanquellín who is ultimately impotent in possessing Tacuana. Terrazas,
on the other hand, will possess her body with much ease, perhaps to the detriment of the
enterprise. As Arana hints in his depiction of Palca, his attraction towards the native
woman is in conflict with what he sees as her promiscuity. While the Spaniard marvels
at the liberality of the native women, Arana cannot help but to draw a parallel to the
women of Spain:
Ah, andar así las mujeres
de España, ¿Quién se quejara?
Mas si tanto oro sobrara,
ni aun pidieran alfileres. (3: 2312-2315)
[If this were the custom of our Spanish women, who would complain? But
if such was the abundance of gold, then our women would not claim their
allowance].
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Arana’s remarks, while critical on the surface, may simply seek comedic relief
from an otherwise anxious audience. Spanish men in particular may find the parallel
humorous: if Spanish women would be less evasive with men, it would actually justify
their demands for a monetary allowance. But the poignant critique of Arana’s reference
remains the scarcity of gold in Spain. For all the gold from el nuevo mundo famed
throughout Europe to have filled up Spain’s coffers, Arana’s jest would suggest
otherwise. Certainly, Arana’s remarks are poised to evoke the concerns of the live
audience in contemporary terms: where, indeed, is all the gold from the New World a
century after its famous discovery?
In the contemporary forum of the Spanish stage, it is England’s marginal role that
stands as rather conspicuous within a play that genders el nuevo mundo (as embodied in
both Tacuana and Palca) in order to dramatize a conquest of questionable dominance.
For as Spain’s newly possessed territory shines in its allure of gold, this body of land also
becomes susceptible to invasion, particularly from Spain’s European rivals. As Isabel
Castells observes, the play “concluye sin que el público sepa qué sucede con la
imprevisible Tacuana y de quién acabará siendo esposa” [concludes without an indication
to the audience of what happens to the unpredictable Tacuana and which of her suitors
claims her as wife].255 Indeed, the uncertainty of Tacuana’s marital status at the end of
the play signals the availability of land under Spanish rule, a representation of ineptitude
reminiscent of the dethroned rulers Mahomed and Dulcanquellín. For contemporary
audiences, England’s invasive presence was likely felt even in its marginal and off the
stage role in the play. The escalating tensions in Anglo-Spanish relations in the last two
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decades of the sixteenth century developed in large part as an imperial rivalry; as sparring
partners, both were able to experiment the double-edged sword imperial intercourse—a
series of maneuvers and negotiations of expansion and fortification from one another.
While decades away from New World settlements, England’s challenge of Spanish
monopoly in the New World focused on pirate raids of Spanish ports across the Americas
and in strategic points along the Iberian Peninsula. Spain’s ensuing response was the
famous deployment of the Invincible Spanish Armada. In subsequent years AngloSpanish affairs were characterized by the anxiety of the simultaneous impulse to invade
and protect against one another.
For contemporary audiences of Lope’s El nuevo mundo, the spirit of La
Dragontea was likely as pervasive on the Spanish stage as English encroachment was felt
even as the dramatist assigns England a marginalized role in the play. Notably, as Lope
writes his drama and epic poem around the same time, both texts show the same religious
fervor toward the threats of English invasion. In a similar style of El nuevo mundo,
Lope’s Dragontea personifies the characters of the Christian Faith in La Religión and La
Providencia in the opening Canto, as the two engage in a discourse where the former
voices its concerns to the latter about the corsairs, the moors and the heretics that have
plagued Spain. Greed, La Codicia, then appears in a dream to Francisco Draque to
further persuade him of his pirate ambitions. The figure of Providence in El nuevo
mundo, on the other hand, declares that earthy “greed” for gold is God’s “greed” for
human souls. Spain is thus heavenly blessed to pursue the abundant riches of the New
World; as Spain voyages across the Atlantic for gold, it carries with the word of God and
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the salvation of pagan souls. It is when these gains, New World gold and souls, are
threatened by English piracy that we find Greed as a threatening figure.
In both of his texts, Lope interrogates the glory days of an imperial Spain. El
nuevo mundo may very well celebrate the origins of Spanish imperial might as it restages
the glory of La Reconquista and La conquista del nuevo mundo: the former a form of
fortification dramatized as the expulsion of an impotent ruler in Mahomed from a
feminized Granada; the latter a form of expansionism performed through the figure of
Dulcan as he is dethroned for his ineptitude, as well as in the willing submission of a
feminized land embodied by the native women, Tacuana and Palca. But Lope’s El nuevo
mundo ultimately plays on the fears of Spanish decadence, ruling its territories with an
incompetence akin to that of Mahomed and Dulcanquellín and their porous realms, as it
is neither successful in its efforts to fortify from nor expand against its dreaded enemy.
In this context, Spanish disinterest in el tema americano is less surprising.
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Chapter 4
“Intertextuality and England’s Imperial Intercourse
in Post-Armada Englished Drama”
As Lope de Vega’s El nuevo mundo at the turn of the sixteenth century warns
against the dangers of imperial intercourse that compromised Spanish endeavors for a
well-fortified empire since La Reconquista, the dramatic ploy of nostalgia for a once
well-fortified expansionist Empire occludes the role of English buccaneering and how
well it had encroached on both Spanish territories and consciousness. Similarly, in the
wake of the Spanish Armada, Elizabethan dramatists experimented with the trope of
invasion in order to underline the double-edged effect embedded in the prospect of
imperialism. As Spanish imperial potency reminded Elizabethans of their own
susceptibility to invasion and conquest, dramatists mitigated the anxieties of imperial
intercourse through representations of Spain’s own permeability. Indeed, a notably
reliable strategy on the English stage when addressing fears of the Armada was simply to
ascribe to Spain the very fears the Spanish had evoked among Elizabethans of an
imminent invasion. Barbara Fuchs has shown how plays such as Thomas Kyd’s Spanish
Tragedy dramatized the Black Legend discourse of an orientalized Iberia, a propaganda
that denigrated Spain as, in Fuchs’s formulation, “a mongrel, miscegenated nation
physically tainted by the 800 years of Moorish occupation.”256 Other notable plays such
as Christopher Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta and Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice
experiment with this form of anti-Spanish propaganda in order to reanimate the anxieties
of imperial intercourse for Spanish land, Spanish women, and Spanish blood, which are
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subsequently invaded by Islamic entities, both Turkish and Moorish. As the latter
sections of this chapter will show, plays such as Thomas Dekker’s The Spanish Moor’s
Tragedy (1599-1600), and William Rowley’s All’s Lost by Lust (1618), thematically
dramatized how Spain suffers from imperial intercourse, its borders porous to the
invasion of Moorish culture. At a time when England’s project of New World
expansionism had not only failed to challenge Spanish monopoly in the Americas, but
had instead provoked the imperial giant and struggled to fend off Spanish invasion of the
island, English dramatic representations projected these fears through the image of a
decadent imperial Spain. In portraying imperial Spain as impotent to invade England, as
well as incapable of fortifying the Iberian Peninsula against Islamic invasions, these
dramatic representations would help establish English imperialism as a discourse that
successfully negotiated the precarious double-edged sword imperial intercourse.

Anglo-Spanish Imperial Intercourse in Post-Armada Elizabethan Drama:
The Trauma of Invasion

In the immediate aftermath of the Armada, as the threat of a Spanish invasion
permeated the imagination of Elizabethans, the English Crown sought to at once
celebrate its victory while also easing public anxiety. Theater provided a formidable
platform for dramatizing anti-Spanish sentiments, and in late 1589 Elizabeth’s court
commissioned a play to commemorate England’s victory over the Armada.257 The
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honors were awarded to John Lyly and his not too subtle allegory play, Midas.258 First
staged in 1589, and performed for the Queen in early January, 1590, Lyly’s Midas is
most memorable for its characterization of the classical figure of King Midas and his
cursed golden touch as the satirical portrait of Philip II of Spain and his greed for New
World gold.259 The play dramatizes Philip’s imperial intercourse as one not satisfied
with the gold gained from the conquest of New World territories. Primarily an
introspective drama, Lyly’s Midas stages a series of instances where the title character
reflects and admits his flaws before he ultimately underscores the futility of his imperial
ambition. Upon pondering the afflicting consequences of his wish for that golden touch,
Midas laments:
O unquenchable thirst of gold,
which turneth men’s heads to lead and makest them
blockish, their hearts to iron and makest them covetous,
their eyes to delight in the view and makest them blind
in the use. (3.1. 4-8)
Midas at once recognizes the curse of his wish and forewarns audiences of the
“unquenchable thirst for gold” in that it will hinder “men’s heads” as well as “their
hearts” and “their eyes.” The pursuit of gold also threatens to make men “covetous,” as
in the desire to possess what belongs to others, a particular feature that not only points to
the legitimacy of Spain’s possession of New World territories, but also of Spanish
ambitions for expansion into European sovereign soils. Thus Midas concedes that
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“Conquests are great thefts” (3.1. 87), before he rejects the counsel of one of his
courtiers: “Martius, thy counsel hath shed as much blood,” Midas asserts, “as/ would
make another sea. ‘Valour’ I cannot call it, and/ ‘barbarousness’ is a word too mild” (3.1.
91-93). Here the reference to conquests as “great thefts” and the violence that results
from such pursuit recall the “blood” spilled at the hands of the Spanish conquistadors in
the New World.260 Known throughout Europe for its cruelty with the natives, the Spanish
feats cannot be deemed as an act of ‘Valour’ and ‘barbarousness’ does not begin to
describe its atrocities. On the other hand, the reference may also point to Spain’s
ambition to invade and conquer England in the Armada expedition where so much
Spanish “blood” was lost due to the rough waters of the English Channel that it could
indeed “make another sea.”
As Lyly implicitly situates the setting of Midas within the Spanish court, the play
also allegorizes the island of Lesbos to stand for England. Lyly emphasizes Midas’s
frustrated desire to invade Lesbos as the cursed that the King repeatedly references, and
eventually concedes, namely his impotence in the face of an impenetrable Lesbos.
Critics have noted Midas’s self-reflections on the island of Lesbos as Lyly’s way of
insisting that, as Edmund Valentine Campos writes, “England is not an island that will
succumb to Spanish aggression in the way that other islands have.”261 The play stages
these confessions in the form of soliloquies as a ploy that would have given the effect that
Midas concedes his defeat while directly addressing jubilant Elizabethan audiences.
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Indeed, as King Midas continuously voices his frustrations in soliloquy, he not only
invites audiences to mock him when he alludes to Spanish impotence in the Armada
enterprise, but he also underscores England as impermeable to his curse of an insatiable
thirst for gold: “A bridge of gold did I mean/ to make in that island,” King Midas
expresses in defeat, “where all my navy could not make/ a breach” (3.1. 52-54). In turn,
Midas comes to realize that, to use his words, “For stretching my hands to Lesbos,” he
has been “spurned” by the gods (5.3. 59-60). As the curse of the golden touch haunts
Midas throughout the play, it is only when he admits his defeat and relinquishes his
pursuit of the island of Lesbos that he finds a cure: “I perceive (and yet not too late),”
Midas concedes, “that Lesbos will not be touched by gold, by force it cannot” (5.3. 110112). With a sense of contrition, Midas concludes “that the gods have/ pitched it
[Lesbos/England] out of the world, as not to be controlled by any/ in the world” (5.3.
112-114).
Lyly’s emphasis on Elizabeth’s military might and naval capabilities to protect
England from foreign invasion speaks to the prevailing anxieties that were to ensue in the
post-Armada years. In staging England’s evasiveness, albeit in a celebratory fashion, a
dramatist like Lyly could also reanimated and reinvigorated England’s susceptibility as a
targeted island. As Midas repeatedly warns Elizabethan audiences about his insatiable
ambition, Lyly’s play underlines the urgency seen in later dramatic representations that
distinguish English ambitions for New World riches from the imperial intercourse
ascribed to their Spanish counterpart. Prior to launching his Armada, Philip’s
expansionist imperial intercourse had been dramatized through its placement at the heart
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of Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy.262 The revival of Kyd’s foundational play in postArmada England to join other representations of anti-Spanish sentiments on the English
stage included a peculiar paring with another notable drama in Marlowe’s The Jew of
Malta.263 Between 1591 and 1593, Philip Henslowe recorded over a dozen performances
of The Jew of Malta and The Spanish Tragedy, often only a couple of days apart, and
more than occasionally on back to back days.264 The two plays were suitable for lively
performances under such circumstances, as both shared the thematic interests of
Hispanophobia conveyed through various forms of the trope of invasion.
Fuchs has shown how the meta-theatricality of Kyd’s tragedy orientalizes the
Iberian Peninsula as the plot of Heronimos’s play-within-the-play relocates the entire
Spanish court to the Eastern Mediterranean “with Balthazar playing Sultan Soliman,
newly triumphant at Rhodes.”265 Fuchs further notes that Balthazar plays the role of the
famous Ottoman ruler, a figure that often represented excess and tyranny in English
versions of Iberia, and in this case, was commonly associated with Philip II of Spain.266
Thus, while Philip’s association with the Sultan conveys Spanish expansiveness as in the
recent annexation of Portugal, the conflation of the two rulers also has racial
implications. Indeed, as Heronimo’s play dramatizes the dangers of imperial intercourse
in the courtship of Perseda played by Bel-Imperia, Balthazar’s role as the lustful Sultan
represents the imperial intercourse to conquer both the Mediterranean and its prized
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women. As both the famous Sultan and Philp, Balthazar’s conquest of all of
Christendom hinges on his courtship of Bel-Imperia who is poised for revenge. A poor
performer of Petrarchan love, however, Balthazar feebly pleads to Bel-Imperia to not let
love go unrequited: “Fair queen of beauty, let not favor die” (4.4. 55). As anticipated,
Bel-Imperia resists his advances with spite: “Tyrant, desist soliciting vain suits” (4.4. 59).
Suitably, Balthazar’s failure to win Bel-Imperia’s love proves fatal as she pretends to
concede to his “power” in order for her to enact her revenge (4.4. 63-67).
Moreover, Kyd’s meta-theatrical ploy further conveys the “Spanish Tragedy” in
his play as Heronimo stages before the Viceroy and the King of Spain a tragic drama
where imperial intercourse results in the conflation of the Ottoman Empire with Philip’s
imperial might. In his role as the Ottoman Emperor, Balthazar powerfully persuades his
audience of his imperial intercourse, as noted in the observation the King of Spain makes
to the Viceroy: “How well he acts his amorous passion!” (4.4. 22). This meta-theatrical
instance poignantly affirms the orientalizing of Iberia; that is, as the King of Spain speaks
favorably of “How well” Balthazar’s own imperial intercourse are displayed as the
Sultan’s “amorous passion,” the irony of the King’s remarks invites audiences to mock
him for unwittingly confirming the Islamic conflation with the Spanish monarch, Philip
II. The prospect of Balthazar’s union with Bel-imperia at once represents Spain as an
expansive imperial threat, as well as susceptibly weak to Islamic invasion. As Fuchs
maintains, Hieronimo plays the role of a “Nordic hero” who will frustrate Lorenzo’s plot
to unite Balthazar with Bel-imperia.267 In staging his tragedy Hieronimo not only
impedes the union of the Iberian Peninsula (Portugal and Spain) thereby weakening
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Spanish imperial might, but he also prevents Islamic invasion of Christendom throughout
the Mediterranean.
The pairing of performances of Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta with Kyd’s Spanish
Tragedy in the early 1590s suggests that both plays were seen as suitable anti-Spanish
representations.268 Even though the plot of The Jew of Malta is not specifically
Hispanophobic, its performances during these tense times in Anglo-Spanish rivalry found
considerable value in the ways the play portrays the island of Malta itself as a central
character in the tragedy. From the opening act, we learn that the island of Malta, once
part of Spanish domains, is subject to Islamic rule and faces the constant threat of Turkish
invasion. But when we consider the machinations of its protagonist Barabas, the
eponymous Jew of Malta, we may instead consider the tragedy in the variable title of “the
Jew’s Malta.” While the play variably animates imperial intercourse in the control of the
trade that enables the gains of riches and territories in the Mediterranean, the insider
Barabas trades Malta to the highest bidder and in turn, renders the island permeable. It is
a commonly made point that these undertones of permeation in the plot of Marlowe’s
island play recall the Spanish efforts since La Reconquista to expel all the Jews and
Moors from the Iberian Peninsula. But specifically within the context of Anglo-Spanish
imperial rivalry, performances of The Jew of Malta were staged to dramatically frustrate
Spanish imperial might through various forms of the trope of invasion.
This threat of invasion is further amplified in the gendering of the island of Malta
as a woman, embodied by the contrasting images of its two female characters, Abigail,
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the daughter of Barabas, and her counterpart Bellamira, the courtesan of Malta. Chaste,
obedient, loyal, and perhaps most importantly, genuinely willing to convert to
Christianity, Abigail embodies the ideal image of an island well-fortified against foreign
invasion. Abigail’s chastity, however, is compromised by the imperial intercourse
embedded in several of the male characters; in a fashion reminiscent of the Spanish
Inquisition, Ferneze confiscates the wealth of non-Christian merchants of Malta, namely
the Jews; his son Don Lodowick betrays his friend Don Mathias out of lust when he
secretly courts Abigail; Barabas, who notices Lodwick’s plot to court Abigail,
manipulates her contested courtship between the two Dons, a ploy which then results in
their death. As Barabas exploits the prospect of her conversion to further his vengeance
plot against the Christians of Malta, the island’s Christian chastity begins to fade with the
lives of Abigail’s Christian suitors. In obedience to her father’s wishes, Abigail had
already pledged to an artificial conversion when she enters the nunnery. A commonplace
synonym for a brothel in England at this time, the depiction of the nunnery in the play is
an anti-Catholic smear that represents paradoxical efforts to keep the island chaste and
Christian when maintained by a questionable religious institution and its licentious friars,
Jacomo and Bernardine. An image of the island, Abigail is not only willing to abandon
her father and her Faith once she finds out about his cruelty, but she is also willing to, in
her words “die a Christian” (3.6. 40). Her death as a chaste Christian may have suited the
image of the island, had this image not been stained by the lust Bernardine expresses
upon her death: “Ay, and a virgin, too,” laments the lustful friar, “That grieves me most”
(3.6. 41). As Abigail dies a Christian and a virgin, so does the image of a fortified island
of Malta.
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Where Abigail is characterized as a virgin whose aspirations to become a nun
figure as a form of fortification at a time when the island is most vulnerable to foreign
penetration, Bellamira plays the courtesan who casually seduces Ithamore into her bed
chamber and conclusively disrupts the frail chastity of the island. While the play
represents Abigail’s courtship as the prospect of solidifying the Christianity of the island,
Bellamira’s seduction of Ithamore aligns with the threats of Islamic ravishment. In this
case, it is not the lustful Ottoman Emperor we find in representations such as Balthazar’s
performance in The Spanish Tragedy. Ithamore is a slave purchased by Barabas with the
specific intent of assaulting the Christian structures of Malta from within. Hence, both
Barabas and Ithamore boast of stereotypical behavior of Jews and Moors while plotting
against Christians (3.2. 178-216). Empowered by his malicious master, the rogue
Ithamore threatens to invade the island as embodied by Bellamira. In a vivid
representation of their sexual encounter, Marlowe dramatizes Ithamore’s invasion of
Bellamira through the Moor’s expression of lust. Moments before the seduction scene
concludes, Bellamira concedes her bed to the lustful Ithamore who then exclaims: “Oh,
that ten thousand nights were put in one,/ That we might sleep seven years together afore
we wake” (4.2. 140-141). With this lasting imagery, the stage closes the proverbial
curtains to conclude the scene in which Ithamore’s wish to prolong his pleasure at the
side of the white European woman suggests the proliferation of Moorish blood. That it is
Bellamira who courts Ithamore, seduced him into her bedchamber vividly coveys that the
island of Malta promiscuous and therefore permeable.
Throughout the plot, The Jew of Malta dramatizes the urgency of protection and
good stewardship under the threat of invasion, such as when Ferneze’s imperial
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intercourse implodes shortly after completely striping Barabas of his wealth. Although
he has enough wealth to pay the Turkish ransom, Ferneze decides to keep Barabas’s
coffers and to trust in his Spanish allies instead. As the island suffers from internal
injuries, Ferneze’s imperial intercourse invites external threats to press on the frailty of
Malta’s walls. In either instance, however, it is Barabas who enables the Islamic invasion
of the island: not only does he infiltrate Ithamore into Malta through the slave trade, but
he also allows the Ottomans lead by Calymath to infiltrate the walls of Malta. Just when
Ferneze and the Christian Knights had managed to fend off the Turkish fleet, Barabas
finds a weak point in the walls of Malta through which he can guide Calymath and the
Turks to overtake the island. Barabas provides a vivid image of the invasion as he looks
to entice the Turks:
Now whilst you give assault unto the walls,
I’ll lead five hundred soldiers through the vault
And rise with them i’th’ middle of the town,
Open the gates for you to enter in,
And by this means the city is your own. (5.1. 90-94)
The early modern Trojan horse, Barabas devises a way for the Turks to infiltrate “the
walls” of Malta. It is quite a disruptive imagery of the invasion when Barabas volunteers
to be the one who will, in his words, “Open the gates for you to enter in.” The Islamic
invasion of Malta at this particular point in the play seems indelibly complete. However,
after the reversals of the final act, the situation is reserved. Although the Turks siege the
city, the conclusion of the play suggests that the Maltase Knights successfully purged the
Jew from the island, and ingeniously found a way to fend off the lurking Turks. What we
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often overlook is that Ferneze’s cunning solution to hold Calymath hostage ironically
retains the very presence they seek to fortify against. That is, Calymath’s incarceration is
rather the paradoxical state of Malta as the island literally holds itself captive to the Turk
when holding the Turk as captive.
Known for its ambiguity, the ways in which Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta
dramatizes an island susceptible to Islamic invasion was perplexing for Elizabethan
audiences. Particularly for post-Armada spectators, characters such as the friars and the
nuns, as well as the brief appearance of Martin del Bosco, the Vice Admiral of Spain who
claims the island of Malta as Spanish territory, were obvious indicators that the action of
the play was taking place within a Spanish setting.269 In such a context, Elizabethan
audiences could conceivably take delight in Barabas’s internally disruptive plots that
enable the Islamic infiltration of Malta. Marlowe’s audiences may have taken particular
joy in witnessing with vengeful appetites a Spanish territory subjected to the kind of
invasion that had recently threatened England: indeed, just as Elizabethans had
experienced the encroaching threat of the Armada at the hands of Philip II, so do the
Christian Knights of Malta find themselves under siege from the Turkish fleet. In the
context of Anglo-Spanish imperial rivalries, the revival of Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta,
as with Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy, further animates anti-Spanish propagandist discourses of
an orientalized Spain. The imperial theme of invasion, however, has a double-edged
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sharpness where the dramatization of a vulnerable island of Malta also evokes English
anxieties.
For all of the anti-Catholic and anti-Spanish undertones in Marlowe’s island play,
critics such as Griffin have also suggested that, “island England often saw island Malta as
a figure of itself,” and thus we may consider the analogy as the way “the Maltese setting
functions in Marlowe’s play.”270 Since its inception, The Jew of Malta has perplexed
readers and audiences as we struggle to determine our alliances to the characters in the
play. For Elizabethan audiences, the chastity of the island of Malta was tantalizing in
that its invasion, while reassuring them of Spain’s permeability, also evoked collective
anxieties concerning the Armada. Although The Jew of Malta does not, for practical
reasons, stage the Turkish fleet, the mere references to the lurking Turks prompted
audiences to imagine an invasion that at once conveys the orientalizing of Spanish
domains, and evoked the Spanish Armada threatening the shores of England. In this
sense, the prospect of Abigail’s marriage to the Christian Don Mathias signals the
island’s solidified fortification from Islamic invasions in contrast to Bellamira’s
courtesan role as a threat to the chastity of the island. Still, the play urged its original
audiences to cheer on the destruction of a Spanish domain even as they witness the
dangers of an outsider who enables the siege of Malta from within. Hence, as audiences
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sort through conflicting alliances between Barabas the Jew and the Christian Knights
supported by the Spanish Vice Admiral, The Jew of Malta fractures Elizabethan
experiences, turning a simple anti-Spanish jubilation to an eerie sense of vulnerability to
that very idea of Spanishness.

Mending English Imperial Intercourse:
The Prospect of Expansion and the Fears of Invasion

Marlowe’s well documented271 influence on Shakespeare’s career, is quite
apparent in the striking similarities between the former’s The Jew of Malta and the
latter’s The Merchant of Venice (1596-97). More than a literary imitation of The Jew of
Malta, however, Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice joins the inter-theatrical dialogue
both Kyd and Marlowe had been participants in when dramatizing the double-edged
sword of imperial intercourse that was to fracture Spanish fortifications against the
Islamic encroachment of Iberia. Notably, Shakespeare’s Merchant emerges at a time
when Elizabethan England was once again caught between the prospect of expansion in
the quest for New World riches and yet another threat of a Spanish Armada. Both
enterprises failed to achieve their respective goals. As Spain failed to invade England,
Elizabethan dramatists established theatrical tropes to represent the Islamic invasions of
Spain. Remarkably, during the last years of his reign, Philip would validate Lyly’s
representation in the title character of Midas where the double-edged sword of imperial
intercourse figures in his futile endeavor to conquer England. Indeed, between 1596 and
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1597, as noted in the previous chapter, the prospect of expansion in the invasion of
England became the double-edged of Philip’s imperial intercourse that would in turn
further compromise Spanish aspirations for European hegemony.272 Meanwhile, English
imperial intercourse in the New World had resurfaced when Sir Walter Raleigh voyaged
to and from South America in 1595, and later published his Discovery of Guiana in
1596.273 Portia’s courtship in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice274 is characterized
by Bassanio’s reference to “the golden fleece” (1.1. 166), a popular allusion to New
World riches, as well as to England’s Virgin Queen, Elizabeth I. In the language of
imperial intercourse, the casket plot interrogates a fortified England vis-à-vis an
orientalized Spain. As The Merchant of Venice joins the dialogue that dramatizes the
constant threat of an Islamic-stained Spanishness, these plays inter-theatrically disguise
Elizabethan fears of Spanish-stained Englishness.
English imperial intercourse in the post-Armada years emerged in representations
such as the famous Armada Portrait of 1588 where Elizabeth I resides with one hand on
the globe indicating England’s aspirations westward to the New World, while the
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portraits in the background depicts the Spanish Armada’s futile invasion of England.275
The Merchant of Venice portrays this form of English imperial intercourse in Portia’s
courtship as a quest for the “golden fleece.” For Elizabethans, the reference to “the
golden fleece” played a twofold role. As throughout her reign, Elizabeth I sustained her
status as Virgin Queen, she was often celebrated as England’s own “golden fleece.” In a
show presented at the Tilt-yard on Whitsun Monday 1581, the featured four champions,
the Foster Children of Desire, laid siege to the fortress of Beauty while “venturing to win
the golden fleece without Medea’s helpe.”276 As Yves Peyre sharply notes, “realizing
that it is in the nature of Perfection to frustrate Desire, they submitted to Elizabeth and
withdrew from the contest.”277 The purpose behind this entertainment, Peyre further
maintains, was to “impress the French Ambassadors, who had crossed the Channel to
seek the Queen’s hand in marriage on behalf of the Duke of Alençon.”278 A similar
reference is made posthumously in Diana Primrose’s “A Chain of Pearle,” where
Elizabeth’s suitor Alençon is described as one who: “though much she did commend/
That brave French Monsieur who did hope to carry/ The golden fleece and fair Eliza
marry.”279 Further, this 1630 eulogy recalls Elizabeth as a Virgin Queen with a sufficient
allure to bring many renowned suitors: “How many kings and princes did aspire/ To win
her love” but “never would she condescend/ To Hymen’s rites.”280
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Elizabethan audiences of the 1590s could have readily associated Portia’s
unattainability, and her elusive qualities as a maid pressed by suitors into marriage, with
the celebrated traits of their monarch. Portia’s catalogue of dismissed suitors would
reaffirm that for decades Elizabeth evaded the prospect of marriage, all while she
remained a coveted Virgin Queen. Scholars such as Ilona Bell have noted the “axiom of
English literary history that the Petrarchan language of love became a dominant symbolic
system of language in Elizabethan England because it suited Elizabeth’s reign as Virgin
Queen.”281 In the language of imperial intercourse, Elizabeth’s status as a Virgin Queen
also figured as England’s fortification from invasion. Primrose’s “A Chain of Pearle”
references “the Spanish Phillip, husband to her sister,” described as “her first suitor, and
the first that missed her.”282 The reference to Philip’s marriage with Mary Tudor recalls
the figurative Spanish invasion of England in the Armada that escorted the then Prince of
Spain. As Elizabeth’s first suitor, the poem implies, Philip is remembered for the
imperial impotence Lyly had dramatized in his Midas. Other dramatists such as Kyd
would portray Philip’s impotence as the result of the double-edged sharpness in imperial
intercourse. As Balthazar, in the role of Sultan Sulliman, fails to forge an imperial
dynasty with Bel-Imperia, his imperial intercourse exposes the vulnerability that in turn
orientalizes Spain. In this context of Anglo-Spanish imperial rivalry, Shakespeare’s The
Merchant of Venice stages Portia’s courtship by the Princes of Morocco and Aragon in
the language of imperial intercourse. The references to the “golden fleece” in the
examples above convey an unrequited quality that celebrates Elizabeth’s image as a
Virgin Queen. In the context of Anglo-Spanish relations, Elizabeth’s maneuvers to evade
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marriage throughout her reign also parallel significantly with how Elizabethan England
withstood the invasion efforts of the Spanish Armada.
The reference to the “golden fleece” in Shakespeare’s Merchant also draws on
previous theatrical representations of classical allusions, such as we find in Marlowe’s
The Jew of Malta. In declaring his passion to Bellamira, Ithamore states: “I’ll be thy
Jason, thou my Golden Fleece” (4.2. 99). Here, Ithamore’s sexual encounter with
Bellamira figures as the conquest of land and its riches in the Americas. The title
character in Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus makes a similar references when he notes that
“from America the golden fleece/ […] yearly stuffs old Philip’s treasury” (1.1. 133-134).
As critics such as Peyre point out, Marlowe also references “the golden fleece” in his
Tamburlaine in order to suggest that “the enthusiastic urge to discover new territories
hides a somewhat less noble thirst for gold.”283 From an inter-theatrical stand point, the
proverbial symbol for the abundance of gold such as the “golden fleece” was widely
associated with the New World, and Shakespeare’s dramatic text plays on the
precariousness of its pursuit. Although dramatic representations such as Lyly’s Midas
suggested that Philip’s curse of a golden touch could not corrupt England, the prospect of
English expansionism and New World riches were inspiring the formulation of an
English colonial discourse. English alterity of imperial Spain was highlighted in
representations of English encroachment on the Spanish monopoly in the Americas and
other Spanish territories, such as the memorable raids on the Port of Cádiz. While the
threat of English buccaneers attacking Spanish ports and ships in turn precipitated
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Philip’s deployment of his Armada, these small scale invasions were characterized as
denying Spain its price of “the golden fleece.” In his poem “The Trumpet of Fame”
(1595), Henry Roberts honors England’s corsairs such as Sir Francis Drake and John
Hawkins for their achievements “that fetch more woorth, then Iasons fleece.”284 The
poem also celebrates the quest for the “fleece” as being but “Englands honor that you
haue in hand,” and further encourages its prospects that “if you do loue our land./ The
gaine is yours, if millions home you bring.”285 In order to protect England from an
expanding Spanish Empire, the poem implies, English corsairs must deny Spain its
exploits in the New World. As Roberts’ poem concludes, “so much store of wealth/ That
Phillips Regions may not be more stord,/ with Pearle, Iewels, and the purest gold.”286
Roberts celebrates the achievements of Drake and Hawkins not only as riches gained but,
just as importantly, as riches kept from filling the coffers of the Spanish Crown.
In his discovery of Guiana (1596), Raleigh echoes a similar sentiment that
condemns the Spanish monarch for hoarding New World gold against the interest of
European sovereignties. “It is his Indian Golde,” Raleigh denounces in his address to the
reader, “that indaungereth and disturbeth all the nations of Europe, it purchaseth
intelligence, creepeth into Councels, and setteth bound loyalty at libertie, in the greatst
Monarchies of Europe.”287 Here, Raleigh marvels at “how many kingdoms he [Philip II]
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hath indaungered, how many armies, garrisons, & nauies, he hath & doth maintaine, the
greate losses which he hath repaired.”288 Raleigh claims that as Spain’s military prowess
is funded by New World riches, it weakens other European kingdoms in their ability to
defend themselves against such might, and therefore this kind of imbalance of power
justifies England’s spurious intervention: “If the spanish king can keepe vs from forraine
enterprizes,” Raleigh adds, “and from the impeachment of his trades, eyther by offer of
inuasion, or by beseiging vs in Britayne, Ireland, or else where, he hath then brought the
worke of our perill in greate forwardness.”289
The prized “golden fleece” in the casket plot of The Merchant of Venice
dramatizes the familiar form of Spanish imperial intercourse interwoven with the image
of Philip II’s futile efforts to conquer Elizabethan England as well as to monopolize the
Americas with all of their riches. Notably, the only two foreign suitors to step on the
stage, Prince of Morocco and Prince of Aragon, allow audiences the pleasure of
witnessing their futile endeavors to win the “golden fleece” in Portia. Morocco is a
peculiar paring for the Prince of Aragon, given the history between Morocco and Spain
and their proximity at the point of the Strait of Gibraltar. Despite Spanish efforts since
La Reconquista to banish all Moors, Black Legend propaganda contended that the
Moorish (and Islamic) invasion of Spanish blood was far too pervasive to be distillable.
Whether audiences of Shakespeare’s Merchant in the 1590s anticipated
Morocco’s performance as reminiscent of Spanish traits, the play calls attention to
particular attributes in Morocco that suggest the Prince shows traces of Spanishness as a
preface to Aragon’s appearance on the stage. In his opening lines, “Mislike me not for
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my complexion” (2.1. 1), Morocco notably calls attention to the very trait he wants his
audience to overlook, the color of his skin. He reveals his insecurities regarding his
outward appearance as if anticipating that his “complexion” has been the subject of
attention among his audience. When selecting from the three caskets, the Prince
dismisses “dull lead” (2.7. 8) on the basis of the metal’s outward appearance, as if
forgetting his previous plea to Portia to not be judged in such fashion. Morocco is
reminded of this by the moral aphorism written on the scroll within the gold casket:
‘All that glisters is not gold;
Often have you heard that told.
Many a man his life has sold
But my outside to behold’. (2.7. 65-68)
The scroll points at Morocco’s choice as one that favors gold for its “outside to behold”;
perhaps Morocco is drawn by the outward beauty of the metal as if to compensate for his
“complexion” which may seem to him as “dull” as lead. After all, “dull” Morocco is not
sharp enough to perceive the irony of his choice. Further, Morocco also foreshadows the
arrival of Spain as he exhibits the anxieties that concerned Spanish Black Legend
propaganda: Spanish greed for gold in the New World and a Spanish “complexion”
tainted by Moorish occupation of Iberia. In other words, the two traits that made Spain
infamous among its European rivals prevent Morocco from winning Portia’s hand in
marriage and in turn frustrate his imperial intercourse.
Although Morocco’s performance is not specifically a display of Spanishness, at
least not explicitly, the performance of the ensuing suitor, Aragon, invites Elizabethans to
consider the relation between the two. Just as Morocco arrives at the court of Belmont
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with concerns about his “complexion,” Aragon enters the stage eager to establish his
noble status as an asset that sets him apart. When reading the inscription on the gold
casket “‘Who chooseth me shall gain what many men desire,’” Aragon briefly hesitates
before he rejects such a premise. For Aragon, what “‘many men desire’” points to “the
fool multitude, that choose by show,/ Not learning more than the fond eye doth teach”
(2.9. 25-26). Among this “fool multitude” we find “dull” Morocco who does indeed
“choose by show.” But if Aragon suggests his perceptiveness sets him apart from the
Prince of Morocco, he may actually align himself with his predecessor more than he
realizes when he too dismisses “base lead” (2.9. 20) on the basis of its outward looks:
“You shall look fairer,” says the arrogant prince, “ere I give or hazard” (2.9. 22).290
However indirectly, Aragon’s effort to disassociate himself from his predecessor only
heightens the skepticism among an audience poised to make these very connections. In
his denouncement of the gold casket, Morocco’s choice, Aragon tries to reaffirm his
disassociation on the merits of his blood lineage and nobility: “I will not choose what
many men desire,” he concludes, “Because I will not jump with common spirits/ And
rank me with the barbarous multitudes” (2.9. 31-32). That Aragon does not want to
associate his rank with “the barbarous multitudes” says more about his anxieties
therewith. As the silver casket promotes the basis of merit, Aragon’s choice, to quote the
casket, “shall get as much as he deserves” (2.9. 35). Indeed, the scroll inside the silver
casket confirms the futility of Aragon’s endeavors to purify his “rank” from his Moorish
roots. Although “‘[t]he fire seven times tried this” (2.9. 62), “this” referring to both
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silver and Aragon, the purification process of the precious metal was ultimately
unsuccessful in its attempts to separate silver from its alloys and Spain from its Islamic
bloodlines.
Shakespeare’s dramatic text presents ample instances in which sixteenth and
seventeenth century productions of The Merchant of Venice could have explicitly staged
Spanish culture as partly Moroccan. It is conceivable, for instance, that Morocco and
Aragon were double-caste, a common method in Elizabethan drama for two characters
that never shared the stage. The effect of having both Morocco and Aragon played by the
same actor could further convey the orientalizing of Spain. Of course, it is also possible
that the conflation of both suitors was not so remarked among Elizabethan audiences, and
that the textual qualities that clearly fuse the two Princes was understood less consciously
than one can examine. But in the event that audiences did follow the explicit associations
of the Morocco-Aragon duo, they also understood that the play was to dramatize
Morocco as a form of Spanishness. Particularly for a theater culture that depended on
returning customers, audiences of Merchant would likely anticipate Morocco’s entrance
as a primer to a larger representation of Spain. Hence, Morocco’s concerns for his
“complexion” as he enters the stage can be seen as part of a Spanish anxiety. Morocco’s
boast to his scimitar is also telling when read (heard and seen) as a claim of Spanish
prowess:
By this scimitar,
That slew the Sophy and Persian prince
That won three fields of Sultan Suleiman,
I would o’erstare the sternest eyes that look,
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Outbrave the heart most daring on the earth,
Pluck the young sucking cubs from the she-bear,
Yea, mock the lion when he roars for prey,
To win thee lady. (2.2. 24-31)
Notably, the violence depicted in this passage so as to win the “lady” recalls the violent
conquest method from the title character of Lyly’s Midas who denounces the prospect of
conquest as “barbarousness” (3.1. 93). For the regular English playgoer familiar with
themes of an orientalized Spain, Morocco’s boast to his raised scimitar not only figures
as a symbol of imperial intercourse, but one that conveys Spanish prowess as culturally
Moroccan. Further, the boast also portrays Spain as, once again, a reluctant member of
Islam, and an enemy of the two the most powerful dynasties in the Middle East, the
Safavids and the Ottomans. Ironically then, the “scimitar” becomes a symbol of Spanish
manhood with which to defend Spanish land against encroachment from the
Mediterranean East.
Furthermore, in the final years of the sixteenth century, as Spain celebrated its
centennial imperial legacy, England’s efforts to negate its rival’s claims to imperial might
developed into an English imperial ideology pervasive in public discourse. Echoes of
Anti-Spanish sentiments related to New World exploits permeate the resolution of the
casket plot and its riddle, just as Bassanio rejects the gold casket. After a long discourse
performed as an aside against the corrupt qualities of gold, Bassanio shortly concludes
aloud: “Therefore, thou gaudy gold, /Hard food for Midas, I will none of thee” (3.2. 74102). As Bassanio’s aside departs from the outward deliberations the two previous
suitors displayed in their respective casket choice, his discourse is intimately shared with
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audiences in order to convey a sense of sincerity. As a seemingly genuine resistance to
the temptations of “gaudy gold,” Bassanio’s resolution aligns with the rejection of
Spanishness we find in the play’s treatment of the Morocco-Aragon duo. Notably, in the
context of Anglo-Spanish rivalry, Bassanio’s reference to Midas alludes to dramatic texts
such as Lyly’s Midas for its representation of Philip II in his failure to invade England
and the corrupt Spanish pursuit of New World riches. As Lyly’s title character realizes,
gold “turneth men’s heads to lead” as well as “their eyes to delight in the view and
makest them blind in the use” (3.1. 4-8). In their conflated version, the Morocco-Aragon
duo embody the formulation that Lyly’s Midas warns against. Rather than choosing the
lead casket, Morocco’s head may have turned “to lead” and therefore he outwardly
projects inward concerns of his complexion into his choice of gold as if based on outer
shows. Arrogant Aragon, on the other hand, claims to have a sharper perspective when
he denounces “the fool multitude, that choose by show,/ Not learning more than the fond
eye doth teach” (2.9. 25-26). But like Morocco, Aragon is ultimately deceived by looks
when he rejects lead, perhaps a sign that his head also turned into lead.
Lastly, the Prince of Aragon also distantly recalls the famous monarch responsible
for the expulsion of the Moors from Spain, Ferdinand II of Aragon. The legacy of
Ferdinand II of Aragon flourished after his marriage with Isabell of Castile, the union that
solidified the Spanish dynasty. With the union of the Catholic monarchs emerged a
Spanish Empire poised to expand its religion and dominion outwardly. But as Lope de
Vega’s El Nuevo mundo insists, the expansion of Spanish Catholicism and territorial
domains in the New World began inwardly as an expulsion of Islamic and Jewish
occupation. Therefore, as both Morocco and Aragon fail to win Portia, audiences can
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appreciate how Spain fails to solidify another dynastic union that would regain its
imperial status.
While Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice reanimates Philip’s impotence to
conquer Elizabethan England, it also dramatizes an orientalized Spain in order to
challenge the legacy of the Spanish La Reconquista as well as the legitimacy of the
Spanish conquest in the New World. As Elizabethan authors continually questioned
Spain’s imperial might, it became clear that the prospect of English imperialism required
a discourse that successfully negotiated the threat of invasion with its new enterprise of
expansionism. In his early endeavors to establish the colony of Virginia, famously
named in dedication to Elizabeth I and her image as Virgin Queen, Raleigh claims a form
of expansionism that is also well-fortified. As I alluded earlier, Raleigh continued this
trend in his explorations of the New World during the 1590s, namely in his quest for a
chaste Guiana, a land that had long eluded Spanish conquest and was therefore suited for
English ravishment.291 In the language of imperial intercourse, the courtship of Portia by
the frustrated suitors, Morocco and Aragon, dramatizes a fantasy of English imperialism
where the prospect of expansionism would still allow the island to remain fortified
against imperial rivals. But as the play in turn reaffirms, the specter of Spain would
continue to haunt English imperialism.

“[B]lood as red, and royal as the best/ And proud’st in Spain”:
The Indelible orientalizing of Spain
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Whether Elizabethan audiences of Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice could
appreciate Portia’s character as reminiscent of a young Queen Elizabeth I, the nostalgic
experience itself reminds one of the Queen’s decline in the last decade of the sixteenth
century. Nostalgia in Merchant, it seems, does not necessarily aim to appease the social
concerns of its time any more than the play exploits collective anxieties for dramatic
effect. In the context of Anglo-Spanish conflicts, Elizabethan drama employed the trope
of invasion in order to stage English concerns vis-à-vis the futility of Spain: while
England emerges as an island fortified against invasion, Spain is depicted as continually
weakening in its defenses, since it never fully cleansed itself from Moorish (and Jewish)
occupation. As the end of the sixteenth century signaled a shift towards a new era, and
questions of succession became central concerns for both England and Spain, the
intervention of dramatists played a peculiar role in their respective crises.
Thomas Dekker’s The Spanish Moor’s Tragedy292 later retitled Lust’s Dominion,
dramatizes the Spanish crisis of succession in the tradition of orientalizing Spain. As
Claire Jowitt points out in her analysis of the play, “[o]n the surface, the central issue of
this play seems to be the Spanish succession” dramatized by the “[f]our different
monarchs [who] occupy the Spanish throne in the course of the play—Philip II,
Fernando, Eleazar, and Philip.”293 Jowitt rightly calls attention to the fact that “the
succession remained a highly sensitive topic in England” noting that: “In the latter years
of Elizabeth’s reign, with the succession issue still formally unresolved and explicit
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mention forbidden, it was in dramas such as Lust’s Dominion that outlet was found for
such concerns.”294 Perhaps, as Jowitt would suggest, Elizabethans could not experience
the play without the slightest sense of discomfort given the current anxieties over
England’s own succession crisis. Even in this ominous environment, however, the
dramatic text invites English audiences to relish the greater predicament of the Spanish
succession portrayed as indelibly Moorish. The plot centers on the identity of Eleazar as
the Spanish Moor, a title that conveys the inextricable history between the Iberian
Peninsula and North African Islamic people. Early in the opening act, Eleazar claims
that: “Although my flesh be tawny, in my veines,/ Runs blood as red, and royal as the
best/ And proud’st in Spain” (1.1. 154-156). In dismissing his complexion as “tawny,”
Eleazar proudly calls attention to his race, the royal blood that runs in his veins as akin to
the noblest in Spain.295 This point about blood and royal lineage is rather a poignant
detail in the ways the play dramatizes Eleazar’s role as an invasion of Spain animated by
his lascivious relationship with the Queen Mother. In the language of imperial
intercourse, this form of invasion, the play suggests, proves much more pervasive. That
is, in comparing his royal blood to that of the “proud’st in Spain,” Eleazar also intimates
that Spanish blood has been tainted “tawny” by Moorish presence. While King Fernando
wishfully proclaims that he will “banish by law all Moors from Spain” (3.2. 46), the
resolution proves tragic by the time the young Prince Philip declares at the conclusion of
the play that “all the Moors be banished from Spain” (5.3. 183).
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Whereas the play’s initial title The Spanish Moor’s Tragedy suggests that
Eleazar’s invasion of Spain and of the Queen Mother is rather inextricable, its later title,
Lust’s Dominion, or the Lascivious Queen, emphasizes another deficient aspect of
Spanish imperialism: the play portrays Spain as an enticing land, an Empire governed by
lust embodied in the Queen Mother. From the opening scene of the play we find the
Queen Mother in aggressive pursuit of an evasive and rather indifferent Eleazar. As the
Spanish Moor invades the King’s bedchamber, Eleazar threatens to overtake the Spanish
throne by plotting against Prince Philip. While plotting with Queen Mother to contract
two friars, Cole and Crab, Eleazar devises a schemes to “write books, preach and
proclaim abroad,/ That your son Philip is a bastard” (2.2. 49-50). The dissemination of
this peculiar text implicates Philip’s bastardy with Elazar’s adulterous relation with the
Queen Mother. Indeed, the Queen Mother implies as much in her version of the text that
the friars are to circulate:
… spread abroad,
In Cales, Madrid, Granado, and Medyna;
And all the Ryall Cities of the Realm:
Th’ambitious hopes of that proud bastard Philip,
And sometimes as you see occasion,
Tickle the years of the Rude multitude,
With Eleazars praises; guild his virtues,
Naples recovery and his victories
Atchieved against the Turkish Ottoman. (2.2. 112-120)
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As she formulates this text about her son’s bastardy, the Queen Mother casually inserts
Eleazar: in the event that the Queen Mother’s narrative disseminates throughout “the
Realm,” Eleazar poses as a potential father to Philip the bastard, which would in turn
render Philip a Moored Spanish Prince, and hence deem his “ambitious hopes” to the
Spanish throne as tainted. Eleazar, on the other hand, will find redemption as he will be
seen for “his virtues,” his stewardship of Spanish imperialism, both in his “Naples
recovery” as in “his victories/ Atchieved against the Turkish Ottoman.” As the Queen
formulates this propaganda against her son, and in favor of Eleazar, the text would
construe the former as more Moorish than Spanish for his ambitions to the throne, while
the latter becomes more Spanished for his stewardship against the Turks. The news
indeed spreads like an infection throughout the Realm and renders the Spanish throne
more susceptible to Moorish rule. Prince Philip is forced to take asylum in Portugal
under the protection of King Emmanuel who opens the scene in act four in lament: “Poor
Spain, how is the body of thy peace/ Mangled and torn by an ambitious Moor!” (4.1. 12). Notably, the King of Portugal genders Spain as a female body to vividly illustrate the
ravishment of the nation.
Although the question of succession plagues Spain throughout the play, Princess
Isabella offers a semblance of hope, perhaps even redemption. Unlike her Queen Mother,
Isabella does not succumb to the sexual advances of the Spanish Moor. Spanish for
Elizabeth, Isabella’s resistance to Eleazar recalls Portia’s evasive skills to somehow
survive the attempts of the Morocco-Aragon duo. In turn, Isabella’s chastity not only
emasculates Eleazar in the tradition of unrequited love, but ultimately proves his
downfall. As the new embodiment of Spain, Isabella seemingly liberates the kingdom
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from its Moorish lineage and hence promotes a cleansed Spanish succession to the
Crown. Paradoxically, in her scheme to overcome Eleazar, Isabella also enables the
Orientalizing of Spain when she prompts Philip and Hortenzo to, in her words, “put the
Moors habits on,/ And paint your faces with the oil of hell” (5.2 170-171). This metatheatrical moment in the play further emphasizes the Orientalizing process as an
unwitting Eleazar casts the disguised Hortenzo and Philip to play the roles of themselves:
“Zarack, suppose thou art Hortenzo now?” (5.3. 84), Eleazar directs, “And Baltazar, take
thou Philippo’s room” (5.3. 90). Here, Eleazar’s remarks as he directs his play captures
the essence of the play at large:
Slaves, ha, ha, ha,
You are but players, they must end the play:
How like Hortenzo and Phillipo ha,
Stand my two slaves, were they as black as you. (5.3. 92-95).
“How like Hortenzo, and Phillipo” indeed, the plot of The Spanish Moor’s Tragedy
agrees with that of Eleazar’s play-within-the-play. That is, Eleazar casts Philip in the
protagonist role of “The Spanish Moored,” a tragedy that perpetually Orientalizes
Spanish Royal lineage. In his inadvertent sense of dramatic irony, Eleazar encourages
audiences to join him in his delight and laughter when he associates the two Spaniards
with his “two slaves, were they as black as you.” In turn, whether Prince Philip ascends
to the throne, or Hortenzo marries Isabella, Spain’s royal blood will be captive to its
Moorish “black” roots.

“The first of Moores that ere was King of Spaine”:
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Orientalized Spain in Post-Elizabethan Drama

Two decades after Dekker’s The Spanish Moor’s Tragedy dramatized the
indelible Moorish invasion of Spanish royal bloodlines, William Rowley’s All’s Lost by
Lust (1618)296 revived the theme of orientalizing Spain as the play portrays the original
Muslim invasion of the Iberian Peninsula.297 Rowley’s tragedy poignantly ends with the
final remarks of one Muly Mumen, the king of Africa sitting on the Spanish throne: “Let
Chroniclers write, here begin our raigne,/ The first of Moores that ere was King of
Spaine” (5.5. 203-04). But unlike previous portrayals of the lustful and ravishing threats
of Moors and Turks, Rowley’s play chronicles Spain’s original sin in the lustful
Roderigo, the King of Spain. Just as Dekker’s retitled play Lust’s Dominion, or the
Lascivious Queen emphasizes the theme of lust as a fundamental flaw in a kingdom’s
ability to fortify itself from invasion and conquest, Rowley’s title All’s Lost by Lust also
underscores the weakness of a porous kingdom as rooted in the poor abstinence of its
monarch. As Roderigo’s insatiable lust for the chaste Jacinta circumvents the honorable
process of courtship and the prospect of marriage, the act of rape that remedies his
frustrations becomes synonymous with the invasion of his kingdom.
It is rather peculiar that Rowley plays on the continuing narrative that Orientalizes
Spain which had been most popular in the 1590s. Believed to have first been written
between 1618 and 1620, critics have situated Rowley’s All’s Lost by Lust along with
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other notable contemporary plays at a time when tensions in Anglo-Spanish relations
were once again on the rise.298 In the fashion of his predecessors, Rowley draws on the
trope of ravishment and invasion to portray an indelibly Islamic Spain. And just as
playwrights writing in a post-Armada context employed the trope in order bilaterally to
express English fears of a Spanish invasion, the anxieties Rowley dramatizes also reflect
the concerns in England during the unstable reign of King James I. The prospect of an
Anglo-Spanish marriage alliance was particularly concerning, as for years a match had
been proposed between Henry, Prince of Wales, eldest son of King James I and the
daughters Philip III of Spain, the Infanta Ana and later the younger Infanta Maria. But it
was the Spanish Match of James’s younger son Charles that, as Griffin notes, “promoted
an explosion of anti-Hispanic propaganda that may have surpassed the output of the
1590s.”299 At the turn of the sixteenth century, audiences could find glimpses of
England’s aging Queen and the feel the anxiety of succession through representations of
female monarchs with questionable sexuality such as Queen Mother in The Spanish
Moor’s Tragedy, or Queen Gertrude in Hamlet. In Rowley’s drama, audiences would
witness how a King loses his kingdom to Moorish invaders because of his questionable
judgment, his lustful and spendthrift qualities. Although not a direct or equivalent
representation, the character of Roderigo, King of Spain, reflects the poor qualities that
were associated with King James I. Through a Spanish setting, Rowley’s play dramatizes
the double edged sword of imperial intercourse and the invasion of a kingdom as an
outward projection of English internal fears of decadence at the hands of a monarch who
lacked of temperance.
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In conventional fashion similar to that of previous dramas, where concerns for
imperial intercourse are expressed through a fused language of courtship and conquest,
Rowley employs the opening act in order to capture the twofold conflict of the play. The
scene opens with an assembly of Spanish nobles at court, waiting as King Roderigo and
his confidant Lothario conspire, in an aside, the means by which he can satisfy his lust for
Jacinta, the daughter of Julianus. Enthralled by the prospect of his lustful scheme, the
King turns his attention back to his gathered nobles and states:
Now draw neere,
You told us of a hot invasion
The barbarous and tawney Affricans,
Intend upon our confines. (1.1. 18-21)
As the scene displays Roderigo’s priorities, we notice his lack of urgency for defending
the land from foreign conquest. But the more troubling feature here concerns the way the
scene parallels Roderigo’s desire for Jacinta with the threat of invasion; inadvertently, the
King’s expression of his desire for Jacinta sounds like a kind of “hot” invasion, his lust
conveyed through his images of what “The barbarous and tawney Affricans,/ Intend upon
our confines.” A foreshadow of the play’s tragic end in the rape and invasion of Spain,
the opening scene promptly parallels the two plots as if they are one and the same, and
portrays King Roderigo as responsible for Spanish decadence.
Furthermore, as the King’s lust evidently has an impact on his judgment, he
threatens to take a reckless approach in defending Spain, not recognizing the frailty of his
kingdom. Spain, as he is reminded, has long been under siege and is now physically and
fiscally worried about defending its fronts:
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But my dread Liege, does not your treasury
Grow thinne and empty? so long have you held
A champion resolution 'gainst the Turke
That Spaine is wasted in her noble strength,
On which presuming, tis to be suppos’d
The Moore is thus incourag’d. (1.1. 42-47)
Rowley’s use of litotes, “Grow thinne and empty,” more than describes the status of the
treasury. It also illustrates the king’s unabated sexuality in relation to the decline of his
monarchy; the greater grows the King’s sexual desire, the weaker becomes the state of
the country’s defense. This conflict is further dramatized in the contrast between a
feminine Spain, “wasted in her noble strength,” and the ravishing threat of a persistent
“Turke” and an encouraged “Moore.” The King’s lust, then, compromises the “noble
strength” of Spain, the values of the nobility, and sustained by them: male honor and
female chastity embodied by Julianus and his daughter Jacinta, respectively. The tragedy
of the play is hence underscored when male honor in Julianus is blinded, and the Jacinta’s
protest for female chastity is muted.
The plot of the play slightly thickens with the financial crisis of the Spanish
kingdom when Roderigo contemplates an expedient solution as he eyes the locked
treasure in the castle while ignoring the prophesy that forbids its entrance. The King’s
temptation to break the lock, prompts objections at court that appeal to the discipline and
sobriety of the monarch:
That's a dangerous secret, onely known
To such as can divine futurities,
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And they with fearefull prophesies predict
Fatall events to Spaine, when that shall be
Broke up by violence: till fate hath runne
Her owne wasting period; which out staide
Auspitiously they promise, that wreathes are kept
In the fore-dooming Court of destiny,
To binde us ever in a happy conquest. (1.1. 55-63)
The prophesy described above continues the parallel between Roderigo’s increasing lust
and the decreasing “noble strength” of Spain, destined to suffer “Fatall events” when
those locks are broken with “violence”; Roderigo’s rape of Jacinta is represented in the
obvious symbolism of the violent breach of the locks. But it is not an obvious parallel for
the King of Spain who insist on recklessness where temperance is needed.
Despite the warnings from his court, Roderigo is unable to perceive his doom.
His vision as a Spanish monarch is portrayed as shortsighted, showing his inclination for
immediate relief and pleasure at the expense of the broader values of Spanish tradition.
Roderigo justifies his weakness as strength stating that:
Perhaps ’twill stay tenne generations more,
When our bloud royall may want succession,
If not; what bootes it us (lost in our dust
And memory 500 yeeres) that then this hidden
Worke shall be; tush, the weakenesse of our predecessors
Shall not fright us, all is not deadly,
That lookes dangerous. (1.1. 69-75)
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For King Roderigo, the locked treasure is of no use to him, as he emphasizes, “lost in our
dust/ And memory 500 yeeres”. The irony, of course, is that Roderigo’s ruin as he
ignores the prophesy would be at the center of the chronicles of Spain, as the anti-Spanish
propaganda that Rowley and others participate in would contend. Moreover, the
reference at the end of his discourse to the popular notion that “looks” can be deceiving
further plays on the irony of Roderigo’s self-inflicted tragedy: while he claims to be
above “the weakenesse of our predecessors,” he also unwittingly establishes that often
what is most “deadly” and “dangerous” does not have the appearance. Roderigo is
indeed right in that what is most “dangerous” to the hegemony of Spain, and its struggles
against heterogeneity are not the “lookes” of the Turks and Moors threatening to invade
Spain, but rather the poor judgement of its monarch.
Lastly, Roderigo reaffirms his unqualified role as King of Spain during the most
crucial time in the play. Under siege by a vengeful Julianus and his newly furnished
Moorish allies, Roderigo is pressed to break the locks of the doors when he gives the
desperate orders for reinforcement: “Hire them with double pay, our selfe will search/
And break those dangerous doors which have so long/ Kept Spain in childish ignorance”
(5.1. 17-19). Roderigo is once again shown as oblivious to his own irony, as he confuses
Spain’s purity or innocence for “childish ignorance,” a quality evermore applicable to his
own character. His “childish ignorance” does come to an end, as it is bound to, when he
breaks through the forbidden locks and finds the show that offers him a visualization of
the invasion as a result of his lust: “Was this the fatal encantation,” Roderigo retorts in
dismay, “That here was lockt so many fearfull ages,/ And was’t decreed for me to
dislocate?” (5.2. 5-7). Here King Roderigo verbalizes for audiences the image of “An
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army of Moores, of Turks and infidels” (5.2. 30), an Islamic invasion of Spain that is later
finalized in his eyes by the reports that “The barbarous Moore is titled by your name/ The
Spanish King” (5.4. 3-4).
Although Rowley’s tragedy centers on the King on Spain and his abuse of power
in order to satisfy his sexual desire, the play also focuses on the erosion of values such as
the trust and loyalty between the nobility and the monarch. Such traits are mainly
attributed to Julianus, the General who leads the Spanish forces against the Moorish
invaders. Throughout the play, Julianus is continuously (mis)guided by his blind sense of
honor. When his daughter Jacinta voices her fears that the King has ill intentions towards
her, Julianus dismisses these concerns as absurd, grounded on her foolish vanity:
’Tis treason that thou speak’st, and by the Saint
Of Spaine, mend it, or I’le discover thee:
Wrong my dread Liege, my King, my Soveraigne,
To say that he should doate upon your face,
Away, Away, ’tis your beauty’s pride. (1.2. 85-89)
Julianus is less than kind to Jacinta, but he is quite immodest and generous in his
reverence for the Crown. Hence the emphasis on “my dread Liege, my King, my
Soveraigne” that shows a fervent Julianus devoted to honor and defend the Spanish
monarchy above all things. This unqualified devotion blinds him to the internal (as
oppose to external) threats to the Spanish kingdom faces: “He would not wrong thee for
his kingdoms wealth,” he slightingly reassures his daughter, “Even for my sake, away
you wanton foole” (1.2. 95). The irony of his assurance notwithstanding, the King does
“wrong” Jacinta at the expense of his entire kingdom.
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In turn, Jacinta manages to escape from the castle in time to find her father and
denounce King Roderigo. Fearing that she would reunite with her father, the King sends
orders that would hinder Julianus’s expected efforts for retribution. Julianus is to
withhold his triumphant entry and remain awhile outside the city limits, but yet he should
send the prisoners he holds for ransom over to the court. An unsuspecting Julianus
wonders about the odd nature of his orders from the King, but he ultimately sides with his
duty and concedes to send his Moorish prisoners over to the King. Just then, Julianus
receives word that a distressed young woman has come to speak directly with the Spanish
General. Even here, Julianus’s reaction is telling of his blind sense of honor: “If any
souldier has done violence to her,” Julianus warns, “Beyond our military discipline,/
Death shall divide him from us” (4.1. 33-35). Once again, irony does not escape the
honorable Julianus, as indeed, it was not just “any soldier,” but the King himself who
“has done violence” to his daughter, and well beyond any measure of discipline. Julianus
makes one final error in judgment after he learns from his daughter that she has been
ravished “With ugly blacks of lust” (4.1. 75). Full of vengeful ire, the General turns the
Spanish nobility against their King and forms an alliance with his Moorish prisoners.
Jacinta condemns the coalition as a “second hell,” and underscores the final piece of
Spain’s decadence as “A Christians armes embrace an infidel!” (4.1. 184-85).
In forming an alliance with Muly Mumen, the King of Africa, Julianus signals his
final instance where he is blinded by his sense of honor. Suitable to his character, he is
betrayed by Muly Mumen who orders that the General have his eyes plucked.
Meanwhile, the Moorish King also orders Jacinta’s tongue cut off, hence muting her
outspoken voice. Throughout the play, Jacinta not only voices her concerns and defends
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her honor as a chaste maid, but she also points to the fundamental flaws in the established
values of male honor and female chastity. In his efforts to silence Jacinta, a flabbergasted
Lothario finds it preferable to leave her unguarded than to listen to her poignant words.
Jacinta, for instance, reminds Lothario that “whilst thou art winning/ Renowne and
honour from Spaines enemies, Spaine has dishonour’d and imprisoned me” (3.1. 47-49).
In Jacinta’s formulation, the double edge of imperial intercourse—the prospect of
expansion that also produces anxieties over the threat of invasion—figures in Roderigo’s
desire to invade Jacinta which brings about concerns for an actual invasion of the
kingdom. Lothario seemingly concedes this point when he recognizes that Jacinta has a
“two edge tongue” (3.1. 65). Lothario’s comment on Jacinta’s “two edge tongue” has
Biblical resonance, but he seems to refer to the sharpness of her wit, as in her quickwitted responses overwhelm Lothario.300 Part of what Jacinta’s tongue gives voice to,
however, is the contradictory nature of imperial intercourse as indeed a double edged
enterprise; that is, the simultaneous prospect of invasion and conquest figure as a selfinflicting weapon.
Antonio also alludes to this double edge notion when he responds to the schemes
of his servant, Lazarello, “Your wit has two edges I protest” (2.6. 116). Noted in the title
page as the lover of the brave Dionysia and yet husband to the commoner Margaretta,301
Antonio represents the conscience of the play in its central conflict between the values of
honor and the impulse of desire. Through this subplot, Rowley further dramatizes the
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incoherent aristocratic ideals of male honor and the insistence on female chastity. But
unlike the depiction of a dishonorable King whose abstinence gives way to lust, Rowley
explores a more ordinary and yet genuinely conflicted side of lust, particularly male
desire. In the ironic fashion characteristic of the play, Antonio desperately pleads with
Lazarello for an expedient solution to his dilemma: “Perswade me to turne Turk, or
Moore Mahometan,” Antonio ironically articulates, “For by the lustfull lawes of
Mahomet/ I may have three wives more (2.6. 42-44). As the entire play hinges on the
Moorish conquest of Spain, Antonio’s frisky wording literally places his conflict in the
context of Islamic conversion. Unless he resolves his crisis and honors his duties as
Christian husband, he may as well be subject to conversion, for he stands to lose his
dignity and honor in adultery. Perhaps noting the urgency of the matter, Lazarello
assures Antonio: “I’le shew you a Christian way” (2.6. 47). It is at this point that
Lazarello contrives a scheme that might help Antonio circumvent his conflict between the
honorable and the desirable:
[…] say she be call’d your whore
For some thing that may breed from what is done,
Better her shame then yours; a common thing:
Poore beauties are proud of noble bastardy. (2.6. 57-60)
Lazarello’s proposition, “Better her shame then yours,” draws attention to the valuable
concept of reputation as the urgency to preserve male honor comes at the low cost of
female defamation.
What Lazarello eventually proposes is a plot that would question Margetta’s
chastity to then openly portray her infidelity so as to relieve Antonio of his marriage
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contract which would allow him to keep both his honor and exercise his desire. The crux
of Lazarello’s plot, however, stems from his volunteered role where he is to disguise
himself as Antonio and be the one who seeks the intimacy of Margaretta; once the guise
of consummation is performed, Antonio can accuse Margaratta of adultery. Impromptu,
Lazarello is killed by a resentful Margaretta who had been plotting her revenge against
Antonio’s betrayal. When Antonio points out that his servant’s “wit has two edges,” it is
yet another instance of tragic irony that Lazarello fatally outsmarts himself: his plot to
have both the honorable and the desirable proves a paradox of lust and covetousness.
In exploring Antonio’s conscience as the introspection of the play, Rowley
reveals more about the double edged enterprise of imperial ambition, especially as the
Don endeavors to find, in Lazarello’s words, “a Christian way” (2.6. 47), a proper
discourse that would justify his desire while maintaining his male honor. In an exchange
of romantic verbal tokens, Dionysia accuses Antonio of employing the common practice
of discourse selectivity: “O strange,” Dionysia mocks her lover, “he steals halfe a text to
uphold/ His heresie” (2.6. 28-29). In the context of imperial ambition, Dionysia’s
remarks are applicable to the broader concerns of Rowley’s drama. It is a fatal practice
to only consult the favorable half of a text while ignoring the half that contradicts or
exposes flaws. In the case of Antonio’s conscience, however, Rowley seemingly
explores a rather genuinely conflicted male perspective. When pressed by Lazarello
which woman he would rather honor, Antonio continues undecided: “my affection warre
about this quarrel,” he ponders, “My conscience saith the first, but my affection,/ The
second” (3.4. 175-177). Antonio’s “conscience” is influenced by his sense of duty, as in
the commitment to a wife he wishes to honor with dignity. His “affection,” on the other
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hand, is governed by his desire for another woman. As Lazarello keenly surmises: “So
then, you should/ Love Margaretta, but do love Dionisia” (3.4. 178-180). But even as
Lazarello points out that Antonio is conflicted between what he “should” and what he
“do[es],” ultimately Antonio’s conscience will not allow him to find any “halfe a text”
that can relieve him of his conundrum. Indeed, Antonio receives a more mundane
perspective from Jaques, the brother of Margaretta who was sent to spy on Antonio.
Concerned that Jaques has seen him laying with another woman, Antonio asks: “Whats
your thought of me,/ Finding me in a Ladies company?” (3.2. 128-29). In his initial
response, “a man must not always eate one sort of meat” (3.2. 139), Jaques appears to
play down his perception of Antonio’s infidelity. Recognizing a mischievous nature in
Jaques, Antonio takes the comment in good humor as he responds “I see you are a wag
brother” (3.2. 140). Although Jaques takes a practical approach to a rather sensible
matter, he speaks in the proverbial wisdom of the time.302 Although it is unlikely that the
Don would heed the advice of a subordinate, Jaques nevertheless adds: “Always let a
married man get his owne children at home if he can, if he have a bit abroad for
procreation or so” (3.2. 141-43).
More than a justification for male desire, Jaques seems to give voice to a
proverbial wisdom in a cultural resignation to the inescapable paradox of a man’s lust.
The conscience of the play may underscore the male anxiety from lust, but it is Rowley’s
female characters Jacinta, Margaretta, and Dionysia who insist on the double-edged
conflict of that imperial intercourse; together these women voice concerns over
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conflicting values of female sexuality and chastity, love and courtship, as well as fidelity
and honor. Expressions of women’s sexuality, for instance, come in direct conflict with
the value of chastity as Roderigo employs the “pandresse” Malena to entice Jacinta into a
sexual encounter with the King: “For what is a virgin?” Malena speaks with authority on
subject, “Knew you as much/ As I youde nere be a virgin” (2.1. 60-62). This is a tense
moment in the play that paralyses audiences as a female character openly expresses her
sexual desire in order to persuade a maid to have sex. As the whore and the virgin are
both the desire and the anxiety of the male counterpart, Jacinta’s response must give
relief to one. Dutifully, Jacinta insists on preserving her chastity, even after she has been
previously chastised for voicing her concerns that her virginity is being threatened.
Julianus not only accuses Jacinta’s fears of being her “beauty’s pride” but he also
dismisses her as a “wanton foole” (1.2. 95). Further, when Jacinta reminds her father,
“There has bin ravishers, remember Tarquin” (1.2. 97), Julianus responds with an
oblique, “There has bin chast Ladies, remember Lucres” (1.2. 98). Typically oblivious to
the irony of his words, Julianus seems most concerned with underlining the expectation
of women’s chastity despite the obvious threat of the ravisher. As Julianus might imply,
Jacinta may ultimately find herself in danger at the hands of a ravisher, such as Tarquin,
but it is crucial that she preserve her honor and dignity, as did Lucretia, even as she loses
her chastity.
But where Rowley’s play is concerned with a woman’s reputation as the source of
male anxiety, it also employs it as the tool that can justify the very desire that prompts
such concerns. As Lazarello proposes to Antonio, “say she be call’d your whore” (2.6.
57): Margaretta’s sexuality has value if it can save a man’s honor at the expense of her
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own stained reputation. As Lazarello also attempts, the ploy to deem a woman’s body as
permissibly accessible figures as the proverbial phallus of the double edged sword that at
once justifies imperial intercourse while it exacerbates male anxieties of invasion.
Margaretta on the one hand may preserve her reputation, but she must also show her
willingness to both kill her adulterous husband as well as die by his side from a selfinflicted wound. Dionysia joins Margaretta in this fatal act of agency, as she too takes
her own life next to her lover. For Dionysia to die in the name of her lover speaks more
about her passion and sexuality than even her bravery and honor. As she displays on the
battle field while in the company of her male counterpart, Dionysia’s bravery is
intertwined with her sexuality:
Tender father, I pray let not your pitty
Disparadge me, I have seene a sword whipt out
Starke naked in my time, and never squeakt;
Do you thinke a Sarazins head, or a Blackamoores face
Can affright me, let me then be afraid
Of every chimney sweeper. (2.2. 18-23)
As she appeals to her father Alonzo that she be spared sympathy for being a woman in
battle, Dionysia expresses her agency in the language of war and sexuality. No stranger
to danger, Dionysia has often seen “a sword whipt out/ Starke naked” and yet she “never
squeakt.” The poignancy of her innuendo portrays Dionysia as fearless in the face of the
ravishers, and in the broader context of imperial intercourse, she appears even more
capable then her male counterpart of defending the kingdom against the threat of Islamic
invasion and conquest. Indeed, Dionysia’s speech not only captivates Antonio, it also
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wins over the confidence of the Spanish General: “Even such a souldier have I left
behind,” Julianus reflects, “I had much adoe to keepe her from the field;/ Poore Iacinte,
had I knowne such a sworne sister for her/ I should almost have given her leave” (2.2. 2427). Ironically, Julianus left Jacinta behind “to keepe her from the field” so as to protect
her from the invaders, but he ultimately placed her in the hands of her ravisher. It is only
when he recognizes Dionysia’s strength that Julianus concedes his own anxieties. As he
notes, had he “knowne such a sworne sister for her,” Julianus may have allowed Jacinta
to escape her ravisher as well as preserve her chastity and that of the kingdom.

English East-West Panorama in Post-Armada Elizabethan Drama

Between the post-Armada plays inscribed on Hamlet’s table of memory at the
turn of the century to those that in turn remembered the traumatic decade of the 1590s,
the English story of Anglo-Spanish relations tells the story of the Elizabethan reign in the
aftermath of Mary I’s Spanish marriage. Particularly in the context of Anglo-Spanish
rivalry, England came to rely on their renowned Virgin Queen for the stability of the
kingdom. But as Elizabethan drama understood well, English imperial intercourse bared
the palimpsestuous figure of imperial Spain. As this study has chronicled up to this
chapter, the inter-theatrical story of Anglo-Spanish imperial rivalry shows the role of
England on the world stage in the age of early modern European imperialism. Such a
complex conception of the globe was dramatized through a depiction of the ways
England had dealt and interacted with a familiar, yet vastly underexplored Mediterranean
East, as well as with ongoing imaginary efforts to explore the Atlantic New World West.
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The picture of England interacting and exchanging with East and West, which bared the
palimpsestuous marks of Spanish imperialism, in turn became a form of mediation, a way
to translate and understand cross-cultural encounters in imperialist terms. In dealing with
the trauma of invasion, the vehicle of drama shows how English authors, like their
Spanish counterparts, sought strategies to mitigate the double-edged sword of imperial
intercourse. The story these dramatic texts interwove can now be explored in the broader
context which follows.
As one of the oldest dramatic texts in Hamlet’s table of memory, Kyd’s influential
Spanish Tragedy stands in close proximity to the Armada enterprise. But staged in the
post-Armada years, Kyd’s drama could fully exploit the orientalizing of Spain and
convey a sense that England’s imperial intervention frustrated the Spanish Empire,
rendering it as an ineffective invader, the impotent conqueror of one Bel-Imperial. Both
a “Nordic” hero (to borrow Fuchs’s formulation) and a faithful and chaste woman impede
the expansion of Spanish imperialism at the time when the annexation of Portugal of
1580 remained fresh in the minds of anxious Elizabethans. Furthermore, as Elizabethan
audiences were often reminded through dramatic representations of queens whose
questionable sexuality weakened its borders against foreign invasions, it had been a
Virgin Queen who had maintained the stability of the kingdom.
Even as Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy allows productions to stage the dramatic texts as
part of anti-Spanish propagandist texts of the Black Legend, the topic of imperial Spain
still had to contend with anxieties of the past. The play’s resolution, that is, might deem
Spanish imperialism as both impotent to invade and conquer, as well as itself vulnerable
to invasion. But as Hamlet, for instance, recalls Bel-Imperia’s loyalty to her lover and her
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defiance against her undesirable suitor, audiences can turn to Queen Gertrude’s hasty
marriage to Claudius as part of the fallout of the kingdom. Of course, as the dramatic
text emphasizes, the conflict takes place in part because of the complex of male anxiety
with women’s sexuality, here dramatized in the language of imperial intercourse. The
dramatic texts that followed the model of Kyd’s influential tragedy also insisted on the
centrality of a chaste and faithful female monarch to the stability of a kingdom. In Lyly’s
Midas, Elizabethan audiences could rejoice at the representation of Philip II as an
impotent ruler who laments openly on the stage his failure to invade England. Presented
in the image of the island of Lesbos, England was the one place in the world the king of
Spain could not invade. As Lyly’s title character insisted, it was “where all my navy
could not make/ a breach” (3.1. 52-54). The joy for Elizabethan audiences took in a
dramatic representation of Philip II of Spain was confirmed by his final concession to
England’s impenetrability: “that the gods have/ pitched it out of the world, as not to be
controlled by any/ in the world” (5.3. 112-114).
In Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta, where no Queen governs the chastity belt of the
island, the dramatic text insists on gendering Malta in the image of its two female
characters, Abigail and Bellamira. Limited as their respective roles may seem, both
women have a significant impact on shaping the discourse of imperial intercourse at a
time when audiences were keenly sensitive to it. Abigail, the loyal daughter of the Jew of
Malta, is a chaste maid willing to convert to Christianity for either obedience to her father
or out of love for her suitor. This chastity embodied by Abigail is compromised by the
corrupt ambitions of the Catholic Knights of Malta and the friars. Marlowe’s dramatic
text shows more of the invasion not only as the island is under threat by the Ottomans,
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but also as the lucrative trading enterprise in the Mediterranean becomes the site for
cross-cultural encounters between the Jew, the Moor, and Turk and the Catholic Knight.
Bellamira takes full advantage of the industry of commerce to advance her own trade.
While the courtesan of Malta benefits from the cross-cultural encounters through
exchanges or transactions that take place daily in the market, the wealth Bellamira looks
to earn from her dealings with Ithamore calls attention to her sexuality and the
vulnerability of the island because of trade. The market of slave trade, in this case, allows
for the invasion of Malta in the image of the courtesan. In the context of the AngloSpanish rivalry of the 1590s, Marlowe’s dramatic text animated the imagination of
audiences with a figurative representation focused on frustrating Spanish endeavors to
achieve hegemony in the region.
A century after La Reconquista, as Spain continued to struggle with the pervasive
Islamic and Jewish cultures in the Iberian Peninsula, Elizabethan drama often cast the
Jew, the Turk and the Moor as a threat of invasion to the heartland. But as the sexuality
of female characters attracts dangerous cross-cultural encounters, dramatic texts in turn
had to address England’s own vulnerability to these threats. Shakespeare’s The Merchant
of Venice returns to the concerns Marlowe interrogated in The Jew of Malta in order to
contain the threat of invasion. Malta would remain invaded by Islam even after the
Knights proclaimed a successful riddance. The Venice in Shakespeare’s Merchant
parallels with Portia, the lady of Belmont, to represent at once the prospect of expansion
and riches to be gained from forays into the Atlantic West, as well as the containment of
threats of encroachment originating in the Mediterranean East. Portia’s ability to evade
undesirable suitors was a well-known and celebrated quality of Queen Elizabeth I. But
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specifically in the context of Anglo-Spanish relations, what stands out is the fact that
Elizabeth avoided a marriage that could have compromised the stability of kingdom
much in the way it had been perceived as doing during the reign of Mary I. Portia’s
intervention in Venice helps secure the trade market, this time purged of the threats of the
Jew which audiences could remember in the collapse of Malta. Similarly, Portia’s
intervention secures Venice, as she is able to withstand the courtship Morocco-Aragon
duo—together representing the threat of ravishment from ‘mongrel’ people —so that the
rightful suitor could claim the “golden fleece”.
But if by 1596-97 Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice offered a certain
nostalgia for the earlier, triumphant Elizabethan era, and its reign by a triumphant Virgin
Queen, by the time Hamlet was staged at the turn of the century, this sense of nostalgia
would have included heightened concerns for an aging Queen. Also at the turn of the
century, Dekker’s The Spanish Moor’s Tragedy focused on the sexuality of the Queen
Mother, dramatized with the same anxiety that haunts Hamlet as it pertains to his mother
Gertrude. The parallels between these Queens with their questionable chastity and an
English Queen in decline underscore an urgency to secure the kingdom during the
succession process. Indeed, with the memory of the ascension of Mary Tudor to the
English throne serving as the proverbial ghost, Elizabethans had plenty to feel anxious
about with the prospect of a new monarch. And as Rowley’s Lust Dominion would
dramatize almost two decades later, the internal demise of a rivalry enemy such as Spain
due to a monarch’s imperial intercourse was just as much an instance of introspection.
Throughout his reign, king James I faced questions about his temperance and governance.
The implosion of Spain on the stage and in the language of imperial intercourse not only
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excavates anti-Spanish sentiments of the Black Legend, but the dramatic text also
reminds English audiences of the trauma that came from the threat of invasion.
Although these dramatic representations of Islam and other cultures across the
Mediterranean East were often filtered through the lens of Spanish imperialism, by the
turn of the century England had been deeply invested in the trade across Mediterranean
waters. To a large extent, dramatic representations of the Mediterranean on the English
stage at some point had to contend with strategies of containment. As the following
chapter explores, Shakespeare’s Othello engages this discourse of containment,
particularly of Islamic entities such as the Turks encroaching on European territories.
Strategies of containment in the Mediterranean East developed into an inversion of the
threat of invasion, suitable for emergent English colonialist discourses. From here, the
long series of Anglo-Spanish interconnections returns to The Tempest where the futility
of English colonialism in the New World reformulates the discourse of imperial
intercourse where the prospect of expansion is always haunted by the threat of invasion.
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Chapter 5
“Prospero’s Books and English Triumphant Imperialist Discourse:
An Intertextual Inversion of Imperial Intercourse”
In The Tempest, Shakespeare returns to the conflict of imperial intercourse where
the prospect of expansion is haunted by the threat of invasion that dramatic texts leading
up to Hamlet had left unanswered. Like in Hamlet, intertextuality in The Tempest is
central to the conflict and its resolution. The palimpsestuous Spain that haunts dramatic
texts like Hamlet concern the broader humanist intertextual structures of organization. At
the turn of the century, Hamlet hence recalls dramatic representations of the would-be
invasions of England felt from the time of the marriage between then Prince Philip of
Spain and Mary Tudor of England, to the later Armada campaigns of the 1580s and
1590s. Meanwhile, as the threat of Spanish invasion haunted the stage of Hamlet, the
“invisible Armada” (to use Fracis Bacon’s term),303 English colonial endeavors out West
remained largely fruitless. By 1611, the earliest known performances of The Tempest,
England’s East-West periphery had expanded primarily through trade, with the East India
Company emerging in 1600. Colonialist endeavors, on the other hand, such the Virginia
Company later of 1606 did not establish a colony until the 1620s, by which time The
Tempest first appeared in print. By 1623 when The Tempest fronts the First Folio edition,
the conflict remained: how to formulate an English discourse of colonial expansionism
that was not haunted by the threat of invasion.
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As Shakespeare revisits the intertextual project of imperial intercourse in The
Tempest, we find that at the core of the conflict remains the gendering of land as woman,
particularly in the ways that women on the stage often affect the action of the dramatic
text. Anxiety over women’s sexuality in Hamlet, for instance, places the emphasis on
Queen Gertrude, just as Dekker places the sexuality of the Mother Queen at the center of
The Spanish Moor Tragedy (1599-1600). The Mother Queen embodies Spain herself, as
she enables the Moorish invasion of the Spanish Royal blood-lineage. The reemergence
of The Tempest in the 1623 First Folio recalls this anxiety as was manifested in more
recent plays such as Rowley’s All’s Lost by Lust (1618), where once again the central
anxiety of the play concerned not only the threat of Spanishness, but also of Islam that
had long invaded Spanish shores. In turn, whether representations of Spanish rivals or of
other Islamic rivals of Spain, imperial intercourse in English imagination had to contend
with the threat of the ravishing Other.
In the reference to Prospero’s books, The Tempest points to intertextuality as the
system of references where old texts help readers and audiences understand new
experiences such as cross-cultural encounters with largely unknown parts of the world.
The threat of the ravishing Other within this intertextual system shows a history where
attitudes towards alterity shift from attraction to fear and disgust, a conflict at the heart of
Shakespeare’s Othello (1601-02)304 set in the context of the Mediterranean and the threat
of Islamic expansionism. With the large set of references available to him—books—this
chapter will show the ways Prospero is poised to contain the sexual threat, both present
and past, all in a simultaneous effort to deploy a fresh expansionist strategy and imperial
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discourse. The intertextual project then begins with the characteristics of Prospero as the
avid reader, scholar-magician and dramatist enthusiast. Through the discourses of theater
and memory, Prospero arranges the cross-cultural encounter between Miranda and
Caliban. While Prospero can rely on theatrical ploys and devices to stage the ideal
courtship for Miranda, memory allows him to do so in a manner that is conscious of,
perhaps haunted by, previous tragic encounters like Othello and Desdemona. Prospero
would want Miranda’s virtue to resemble Portia’s as the Lady of Belmont who evaded
the undesired courtship of the Morocco-Aragon duo. Miranda’s encounter with
Ferdinand can have the resonance of a courtship staged as the prospect of a Milan-Naples
alliance, as well as of the conquest and expansion of newly found territories, indeed
virgin land. But before Prospero’s theatrical ploys throughout The Tempest can find
success, the scholar and dethroned ruler must negotiate the danger of books and politics.

“[T]hese are those that Faustus most desires”:
Power and the Text

In contouring the figure of Prospero’s books as an emblem of the play’s
intertextuality, it is crucial to consider in distinct terms the role Prospero and his books
have within the play’s broader intertextual design. As I outlined earlier in the
introduction, the challenges of reading and vetting Prospero’s books range from
identifying actual books Prospero may reference either directly or indirectly, to
understanding the ways intertextuality functions in the play, namely in the ways Prospero
reads his books and how he employs their knowledge. Not only can we then examine
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how Prospero’s books interact with the play’s various discourses, but we can also assess
the degree to which Prospero employs his books in order to have an impact on the action
of the play. Further, the feature of Prospero’s books is a small detail with great
significance to the action unfolding. The protagonist is the usurped ruler, but one who
possesses the peculiar traits of a scholar, a humanist reader in a sense, who is quite fond
of his books. The Tempest roots the conflict of the play in its protagonist thus; while
Prospero losses his dukedom to Antonio in his distraction with books during a selfassigned sabbatical, in turn, books are instrumental in his plot for revenge, a ploy that
results in the seeming restoration of power.
As The Tempest dramatizes in Prospero’s books the intricacies of its own
intertextuality, the play also forcefully recalls the dangers of books in predecessor
characters depicting the avid reader, the humanist scholar or laymen with an affinity for
textual consumption similar to Prospero’s. Indeed, the early reference to Prospero’s
books in the opening act of the play signals an intertextual instance where Shakespeare’s
audiences could wonder whether Prospero is another troubled avid reader, or a scholar of
all disciplines who is in full control of the skills and knowledge he fancies from his
books. Suitable superimpositions here might include the most widely-known avid reader
protagonist in early modern Europe, the title character of Cervantes’s Don Quijote.
Through his protagonist, Cervantes portrays a culture’s fondness for the chivalric genre
as an obsession for fictional texts whose substance overwhelms, distorts and in turn
replaces Quijote’s view of reality. Notably then, Prospero’s tastes show a wider range in
terms of genre, and the substance of his readings extend well beyond the commercial
consumption. As an avid reader, however, Prospero’s reality remains largely influenced
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by the content of his books. In turn, the allusion to a very distinct reader such as Quijote
may reassure audiences that although Prospero lost his dukedom to his reading
fascination, he is not completely lost in the world of his books.
For a dramatic representation of a protagonist scholar with a specialty in magic,
audiences of The Tempest could have drawn parallels between Prospero and the
memorable title character of Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus (1592). Marlowe portrays his
protagonist as a rather uninspired scholar who is no longer stimulated by the content of
books, having studied at length the most important disciplines of the time to the point of
exhausting their worth. Indeed, in his opening soliloquy, Faustus weighs the value of
these disciplines before favoring the dark arts of magic. Against the cautions of the good
angel to stay away from the dark arts, Faustus accepts a deal with the devil, his soul for
wealth and power. Two decades later, the palimpsest of Faustus haunts Prospero the
scholar-magician as audiences may wonder about his methods with the art of magic. The
memorable words of power as conceptual domain to which Marlowe’s protagonist gave
voice would have a peculiar resonance with Prospero’s character:
… these are those that Faustus most desires.
Oh, what a world of profit and delight,
Of power, of honor, of omnipotence
Is promised to the studious artisan!
All things that move between the quiet poles
Shall be at my command. Emperors and kings
Are but obeyed in their several provinces,
Nor can they raise the wind or rend the clouds;
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But his dominion that exceeds in this
Stretcheth as far as doth the mind of man.
A sound magician is a mighty god.
Here, Faustus, try thy brains to gain a deity. (1.1. 54-65)
Notably, even though Prospero’s scholarship does not seem to reject logic, medicine, law
and religion, these disciplines seem useless to him without the art of magic. Prospero
embraces his role as magician cautiously, however, as if he were vulnerable to the same
temptation as his predecessor Faustus. But it is the reference to Faustus that underscores
Prospero’s reliance on magic as one who did not cross over to the dark side of the arts.
Hence, audiences might perceive Prospero as ultimately restrained from soliciting or
contracting power from evil when he condemns the dark arts and pins his use of magic
against the witchcraft of Sycorax.
But of all the memorable dramatic representations of the avid reader protagonist,
Jacobean playgoers did not have to search beyond Shakespeare’s own writings in order to
find a suitable prototype of the scholar Prospero embodies. Hamlet, as I have discussed
at length, is portrayed as a humanist scholar aware of the impressions books and other
forms of texts have left on his table of memory. Overwhelmed by the content of his table
of memory and haunted by texts “from pressures past,” intertextuality has a significant
role in Hamlet’s shortcomings and, in turn, the tragic outcome of the play. The
palimpsest of Hamlet the humanist scholar shows that, while Prospero’s obsession with
his books takes a different path, the effect intertextuality has on him is similar to
Hamlet’s symptom. That is, while at first Prospero’s affinity for books gives way to his
fall from power, during his exile, these same books are instrumental to his success in
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reclaiming that lost sovereignty. Where Hamlet fails to overcome the palimpsestuous
nature of his humanist training, Prospero exploits the intertextual method in order to
impact the resolution of the play. Indeed, the beneficiary of retrospection, the success
Prospero enjoys has much to do with what he seemingly learns from his books, including,
for instance, where Prince Hamlet failed in his “commandment” to restore the Crown of
Denmark to its rightful ruler. Prospero, we may surmise, is a protagonist whose
extensive readings include texts of predecessors with a similar affinity for reading, as he
subsequently intertextually amends their respective shortcomings.
The reference to Hamlet is an intertextual instance in The Tempest that invites
various other parallels between both plays. Indeed, as intertextuality plays a fundamental
role in the dramatization of their respective protagonists, the humanist reading method
superimposes the plot of the usurped ruler. Further, the central concern in the plot of
both plays deals with a ruler dethroned by an ambitious brother, and both protagonists
rely on theatrical devises in order to amend the memories that haunt them. Most notable
is the metatheatrical ploy of the play-within-the-play, as both Hamlet and Prospero play
the dramatist. Hamlet stages The Mousetrap after he concludes that “the play’s the
thing” (2.2. 583), the very device with which he shall expose Claudius’s guilt and
subsequently execute his revenge. In the palimpsest of Hamlet the dramatist, Prospero
can observe where the ploy of his predecessor failed: as Hamlet suffers from an anxiety
rooted in early modern imperial ideologies, his dramatization is more concerned with the
conscience of the Queen. Although Hamlet’s Mousetrap achieves its purpose to expose
the usurper, it also reveals Hamlet’s deep anxieties. Prospero’s theatricality, on the other
hand, seems poised with the wherewithal to occlude or otherwise erase the potential
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threat of anxiety in a given text. For instance, in staging the scene where Antonio and
Sebastian conspire against Alonso, the King of Naples, Prospero notably dramatizes the
scene reminiscent of the past where King Hamlet is usurped while in his slumber. Thus,
Prospero seemingly attempts to at once revise his past where he was overthrown from his
dukedom by his brother, as well as give a sense of hope for the restoration of past
usurped sovereignties.

“[P]erform an act/ Whereof what’s past is prologue”:
Palimpsestuous Politics

At least on the surface of his play-within-the play, Prospero’s intervention to
prevent the conspirators from usurping the King of Naples suggests that he has
successfully revised the past as his books have made amends for his own downfall, and
he is now in position to secure his future. But on the writing surface of the dramatic
text—the island and the stage itself—Prospero’s ploy to restage a prototypical scene of
the usurped ruler in order to overwrite the past and revise history ultimately results in a
palimpsestuous effect that surfaces quietly throughout the play. Critics such as Günter
Walch rightly suggest that no other play is “so haunted by the past”305 but I would
attribute this effect to intertextuality in that The Tempest inherits the anxieties that
concern the very texts it recalls. Indeed, as The Tempest restages the past in order to
secure the future, the trauma of Hamlet, haunted by the past, troubled by an uncertain
future, echoes among audiences. Antonio alludes to this palimpsestuous effect when he
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prompts Sebastian to “perform an act/ Whereof what’s past is prologue” (2.1. 247-48).
While Antonio may merely suggest that Sebastian has been presented with an opportunity
similar to the one he was faced with during Prospero’s lengthy reading sabbatical, the
reference to the past as prologue situates this moment in the play as if it were the
opportunity Claudius would seize upon when usurping the Crown of Denmark, as well as
within the chaos that ensues until the play’s tragic end.
Furthermore, as the pain of Claudius’s usurpation of the Danish throne
superimposes Antonio’s overthrow of Prospero, we find another notable resemblance in
that both of these events take place prior to the action of the plays. The past is indeed
prologue in the sense that we learn of the usurpation through an act of narration. The
ghost of King Hamlet, for example, recites his tragic death to the Danish Prince.
Curiously, Prospero’s rendition of the past in the opening act is as close in form and
content to a prologue in a play. Although we can further visualize these narratives when
the dramatic texts restage the traumatic moment of the past, much of these images have
been filtered through the art of representation, where narratives are also subject to
revisions and omission, leaving only traces as palimpsest. As Hamlet’s Mousetrap would
have us think, Claudius was a remorseless villain unmoved by his deed, even though we
learn that the usurper is so unnerved by the murder of his brother that it haunts him
throughout the play. Thus, the palimpsest of an ambitious Claudius shows Antonio’s
plotting against the King of Naples as if unmoved rather by his previous plot to depose
his brother, the then duke of Milan. Antonio’s power-hunger may align him as a villain
with other usurpers such as Claudius or even the title character of Macbeth, but his
apparent remorselessness is a curious departure from the more distressed characterization
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of these other usurpers. In this intertextual instance, then, The Tempest not only
dramatizes the perils of power, it insists that audiences consider the binary representation
between the rights to sovereignty and other forms of pursuing power that are defined as
villainy.
Perhaps, in a Machiavellian sense, we as audiences may consider whether
Prospero’s neglect for his dukedom gave Antonio the ability to usurp power with
impunity. We are further reminded of this model of appropriation in the different
accounts of Prospero’s cross-cultural encounter with Caliban. Indeed, Prospero seems
highly familiar with similar forms of justification where one’s negligence of power is
another’s right to sovereignty. As Caliban resoundingly accuses Prospero of taking the
island whence he was his own king, the exchange between the two once again evokes the
plot of the usurped ruler. But while the palimpsest of usurpers such as Claudius and
Antonio does superimpose itself on Prospero’s relations with Caliban, it is Prospero’s
representation of Caliban that prevents us from aligning the two as usurped rulers in
search of vengeance and the restoration of power. Instead of revenge, we view Caliban’s
plot as an attempt to murder and depose Prospero with the assistance of the drunken
fools, Stephano and Trinculo, a conspiracy that best parallels with Antonio’s and
Sebastian’s scheme to take the Crown of Naples. Even as the considerable critical
attention drawn to Prospero’s land appropriation and his subsequent enslavement of
Caliban has situated the play within early modern colonialism, our discussions regarding
the usurper fail to align Prospero’s actions on the island with those of his brother
Antonio, both in Milan and on the island. As I will discuss below, the art of
representation in Prospero’s narrative of the past shows the omission of Caliban’s
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usurpation, overwritten by colonialist discourses that portray the appropriation of power
as both justified and necessary measure.

The Intertextuality of Caliban:
From noble savage to ravishing Other

While the intertextuality of colonialist discourses in Shakespeare’s island play, as
this analysis has maintained, manifests in the symbol of Prospero’s books, these texts are
mainly reproduced in the play through the various representations of Caliban. Seen as an
encounter with an unknown culture, Caliban’s identity is not only intertextually shaped,
but it also bares the intertextual nature of early modern imperialism. Prospero’s books
designate a large part of Caliban’s role, especially where these texts allude to colonialist
discourses where land is gendered as woman. Through the encounter with Caliban, I
consider the context in which Prospero’s books seem most concerned with the various
representations of both the European expansionism as the ravishment of virgin land, and
the threat of invasion through depictions of the ravishing Other. As Prospero’s books
compete with other texts in the representation of Caliban, these books show the power to
contextualize the encounter with the island native in the language of imperial intercourse,
which allows Prospero to cast Caliban as the ravishing Other.
In a series of palimpsests that surface through Prospero’s omission and colonialist
overwrite, The Tempest further dramatizes the intertextuality of its central conflict of
power within the broader discourses of colonialism emerging from early modern imperial
ideology. Allusions to books on colonialism within the dramatic texts include a range of
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well-known colonialist discourses as well as other marginalized anti-colonial texts.
Prospero’s account of his cross-cultural encounter with Caliban has the marks of a
colonialist discourse designed to marginalize Caliban’s anti-colonial claims. But from
the time when, as both parties agree, the relations were peaceful and mutually hospitable,
to the moment when Caliban pursued Miranda, the story of the encounter is far more
extensive and richer in detail than what their respective accounts specify. The fragments
of Caliban’s discourse that get lost or are overlooked resurface within the larger context
of early modern cross-cultural encounters. References to European encounters with the
Americas not only pervade the play, they also shape Prospero’s experience on the island,
as well as that of the other marooned characters. As we contextualize or reconstruct the
story from other references to cross-cultural encounters throughout the play, we can
further explore how imperial ideology influences Prospero’s representation of Caliban as
a sexual threat to the virtue of Miranda. In turn, a fuller account of Caliban’s encounter
with the Europeans will further illustrate how Prospero’s omissions are overwritten with
the inverted colonialist discourse of the threat of invasion and ravishment.
While modern criticism has overstated the conflict represented in the story of
Prospero’s encounter with Caliban within the context of colonialism, we often overlook
the nuances in the exchange that over time have favored Prospero’s version and
marginalize Caliban’s. Critics such as Rita Banerjee concisely describe the encounter
noting in particular the pivotal moment in the relation: “Prospero had initially gained
knowledge about the island from Caliban and treated him well, but after he tried to
violate Miranda’s honor, Prospero confined him to a hard rock and compelled his
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services.”306 While Banerjee offers an accurate summary of both Prospero’s and
Caliban’s accounts of the past, this accepted simplification highlights Prospero’s version
of the past as it quietly ignores Caliban’s claim to his island.307 In light of Prospero’s
accounts of the past concerning the usurpation of power, surely Caliban’s claim at this
crucial point in the play is resounding. “This island’s mine,” Caliban indignantly
contends, “by Sycorax my mother/ Which thou tak’st from me” (1.2. 331). Prospero,
however, is quick to dismiss Caliban as a “most lying slave” (1.2. 344), and we as
audiences are further discouraged by Prospero’s insistence that he treated Caliban “with
humane care” until the latter “didst seek to violate/ The honor of my child” (1.2. 346-47).
Caliban’s response, of course, seems to affirm Prospero’s narrative when he
acknowledges that were it not for Prospero’s intervention, he “had peopled else/ This isle
with Calibans” (1.2. 353-54). The dispute between the two men is then momentarily
distracted by Miranda’s interjecting reproaches towards Caliban and the controversy
surrounding Caliban’s claims to the island quiet down for the remainder of the act. The
prospect of colonialism looms large in the rest of the play, but Caliban’s claims to the
island are fully omitted when his revenge plot is later rendered as a plot to murder and
depose Prospero.
Caliban’s exchange with Prospero, long seen as the colonizer-colonized dispute
over land appropriation, hence gives voice to an otherwise silent anti-colonialist text. As
Prospero understood his encounter with Caliban through the prism of books of
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predominantly colonialist discourses, The Tempest also alludes to some of the central
conflicts that framed the early modern discussion of colonialism. Prospero’s books on
colonialism can be traced back to the earliest voyages of exploration that resulted in
encounters with the New World. Prospero’s colonialist books would include
foundational texts such as Cristóbal Colón’s much anticipated clash with the uncivilized
cannibals throughout the Caribbean, as well as the famous encounter between Hernand
Cortés and Moctezuma on the outskirts of the marvelous city of Tenochtitlan. As these
texts came to celebrate the emergence of imperial Spain, they also provided a model for
European colonialism in the New World. But as English references to the Spanish
conquest of the New World were also reminders of the threat of imperial Spain, such
references were best made in connection to the Spanish Black Legend. English readers
familiar with the accounts of Friar Bartolomé de las Casas in his Brevisima Relacion
would recall the cruelty of Spanish conquistadors and their atrocities against the New
World natives. Prior to the wide dissemination of anti-Spanish propaganda throughout
Europe, Las Casas famously fought for the rights of New World natives at the great
debate of Valladolid. The dispute consisted of the humanist scholar Juan Ginés de
Sepúlveda who defended the conquest and evangelization of New World natives by
means of war, and Las Casas who argued against Spanish conquest and appropriation of
native land in favor of peaceful and persuasive means of conversion.308 Central to the
Valladolid debate was the supposed savageness of New World natives, as Shakespeare’s
Tempest seems also concerned with interrogating in Caliban. And just as the arguments
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of Las Casas in defense of the New World natives faded after the Valladolid debate, The
Tempest marginalizes anti-colonialist discourses including Caliban’s.
Whether audiences of The Tempest may have seen Prospero’s methodology of
conquest and enslavement with skepticism, these concerns were likely overlooked as
Prospero establishes Caliban’s savageness through various representations, particularly
that of the rapist Other. Although their initial encounter was peaceful and mutually
hospitable, Prospero’s notion of Caliban’s savageness is preconditioned by his books. As
this analysis has argued, in books such as Colón’s Journal describing the cannibals,
Prospero would not only find the anagram for the name Caliban and in turn render him as
a suitable colonial subject, but he would be further encouraged by what Colón describes
as the willingness of the natives to convert. Prospero’s familiarity with the foundational
English imperialist text, as I have referenced previously, especially with Eden’s depiction
of the natives when he likens them to a “smoothe and bare table vnpainted, or a white
paper vnwritten.”309 Of course, as it was the usual case in these encounters, Prospero
found Caliban’s “tables alredy paynted,” in which case the former would have proceeded
to, in Eden’s words, “rase or blot owt the fyrste forms” and reinscribe his cultural ideals
and values over the original. In the words of Miranda, Caliban is deemed as an
“Abhorred slave,/ Which any print of goodness wilt not take,/ Being capable of all ill”
(1.2. 354-355). Miranda’s characterization of Caliban here as not receptive to “any print
of goodness” plays on the writing metaphor of the mind. It is not entirely clear, however,
whether Caliban is unable or unwilling to take this “print of goodness” and therefore he is
designated as only “capable of all ill.” In turn, if the name “Caliban” reflects what
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Prospero construes in the island native based on the books in his library, Prospero treats
Caliban accordingly and thus proceeds to inscribe values onto his table of memory that
which he deems necessary for such a figure.
Caliban’s savageness has also been associated with various other accounts of
cannibals in the New World. As I discussed earlier in the introduction, Gonzalo’s
allusion to Michel de Montaigne’s essay “Of the Canniballes” asks readers and audiences
of the play to consider Caliban’s savageness in light of the arguments Montaigne makes
throughout his writings about the cultures of the New World natives.310 However, the
play soon renders Montaigne’s perspective as marginal when it seems overwhelmed by
the New World colonialist fantasies of exploration, encounter, conquest and profits that
pervaded the English imagination, as can be seen when Trinculo and Stephano meet
Caliban. Upon his encounter with Caliban, Trinculo promptly references England and
the trivial curiosity of its people who are willing to pay “to see a dead Indian” (2.2. 32).
When Stephano stumbles upon Caliban, he wonders whether he is being tricked “with
savages and men of Ind[ia]” (2.2. 56). Like Prospero, both Trinculo and Stephano situate
their respective experiences on the island in reference to New World encounters. The
palimpsest of Caliban’s encounter with Prospero superimposes the scene and highlights
the colonizer-colonized exchange in such an exaggerated manner, it parodies the role of
Prospero as colonizer played by the drunken fools, Stephano and Trinculo. As Caliban
contends, for instance, Prospero offered him “Water with berries in it” along with his
knowledge of “how to name the bigger and how the less” (1.2. 334-35), a biblical
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reference to Genesis 1:16.311 In return, Caliban disclosed “all the qualities o’ the isle,”
including “The fresh springs, brine pits,” as well as the most essential “barren place and
fertile” (1.2. 337-38). The “Water with berries in it” Caliban drinks from Prospero
parallels Stephano’s liquor bottle (perhaps wine) that Caliban drinks from until he is
intoxicated. Drunk and with a great sense of reverence, Caliban once again concedes to
another newcomer: “I’ll show thee every fertile inch o’ th’ island” (2.2. 141). Caliban’s
worship of Stephano and his bottle as a deity suggests that perhaps Prospero employed a
similar evangelical method on Caliban. Further, both Trinculo and Stephano react to
Caliban’s appearance as if they were encountering an actual monster. In his initial
reaction, Trinculo envisions Caliban in England and suggests that “[t]here would this
monster make a man” (2.2. 29). Similarly, while Caliban is momentarily fused with
Trinculo, Stephano speculates whether what he sees “is some monster of the isle with
four legs” (2.2. 62). Between acts two, three and four, Trinculo and Stephano combine a
total forty-four instances where they refer to Caliban as “monster.” This exaggerated
version of an encounter with the fools results in Caliban’s willing servitude to Stephano,
and his rejection of Prospero as, in Caliban’s words, “a tyrant/ A sorcerer, that by his
cunning hath/ Cheated me of the island” (3.2. 40-43).
Of all the representations of Caliban’s savageness, Prospero’s depiction suggests
he made the efforts to inscribe in Caliban what Prospero himself saw as a sexual threat to
Miranda’s chastity. But the context in which Prospero perceives Caliban as a sexual
threat—the books that inform those fears—extends beyond the discourses of savageness
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of the New World natives. Other plots in the play recall the threat of ravishment more
familiar to the broader context of Mediterranean imperial rivalries.

“Thou didst seek to violate/ The honor of my child”:
Containment of the Ravishing Other in English Representations of Encounter

Whereas colonialist discourses concerning the New Word represented European
expansionism as the ravishment of virgin land, in the context of the Mediterranean, the
threat of invasion had largely been occupied with depictions of the ravishing Other. As
this section will show, Shakespeare’s The Tempest not only references these colonialist
discourses intertextually, but in doing so, it also conflates them in order to formulate a
new and triumphant ideology of English imperialism that overcomes the double-edged
sword of imperial intercourse. In its brief references to Claribel’s marriage to the king of
Tunis, The Tempest recalls the threats of invasion in the context of Mediterranean
imperial rivalries. Prospero’s representation of Caliban as a threat to Miranda’s chastity
draws on the trope of the ravishing Other emerging from this Mediterranean context such
as we find dramatized in Shakespeare’s Othello. Through the intertextual reference of
the conflicts surrounding the encounter between Othello and Desdemona, Prospero’s
representation of Caliban and Miranda plays on alterity using the trope of ravishing Other
to highlight a sexual threat and contain the potential for attraction.
As Prospero sets in motion his plan to stage Miranda’s courtship, the play
underscores the significance of her marriage to Ferdinand in the action leading up to the
plot to usurp the king of Naples. In light of the presumed loss of Ferdinand, Alonso’s
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arranged marriage between his daughter Claribel and the king of Tunis raises concerns
about imperialism and the threat of invasion. Fuchs, who rightly situates “the sexual
politics of the play as a sublimated arena for imperial struggles,”312 conducts an insightful
analysis of the play’s brief reference to a marriage that represents the struggles to contain
Islam. As Sebastian reproaches Alonso, he reminds the King of the current vulnerability
of Naples:
Sir, you may thank yourself for this great loss,
That would not bless our Europe with your daughter,
But rather lose her to an African,
Where she at least is banished from your eye,
Who hath cause to wet the grief on ’t. (2.1. 119-124)
Fuchs questions the validity of Sebastian’s reprimand here, noting that “Alonso is
thoroughly chastised for his decision to marry off his daughter (presumably to contain
Islamic attacks on Naples), but the reproaches come from one who wishes him ill and
would usurp his crown.”313 It is worth noting that at this point in the play, Sebastian has
yet to conspire with Antonio, and even when Antonio suggests the plot to murder and
overthrow the King, his subtlety struggles to reach an oblivious co-conspirator. Although
not the sharpest of villains, Sebastian’s words are a keen to cut to Alonso’s anxieties as a
ruler and a father who has shown poor stewardship for his imperial domains. In pressing
that the King “would not bless our Europe with your daughter” Sebastian suggests a
commonplace preference for a dynastic union within Christendom, as if a union with
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another European power would establish a stronger defense against an encroaching Islam.
To “loose her to an African” instead, signals a form of conceding territory to an enemy.
As Sebastian tells Antonio, the presumption of Ferdinand’s death places Claribel
as the heir apparent to Naples (2.1. 240). Fuchs contends that the threat of Islam figures
in the metonymy of Claribel as Tunis,314 which prompts Antonio to challenge the line of
succession by removing Claribel as geographically distant and hence disqualified from
assuming the throne of Naples. In Fuchs estimation, “Antonio’s exclusive focus on the
possibility of Claribel’s return should thus be read as a strategy for containing the role of
Islam in the play.”315 Claribel’s return as the heir to Naples does indeed poses a threat
that urges her containment, but as we place the source of this threat in the context of
gendering land, Claribel embodies Tunis. Her return to Naples thus figures as a threat of
invasion in the sexual politics of the play in the sense that Alonso’s place would be
assumed by Claribel’s husband, the king of Tunis. Unable to secure the throne through a
male heir, Alonso places Naples in a precarious state, susceptible to the threat of invasion
akin to what England experienced when Mary Tudor ascended to the throne and
contracted her marriage to Philip of Spain.
Furthermore, the scene highlights the faults of a King as well as those of a father
when Alonso pleads with Sebastian, “Prithee, peace” (2.1. 125). Here, Alonso is not only
asking for “peace” as in quiet or silence, but also clamoring for freedom or relief from
war and anxiety; that is, Alonso’s sentiment is the plea of a ruler’s and a father’s inner
war, struggling to fend off the invasion of disturbing thoughts. The anxieties that concern
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Alonso with Claribel’s marriage form part of a series of palimpsestuous texts of the father
threatened by the prospect of losing his daughter to an undesirable suitor in the Other, all
of which circle back to parallel Prospero’s care of Miranda. Recognizing the King’s
vulnerable state of mind, Sebastian further reproaches Alonso by underlining the low
approval of the marriage:
You were kneeled to and importuned otherwise
By all of us, and the fair soul herself
Weighed between loathness and obedience at
Which end o’ the beam should bow. We have lost your son,
I fear, forever. Milan and Naples have
More widows in them of this business’ making
Than we bring men to comfort them.
The fault’s your own. (2.1. 125-132).
To take Sebastian at his word, the marriage was met with disapproval from “all of us,”
including a reluctant daughter torn between a “loathness” for her match and her
“obedience” to her father. Claribel’s union with the king of Tunis, as Fuchs rightly
points out, “would probably be more acceptable in European eyes when (as with Othello
fighting for Venice or the Prince of Morocco coming to Belmont to woo Portia
unsuccessfully in The Merchant of Venice) it involved the domestication of the foreign
male rather than the removal of a European woman to North Africa or Minor Asia.”316
Significantly, the prospect of foreign suitors marrying a white European woman, as Fuchs
references here in Othello and Morocco, further informs the anxiety pressed on the
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arranged marriages of the women in The Tempest. Indeed, as I will further elaborate
below, even if domesticated in some capacity, both Othello and Morocco are nevertheless
portrayed as invasive agents of Islam. Moreover, both the brevity of Claribel’s marriage
to the king of Tunis and the obscure prospect of Miranda’s courtship find vivid
illustration in the palimpsest of Portia and Desdemona, as they too consider the balance
between “loathness and obedience”. Portia’s “loathness” for Morocco (and his
complexion) remains within the boundaries of her “obedience” to her father. Contrary to
Brabantio’s belief, Desdemona does not feel “loathness” towards Othello, although her
elopement with the Moor does come at the expense of her “obedience” to her father.
As The Tempest unfolds the conflict of Naples pressed by the threat of either
invasion or usurpation, Prospero has been devising a plot that will at once restore his lost
power, resolve the question of succession in Naples as well as contain the threat of
foreign invasion. That Prospero is able to lay out the foundation of this ploy shortly after
arriving on the island is thanks in large part to what he gathers from his books. That is,
before he could stage Miranda’s courtship with Ferdinand, Prospero had to take care of
protecting Miranda and anticipate the tragedy that previous fathers had suffered from
when losing their daughters to a ravishing Other. Prospero, for instance, may recall
Brabantio’s cry shortly after the Venetian senator learns that his daughter has been
abducted by the Moor: “Fathers,” Brabantio warns, “from hence trust not your daughters’
minds/ By what you see them act” (1.1. 168-69). Prospero may also remember the
measures other fathers took in order to secure their wills and properly arrange the
marriage of their daughters in a suitable match. As Portia complains, her late father
devised a will that “curved” her own will to “neither choose one, nor refuse none” (1.3.
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26). In The Merchant of Venice, then, a deceased father’s will (as in the legal document)
sets up the casket plot that ultimately result in what may have been the will (as in wishes)
of said father, as his daughter avoids a marriage to undesirables suitor, particularly ones
from Othered regions of the world. The palimpsest of these father figures inform and
shape Prospero’s representation of Miranda’s encounter and subsequent interactions with
a ravishing Other in Caliban.
As intertextual references, abstract stories such as Portia’s dead father and
Brabantio—fathers who face the prospect of losing their daughters to the unwanted suitor
contextually associated to foreign threats of invasion—have a particular ring with
Prospero’s own concerns to, as Brabantio warns, distrust his “daughter’s mind”.
Prospero acts accordingly, as his suspect representation of the past reveals his long-term
interest in preserving some aspects of Miranda’s innocence: “I have done nothing but in
care of thee,” Prospero acknowledges, “Of thee, my dear one, thee, my daughter, who/
Art ignorant of what thou art” (1.2. 16-18). Admittedly, Prospero acts accordingly not in
“care” for but in “care of” Miranda (emphasis added), an upbringing that has kept her in a
state of ignorance. Prospero’s representation of the past has been recognized as a
carefully crafted narrative focused on preserving Miranda’s purity and innocence. Thus,
when a curious Miranda would inquire beyond Prospero’s designs, the prudent father
took “care of” his daughter by limiting her knowledge of the past: “You have often/
Begun to tell me what I am,” Miranda recollects, “but stopped/ And left me to a bootless
inquisition,/ Concluding ‘Stay. Not yet’” (1.2. 32-35). Critics such as Walch have readily
noted that “The magus had to select most carefully the most propitious moment for
imparting the story to his daughter, recipient of a private aristocratic education, but
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ignorant of the past.”317 Walch sees Prospero’s precaution as part of his effort of
“equipping his daughter with a new identity by building a surrogate memory into her.”318
But Miranda’s identity in this regard remains unclear, for in order to fashion her anew
Prospero must contend with the complexity of palimpsest in an omitted past.
From a young European woman arriving on an undisclosed island in the
Mediterranean, to a virginal native woman as the embodiment of the island, primed for
her courtship by a Prince heir to an imperial realm, we know that Prospero fashions
Miranda’s identity to suit his political calculations. The complexity of Miranda’s identity
can be ascertained through the process in which Prospero attends to her memory. He
describes his role as Miranda’s “schoolmaster” who has made of her “more profit/Than
other princes can, that have more time/ For vainer hours and tutors not so careful” (1.2.
172-174). Perhaps Prospero’s tutoring is an extension of his humanist training, in which
case Miranda’s memory is fashioned similar to Caliban’s, namely based on the
description in Eden’s Decades of the New World natives as “smoothe and bare table
vnpainted.” Of course, Miranda’s table of memory, like Caliban’s, is not “vnpainted”
and hence Prospero’s cautious censorship with which he has raised Miranda can be seen
even as he readies to narrate his tale. As he calls Miranda to “ope thine ear./ Obey, and
be attentive” (1.2. 36-37), Prospero asks rather cautiously the extent of her childhood
recollections: “Canst thou remember/ A time before we came unto this cell?” (1.2. 3839). Miranda’s response (“Certainly, sir, I can” 1.2. 41) evokes a troublesome reaction
from Prospero as he emphatically questions the depth of these memories: “By what?”
retorts a preoccupied Prospero, “By any other house or person?/ Of anything the image
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tell me that/ Hath kept with thy remembrance” (1.2. 42-44). The interaction between
father and daughter shows Prospero’s concerns for Miranda’s upbringing with an
emphasis on a process where he can meticulously monitor her “remembrance.”
With the objective to rewrite the past in Miranda’s memory, Prospero is prudent
to inquire which pages remain blank. But as Walch points out, Prospero is “apparently
very nervous, acting under considerable pressure.”319 His investment in this reinscribing
process is sharply emphasized by his well-known and overwhelming concern with
maintaining Miranda’s attention: “I pray thee mark me” (1.2. 67), says Prospero as he
constantly interrupts his own narrative, “Dost thou attend me?” (1.2. 78), “Thou attend’st
not!” (1.2. 87), “Dost thou hear?” (1.2. 106). Despite Miranda’s acknowledgment, “O,
good sir, I do!” (1.2. 88), the emphasis with which Prospero addresses Miranda to “mark”
“attend” and “hear” him carries with such resonance that it inadvertently appeals to the
audience across the stage. So that as Prospero looks to reinscribe the past in Miranda’s
memory, he also invites the audience to follow his narrative. For all the emphasis,
Prospero also limits the extent of which he is willing to share with Miranda and the
audience. “Hear a little further” (1.2. 135), Prospero asks once more as he continues the
remainder of his tale, the core of which describes Antonio usurping Prospero from his
dukedom while the latter was too busy reading his books; Prospero and Miranda were
then force to flee Milan, and eventually marooned on the island. By his own accord,
Prospero’s tale stops here and thus omits what occurs once on the island. “Here cease
more questions,” Prospero conveniently interrupts his tale before he casts Miranda into
sleep (1.2. 184). By limiting our insights of the island’s history (especially since their
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arrival), Prospero looks maintain sufficient control of his narrative. In turn, Miranda’s
state of innocence provides a suitable stage for Prospero’s oral narrative that will in turn
shape Miranda’s memory, particularly as it pertains to her encounter with Caliban.
As Miranda assures her father, “Your tale, sir, would cure deafness” (1.2. 106),
the power of Prospero’s representation of the past is quite captivating. Too young to
remember, Miranda is fascinated to learn about the story of their journey as exile, and of
their torments in turbulent seas across the Mediterranean before their subsequent arrival
on a remote island. Despite the remarkable adventure, the most glaring detail
from Miranda’s travels remains her experience once on the island where she is met
with another form of danger embodied in her cross-cultural encounter and subsequent
interactions with Caliban. As their experience once on the island is vague in Prospero’s
tale, we may fancy that Miranda echoes what may have been her initial reaction of
intrigue in her encounters with Caliban when she first comes across Ferdinand: “What is
‘’t?” Miranda marvels upon seeing the prince of Naples (1.2. 413). The European
intrigue for cross-cultural encounters, however, is largely shaped by the dominant
patriarchal perspectives which in turn overlook women’s points of view wherever there is
a sense of genuine curiosity. In Shakespeare’s Othello, for example, a puzzled Brabantio
desperately searches for a reasonable explanation for Desdemona’s elopement and
speculates citing books about charms used to seduce innocent maids: “Have you not read,
Roderigo,” Brabantio anxiously inquires, “Of some such thing?” (1.1.17172). Brabantio’s uncertainty is peculiar as he wonders whether his knowledge came from
books he has read. Surely he has “read” about these charms, or else, where has he seen
or heard about them? For Brabantio, it is inconceivable that Desdemona could “fall in
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love with what she feared to look on!” (1.3. 99). Perhaps more conclusively than
Brabantio, Prospero has not only read books about “such thing” as seductive charms—he
is the magus in the play, after all—but has come to espouse a patriarchal perspective that
considers Brabantio’s loss when tutoring Miranda. Since their arrival on the island,
Miranda has come to view Caliban as, in her words, a “villain” whom she does “not love
to look on” (1.2.312-13).
Shakespeare’s Othello dramatizes how the language of imperialism codifies
cross-cultural encounters such as Desdemona and “the Moor” into the paradigm of the
white European woman threatened by a ravishing Other. The extensive portrayal of how
this paradigm is formulated can further illustrate the encounter between Miranda and
Caliban as part of Prospero’s designs to shape Miranda’s table of memory and fashion
her identity for a more suitable courtship with the male European counterpart in
Ferdinand. The opening act in Othello centers on Desdemona’s elopement with “the
Moor,” and in the process her genuine fascination for cross-cultural encounters gets lost
when her story is also told by a male voice in Othello. Before her actual flight with
Othello and their subsequent journey to Cyprus, Desdemona’s elopement is prompted by
her attraction to both “the Moor” as well as the exotic adventures of his “traveler’s
history” (1.3. 140). Desdemona shows herself quite intrigued by “the Moor” and his
adventures, so that, in Othello’s words, “She’d come again, and with a greedy ear /
Devour up my discourse” (1.3. 150-51). From Desdemona’s perspective, the interactions
between the two prior to the elopement were encouraged by the prospect of travels to
other regions and cultures in the world: whereas Othello’s “discourse” represented the
prospect of such travels, Desdemona experienced these adventures vicariously, albeit
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strictly from an imaginary standpoint. These imaginary cross-cultural encounters would
take place the moment Othello’s tale transported her beyond the Venetian realm she is
confined to; that is, through his “traveler’s history” Desdemona is able to explore various
other contexts where she may imagine the different cultures and peoples such as “the
Cannibals” and “[t]he anthropophagi” (1.3. 144-45). The fascination Desdemona shows
for Othello as well as the content of his accounts is one that Othello views as her love for
him. But, as Othello further notes, Desdemona also loved him “for the dangers [he] had
passed” (1.3.168). Notable scholarship has explored the curiosity that travel narratives
prompted in early modern readers, especially from reports of the “monstrous” found in
exotic peoples, cultures, and female sexualities.320 The intrigue of Othello’s story seems
such that the Duke of Venice agrees, “I think this tale would win my daughter too” (1.3.
172). In contrast to patriarchal anxieties about the ravishing Other, women such as
Desdemona show genuine curiosity for travels and encounters with of other cultures, it
like motivates her insistence that she travel with Othello to Cyprus.
Although Othello’s narrative of his encounter with “the Cannibals” and other
peoples does not explicitly represent the threat of sexual ravishment, evidently the
prospect of such encounters shifts considerably in the case of the white European woman.
In Desdemona’s case, it is only after her elopement with Othello that her curiosity is
construed as susceptible to the threat of a ravishing Other. It is a commonly made point
that Iago’s description of “the Moor” conveys images of this racialized rapist Other in
order to appeal to Brabantio’s anxieties that “an old black ram / Is tupping” his “white
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ewe” (1.1. 90-91). Known for the playwrighting tendencies he exhibits throughout the
play, Iago, like Prospero, prompts and directs the action of the play. The trial between
Brabantio and Othello is but the first conflict Iago stages during the course of the play.
Yet it is the role he plays as dramatist that not only allows Iago to direct the action
towards a number of conflicts, but also to affect the perception of Othello among
audiences. Iago’s endeavors to influence perceptions of “the Moor” can be seen through
his interactions with fellow Venetians such as Roderigo and Brabantio. In the early
descriptions he provides for Roderigo, for example, the displeasure Iago expresses
against “the Moor” invites the auditor to be a “judge”: “Now, sir, be judge yourself,” Iago
confers with Roderigo, “Whether I in any just term am affined/ To love the Moor”
(Othello 1.1. 35-39). Of course, as a prospective suitor to Desdemona, it does not take
much persuasion for the gullible Roderigo to rule against his competitor. However
susceptible to Iago’s machinations Roderigo may seem, others like Brabantio, on the
other hand—having once favored if not loved “the Moor”—highlight the persuasive
power of Iago’s representation. Although initially skeptical to Iago’s charges against
Othello, vivid images of a “daughter covered with a Barbary horse” (1.1. 110) or of
Desdemona and Othello “making the beast with two backs” (1.1. 115) surely drive
Brabantio’s reaction and later accusations of theft. In turn, Iago’s representation of “the
Moor” illustrates a contagious process where a persuaded auditor like Brabantio becomes
a narrator himself as he also furthers our impressions of Othello as a ravishing Other.
The strength of Iago’s representation of “the Moor” as a ravishing Other is largely
based on its appeal to patriarchal anxieties of losing a daughter to an undesirable suitor.
The ensuing news of the Turkish threat heightens these anxieties as the play
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conspicuously pairs Brabantio’s charges against Othello’s theft with matters of the
Venetian state. Further, the action leading up to this point suggests that the play
effectively works to conflate both conflicts that will result in the common trope of
gendering the land. Brabantio hints at this conflation of conflicts when he learns that
both he and Othello have been summoned to the Venetian court:
Mine’s not an idle cause. The Duke himself,
Or any of my brothers of the state,
Cannot but feel this wrong as ’twere their own.
For if such actions may have passage free,
Bondslaves and pagans shall our statesmen be. (1.2. 95-99)
As Brabantio points out, his grievance is “not an idle cause” in that the “Duke himself” as
well any of the Venetian senators would sympathize with his case “as ’twere their own”.
Of course, the patriarchal anxieties Brabantio points to were common in early modern
Europe. A father losing a daughter to elopement was considered a loss of property, and
in Brabantio’s mind, his has been stolen. But, as Brabantio concludes, “if such actions
may have passage free,” as in, face no resistance from the state, then every other
Venetian father would lose their daughter to a foreigner, which would be a tragedy akin
to the much feared Islamic invasion. Therefore, “if such actions” were to take place,
Venice would be conquered and “Bondslaves and pagans shall our statesmen be.”
From the opening act, Othello dramatizes the threat of invasion as the play
associates “the Moor” with “the Turk” for their shared Islamic background. As Daniel
Vitkus has argued, the moral, sexual, and religious anxieties that the Ottoman threat
produced also prompted the Christian response to demonize its representations of “the
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Turk.”321 The play elevates the tension over the threat posed by “the Turk” when
Othello, who is responsible for protecting the property of Venice (including Cyprus and
Desdemona), arrives at the Venetian court to address both the lurking Ottomans and
Brabantio’s accusations of stealing his property in Desdemona. Othello is confident that,
in his words, “My parts, my title and my perfect soul/ Shall manifest me rightly” (1.2. 3132). Nevertheless, “honest Iago” manages to create an atmosphere in the play that is
replete with distrust for the outsider. So that as the action of the play moves inside the
Venetian court, the contrasting views of “the Moor” must also be considered in light of
the Ottoman threat. The third scene thus opens with a tone of distrust conveyed by the
Venetian officials who are carefully monitoring the path of the Turkish fleet:
’Tis a pageant
To keep us in false gaze. When we consider
Th’ importancy of Cyprus to the Turk,
And let ourselves again but understand
That, as it more concerns the Turk than Rhodes,
So may he with more facile question bear it,
For that it stands not in such warlike brace,
But altogether lacks th’ abilities
That Rhodes is dressed in—if we make thought of this,
We must not think the Turk is so unskillful
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To leave that latest which concerns him first,
Neglecting an attempt of ease and gain
To wake and wage a danger profitless. (1.3 28-31)
The concerns voiced by the Venetian senator here are in response to the news from a
sailor that “[t]he Turkish preparation makes for Rhodes” instead of Cyprus as they had
earlier suspected (1.3. 15). The skeptical senator, however, quickly identifies this move
as a tactical maneuver from the Turks meant to deceive Venice—a move he describes as
“a pageant” to keep Venetians “in false gaze.” The reference to “a pageant,” as with the
rest of the passage, alludes to a distrust for wardrobe used for purposes of disguise. That
this distrust is directed towards what the senator refers to as a singular entity in “the
Turk” also calls attention to the already built-up tensions and the accusations Othello
must defend. Although not an uncommon trope, the reference to the singular “Turk” is
further emphasized when contrasted with the senator’s use of the plural “we” as in what
“we” the court must “consider/ Th’ importancy of Cyprus to the Turk,” and that therefore
“We must not think the Turk is so unskillful.”
The play thus sets up audiences including the Venetian senate to judge “the
Moor” under an air of distrust that permeates the court even before Othello’s official trial
takes place. Just moments before Othello and Brabantio enter the court the senator
confirms his suspicions of that which “more concerns the Turk” when another messenger
arrives with reconnaissance of the Turkish fleet. “The Ottomites,” the messenger reports
(this time the reference is plural), met at Rhodes merely to gather enforcements (1.3. 3436), and have since taken course towards Cyprus. The report also confirms the senator’s
hunch of “a pageant” in that the Turks are now “bearing with frank appearance” and are
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no longer disguising “[t]heir purposes towards Cyprus” (1.3. 39-40). The Duke and
senators must consider a twofold conflict—one surrounded by tensions, disguised
purposes and ample reasons to distrust. The ensuing action dramatizes the predicament
of “the Moor” thus: accused as an abducting and ravishing Other, Othello is also
expected to defend Venice and its property from an invading and conquering Other.
Once on the stage, then, Othello must carefully negotiate his role in Venice as an ally and
not a threat. His best defense during his trial, of course, is mostly grounded in or
attributed to the effect that his “travelious history” discourse had on his interlocutors.
More importantly, Othello’s self-presentation brings an element of attraction for
alterity, a rhetorical oration that competes with the way Iago exploited Brabantio’s fears
by denigrating “the Moor” as a ravishing Other. In one of the play’s most memorable
speeches, Othello narrates the captivating story of his “travails” which has been notably
associated with Leo Africanus’s Geographical History of Africa. Jonathan Burton’s
analysis of the Geographical History and its relation to Othello outlines the strategic
maneuvers Africanus employs throughout his narrative in an attempt to identify with the
reader and further secure the authority of his texts.322 According to Burton, Africanus’s
narrative acquiesces to descriptions of African peoples and customs that satisfy European
prejudices and expectations only to quietly challenge these by depicting a variety of
African images unfamiliar to a European taste. Similar to the strategies Africanus
exploits, Othello’s self-representation looks to win over his audience when he references
episodes in his past that contrast nicely with his current status and rather sophisticated
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character. Though he was once “sold to slavery,” he later found “redemption thence”
(1.3. 139). Even as he admits to his previous lower ranks in slavery, he also illustrates
how it pales in comparison to the savages he has encountered, such as “the cannibals that
each other eat, / The Anthropophagi, and men whose heads/ Do grow beneath their
shoulders” (1.3. 144-46). Othello’s narrative thus works eloquently and elaborately to
build his credibility in order to counter the charges of a savage abductor and ravishing
other, as he ultimately receives the endorsement of the Venetian Senate.
The Duke’s favorable response gives every indication that Othello’s “tale” does
indeed “win” over his audience at court, and perhaps even the favor of Jacobean
playgoers. At the very least, and for all the controversy that surrounds him, “the Moor”
appears to emerge as the victor in the play’s opening act. But it is also this very success
that Othello enjoys which sets up what critics including Burton see as an identity
violently contested and disarmed throughout the play’s five acts.323 Burton, in fact,
suggests that if the supplementary strategies Africanus employs exemplify the ways in
which European discourses of Islam could be unsettled, Shakespeare’s Othello shows the
violent containment of these tactics.324 An example of this disarming process can be seen
in the way merchants and other London leaders accepted their Islamic guests including
Moroccan ambassadors, only to see this initial reception give way to increasing
suspicions and a less than welcoming attitude towards the visitors. However successful
the play portrays him early in the plot then, Othello’s “win” over a potentially suspicious
Jacobean audience remains contested, especially when immersed in the doubts raised by
Iago’s and Brabantio’s accusations and the threats of an encroaching Turk.
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In light of such strong associations between the Turkish threat and Othello, the
content of his “travelious history” may also limit the positive reception it might have had
with English audiences. His narrative, for instance, is as much about his captivating
adventures as it is about his war exploits, “the battle, sieges, fortunes” he has lived
through (1.3. 131). Although quite eloquent, his war-like language also conveys a
dangerous sense of conquest. Perhaps most tarnishing to Othello’s “travelious history”
are Brabantio’s repeated accusations about the former’s theft by means of deception:
“She is abused, stol’n from me, and corrupted,” Brabantio insists at court, “By spells and
medicines bought of mountebanks” (1.3. 61-62). However inadvertent the association,
Brabantio’s emphasis on Othello’s witchcraft places further suspicion on the enchanting
effects that early modern accounts of Islamic peoples had on the reader. Hence, as the
opening act of the play presents contesting representations of “the Moor,” the issue of
witchcraft and “charms” also surround Othello’s defense, including the eloquence with
which he delivers it at court. “Rude am I in my speech” (1.3. 82) states Othello to
preface his defense, though his deliverance proves rather polished. While a common
rhetorical trope in the period, Othello’s use of litotes to preview his defense can be
construed as part of a theatrically performed self-presentation that can potentially
question his sincerity. In fact, the power of Othello’s eloquent “speech” at times gives
credence to Brabantio’s accusation of a “foul thief” who has “enchanted” Desdemona
(1.2. 61-63). As he previews his “unvarnished tale,” Othello alludes to “what drugs, what
charms,/ What conjuration and what magic” he used to win Desdemona (1.3. 91-93).
Though merely mocking Brabantio’s charges of witchcraft, Othello’s characterization
may be problematic when, in his words, “This to hear,/ Would Desdemona seriously
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inclined” so much that, “with a greedy ear,” she could not help but to “Devour up my
discourse” (1.3. 146-151). The inadvertent admission continues even as Othello tries to
conclude his defense with one final touch of irony: “This only is the witchcraft I have
used” (1.3. 170). In turn, by winning the favor of the Venetian court with his potent
narrative, especially in the Duke’s nod that “this tale would win my daughter too,”
Othello can also be seen as literally infiltrating Venetian culture in the guise of a
Christian Moor, much like the senator’s earlier reservations about “the Turk” and its
“pageant” meant to keep Venice “in false gaze.” The concerns for all fathers of losing a
daughter to an intruding and ravishing Other thus fortify those of the state in the threat of
invasion and conquest.
In the opening act of The Tempest, Miranda reveals her prolonged intrigued for
the story of her exile and the subsequent travels that lead them “ashore” the island
(1.2.159). Their arrival on this remote island was, as Prospero claims, “By Providence
divine” (1.2.159), a form of foresight that is conspicuously tied with
Prospero’s recollection of the past. Prospero, for example, had the foresight to prevent a
predicament like Brabantio’s of losing a daughter to an undesired non-European
suitor. Although Miranda is fascinated to learn about the story of her travels, she does
not share the intrigue for other non-European cultures that Desdemona finds
captivating in Othello’s travels. Since their arrival on the island, Prospero took on the
role of Miranda’s devoted “schoolmaster” (1.2.172); Miranda’s perception of Caliban is a
reflection of Prospero’s tutoring and, in turn, an extension of his books. Prospero’s
representation of Caliban recalls a figure like “the Moor,” particularly in the ways their
subsequent relation follows the pattern of how Othello becomes the sexual threat
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to Desdemona. Similar to Brabantio, who was once a generous host to Othello, Prospero
claims to have “lodged” Caliban in his home (1.2.349). Here, Prospero perceives
Caliban’s intentions with Miranda in connection to the undesired suitor Brabantio
eventually condemns. Hence the famous claim of a hospitality that lasted until Caliban,
to use Prospero’s words, “didst seek to violate / The honour of my child” (1.2.350-51).
Miranda’s rendition of her interactions with Caliban is also reminiscent of the ways
Othello describes his relation with Desdemona. Miranda’s claims to have “pitied”
Caliban (1.2.352), similar to how Othello describes Desdemona as one who “loved me
for the dangers I had passed / And I loved her that she did pity them” (1.3.168-69).
Perhaps while recognizing that Miranda “pitied” him, Caliban, like Othello, came to love
Miranda. Even as he plots against Prospero, Caliban speaks highly of “[t]he beauty of his
daughter” as one that “surpasses” his mother Sycorax “[a]s great’st does least” (3.2.9498). But Desdemona’s “pity” is in large part prompted by Othello’s adventures and
encounters with exotic peoples during his travels. Miranda, on the other hand, though
she did “pitied” him, could not be moved by a young Caliban who “wouldst gabble like /
A thing most brutish” (1.2. 359-360). Caliban’s prospects as a suitor are further damaged
by the fact that he, unlike Othello, whose days of slavery found “redemption thence”
(1.3.139), remains a slave and has no “traveler’s history” with which to woo Miranda.
Miranda’s encounter with Caliban is further shaped by Prospero’s protective
patriarchal discourses informed by the same imperial ideologies that enable his
appropriation of Caliban’s island. Because he “wouldst gabble like / A thing most
brutish”, Miranda’s encounter with Caliban is one of misunderstood interactions
that allow Prospero both to perceive and portray a sexual threat who was, as Miranda
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claims, “[d]eservedly confined into this rock” (1.2. 364). In his version of their first
encounter, Caliban shared with Prospero “all the qualities o’ th’ isle,” including “barren
place and fertile” before Prospero took over the island (1.2. 340-41). Prospero confined
Caliban to the “barren” parts of the island as a result of the latter’s attempt to “violate”
Miranda’s “honour” (1.2. 350-51). But the allegations of the attempted rape come in
response to Caliban’s claims to the island: “This island’s mine by Sycorax,” he famously
disputes (1.2. 331). As Prospero’s perception and eventual intervention in Miranda’s
interactions with Caliban would suggest, the fertility of both the island and Miranda
became synonymous. In this case, Caliban’s knowledge of “the barren place and the
fertile” suggests that he, too, recognized Miranda’s fertility. So that as Caliban admits
his intentions to “people else / This island with Calibans” (1.2. 353-54), the trope of
invasion has been effectively inverted in order to justify the appropriation of land.
Prospero’s expropriation of the island parallels well with protecting Miranda’s “honour”
and the fertility of the island. The most prominent feature of Miranda’s cross-cultural
encounter with a non-European subject is not her efforts to educate Caliban or her
inability to understand his language, but rather how Miranda avoids the threat of the
ravishing Other thanks to Prospero’s foresight of imperial ideology.

“Fair encounter,/ Of two most rare affections”:
Restaging the Encounter, forms of attraction and disgust in alterity.

As Prospero works to restore political order to Milan and on containment of the
ravishing Other, the third piece of the process to secure European sovereignty has to do
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with the arranged courtship between Miranda and Prince Ferdinand. Staged from the
onset of the play, Prospero has Miranda and Ferdinand meet as if in a reenactment of the
proverbial encounter between the European male colonizer and the virginal New World
land ripe for European ravishment. Indeed, Miranda no longer plays the role of European
white woman threatened by the encounter with a ravishing Other, but she is rather the
native of the island, fascinated by the arrival of a newcomer. Upon waking from her
father’s spell, Miranda responds in awe when she sees the young Prince as a lonesome
castaway: “I might call him/ A divine thing,” Miranda marvels, “for nothing natural/ I
ever saw so noble” (1.2. 421-23).
Importantly, the attraction Miranda shows in this encounter with another culture
recalls with her initial encounter with Caliban through its fascination with that which is
different. Both Ferdinand and Caliban represent a ravishing figure, in the various sense
of the word. Caliban is deemed the ravisher, the savage who threatened to rape Miranda.
With Othello in the intertextual backdrop, Caliban could also be seen with the same sense
of intrigue and attraction as the Venetian court showed “the Moor.” In such light,
Miranda could have shown Caliban the same attraction that Desdemona felt for Othello.
As Miranda states, she regards her encounter with Ferdinand as one with a “divine thing”
given that, she claims, “nothing natural/ I ever saw so noble.” But Miranda’s perception
of the past, as previously discussed, must also be understood through the impressions of
her “schoolmaster,” Prospero the avid reader. His response to Miranda’s fascination with
Ferdinand is a case in point:
Thou think’st there is no more such shapes as he,
Having seen but him and Caliban. Foolish wench,
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To most of men this is a Caliban,
And they to him are angels. (1.2. 482-85)
Scolding in tone, subtle in its craft and rhetoric, Prospero’s intervention here shows the
dichotomy between both suitors (one desired, one undesired) that he has shaped in the
mind of Miranda. As Prospero’s reasoning here follows, Miranda has only seen Caliban
and Ferdinand, whereas Prospero claims to know more “shapes” like or better than
Ferdinand. “To most men,” Prospero underscores, Ferdinand is “a Caliban,” while “they
to him are angels.” If “they” refers to “most of men,” then Prospero suggests that “they”
are comparatively “angels” to Ferdinand. Of course, “him” may also refer to Caliban, but
in either case, Prospero’s point seems focused on minimizing Miranda’s attraction. If to
“most of men” Ferdinand is a Caliban, and “most of men” are “angels” in comparison,
then it also follows that Ferdinand compares superiorly to Caliban as among those
“angels.”
Miranda’s encounter with Caliban, then, can also be seen inter-theatrically
through her encounter with the Prince of Naples. Her initial attraction towards Ferdinand
is telling, namely as the courtship has a way of showing the palimpsest of Caliban. As a
native of the island, Miranda still remembers parts of her past as a European. Prospero
has ensured that her memories remain limited, and hence Miranda can’t quite share much
of her experience with Caliban as a suitor-ravisher. Similarly, Prospero’s intervention to
stage the courtship of his daughter illustrates aspects of the past, once again, as the
palimpsest of Caliban. As the courtship advances in the play, and Prospero assigns to
Ferdinand the labor designated to Caliban, the play underscores the alignment of the
scene with the past: “My sweet mistress,” Ferdinand intimates, “Weeps when she sees me
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work and says such baseness/ Had never like executor” (3.1. 11-13). As Miranda
suggests, she does not recall Caliban’s labor in carrying logs, perhaps because she does
not recall Caliban in the context of courtship, much less a viable suitor. In turn, whatever
Miranda remembers, as we can appreciate, has much to do with Prospero’s intertextual
project for European hegemony.
On the other side of containment of the ravishing Other, the Spanish conquest of
the New World remained the most notable and successful expansionist campaign. As
Prospero figuratively secures European sovereignty from Islamic encroachment, he
stages Miranda as the native virgin of the island for the Prince of Naples to at once
discover and conquer. Ferdinand’s first reaction upon his encounter with Miranda is, as
editors often note,325 of wonder:
Most sure, the goddess
On whom these airs attend!— Vouchsafe my prayer
May know if you remain upon this island,
And that you will some good instruction give
How I may bear me here. My prime request,
Which I do last pronounce, is—O you wonder!—
If you be maid or no? (1.2. 425-431).
Comparing her to a deity, Ferdinand assumes Miranda is a native of the island, but has a
“prime request” to know whether she is a “maid” or not. As Ferdinand refers to Miranda
with such awe as “O you wonder!” the resonance of wonder for New World encounters
mildly surfaces. Miranda shares this form of wonder in her famous expression: “O,
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wonder […] O brave new world” (5.1. 182-83). But as Ferdinand also underscores, his
“prime request” is to know whether Miranda is indeed a “maid,”326 a detail most telling
of the conquest scene Prospero has designed for the encounter. As Ferdinand will in turn
conclude: “O, if a virgin,/ And your affection not gone forth, I’ll make you/ The Queen of
Naples” (1.2. 451-453). Well aware of the sexual implications of the encountercourtship, Prospero makes sure to curb the potential danger of imperial intercourse and
thus contains the sexual threat the Prince of Naples might face: “swift business/ I must
uneasy make,” says Prospero in an aside while spying on the couple, “lest too light
winning/ Make the prize light” (1.2. 453-456). Until the marriage ceremony takes place,
Prospero ensures that Ferdinand stays at a safe distance from Miranda.
Evidently, Prospero’s intertextual project to secure European sovereignty not only
concerns an alliance that can effectively contain the threat of encroachment in the
Mediterranean, but also one that can expand through conquest of virgin land. Notably, as
Prospero secures the Milan-Naples alliance, he refers to Miranda and Ferdinand as a:
“Fair encounter,/ Of two most rare affections” (3.1. 74-75). As Prospero stages
Miranda’s encounter with Caliban, it diverges so drastically from her encounter with
Ferdinand given Prospero’s scheme to manufacture out of alterity a sense of danger—a
sexual threat to a woman’s chastity where attraction might take place—and thus
formulate a discourse of imperialism that overcomes the ghosts from the past. Once
protected against invasion, the prospect of expansionism can displace fears of the
ravishing Other onto the colonized subject. Much to the pleasure of English audiences,
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Editors also suggests that Ferdinand asks Miranda, “If you be maid or no?,” referring to whether
Miranda is human or deity, as he initially praises her. I take the word “maid” to also preface his preference
for a virgin.
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Prospero’s containment of the ravishing Other takes care of mistakes such as Brabantio in
Othello or Alonso King of Naples in The Tempest make in allowing their respective
daughters to marry an Islamic Other. He is also the dethroned ruler who finds a way of
securing European sovereignty from within, as he also contains the imperial intercourse
of his brother Antonio. Unlike Claudius, whose ambitions for the throne of Denmark
lead to a tragic ending, Prospero anticipates the treasonous action of his brother. Three
subplots, all concerning European sovereignty, are resolved in the fashioning a
triumphant new imperialism.
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Conclusion
From the prospect of expansionism in an erotic conquest, to the threat and fears of
invasion from another rival empire in the ravishing Other, the dramatic representations of
early modern imperialism examined in this dissertation are mainly concerned with what
we would refer to in objective terms as cross-cultural encounters. As English dramatists
sought to represent on the stage the different locals and cultures throughout the world,
they understood that they had to negotiate representations of alterity in imperialist terms.
And because representations of other parts of the world were mainly embodied by the
characters and their performance of the cultures they represent; these dramatists also
understood the potential in portraying the shifts in alterity between attraction and fear
through performances in the language of gender and sexuality. What Shakespeare and
contemporaries discovered was that as they organized for audiences a view of the world
in imperialist terms, they often were compelled to dramatize the conflict of English
imperialism as a double-edged sword: that once engaged in imperial intercourse the male
fantasy of an erotic conquest also becomes a nightmare that fears the ravishing Other.
This dissertation has shown an intertextual process in which representations of
cross-cultural encounters were codified in imperialist terms through the language of race
as well as of gender and sexuality. As the politics of gender and sexuality became part of
the equation, European receptions to the encounter was more susceptible to a shift from
attraction to fear. The encounter between Othello and Desdemona, for example, at first
follows the welcome reception “the Moor” enjoys from the male Venetians at court. Part
of the attraction for Othello, of course, is his military prowess, particularly as the military
presence of the Ottomans threatens to encroach Venetian territories. It is only after Iago
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famously characterizes the elopement of Othello and Desdemona in sexually as well as
racially charged terms that receptions towards “the Moor” begin to shift. The reception
for Othello is not only challenged by the negative stereotypes of race, but he also has to
contend with a number of representations of the ravishing Other that had haunted
England for decades. Often a point made in critical commentary, Iago’s role to undo “the
Moor” is a direct allusion to the famous Saint of the Spanish Reconquista, Santiago
Matamoros (the moorslayer). As much as English audiences of Othello could align with
Iago’s machinations to expel “the Moor” from Venice, the history of Anglo-Spanish
relations did much to complicate those alliances. Thus, while an anxious Brabantio raises
objections to the elopement, other Venetians remain allies of Othello. On the other hand,
while the threat of invasion is eminent in these perceptions of “the Turk” and “the Moor,”
Othello’s story still commands considerable attraction. Indeed, while fears for women’s
sexuality color Brabantio’s view of “the Moor,” Desdemona’s curiosity and sense of
attraction for Othello and his “travails” remains. Part of what Desdemona and other
Venetians find compelling about Othello’s story is the cultural tour through the world
that Othello claims to have traveled. Part of the tragedy in Othello then concerns a sense
of curiosity for traveling the world and the encounters with other cultures overwhelmed
by the imperial discourses that pervade the play.
As this dissertation has also shown, the intertextual formulation of English
imperialism was significantly influenced by decades of Anglo-Spanish tense relations.
While English representations of Spanish imperialism contested its rival’s ability to
fortify its imperial domains, Elizabethans understood the history that motivated these
depictions, especially concerning the palimpsestuous precense of imperial Spain since the
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inception of English expansionist aspirations. For Elizabethan playwrights including
Shakespare, it was an astute ploy to underscore English fears of a Spanish invasion
through dramatic representations that veiled such concerns in the image of a decadant
Spanish empire. Particularly during the post-Armada years, as Elizabethans struggled to
envision a successful English expansionist enterprise, the threat of Spanish invasion was
mitigated through dramatic portrayals of the Islamic invasion of Spain which rendered
the efforts of La Reconquista as futile. In turn, even though this form of anti-Spanish
portrayal could temporarily contain the threat of Spanish invasion, such discourses were
also counterintuitive as they undermined the formulation of English imperialism: England
would could not erase or fully “wipe away” a palimpsestuous Spain anymore than Spain
could cleanse its culture from centuries of Islamic occupation of the Iberian Peninsula.
Meanwhile, across the Channel, Spanish representations showed a nostalgia for an
imperial Spain that was well-fortified after the successful campaigne of La Reconquista.
Over a century after the celebrated Reconquista, Spain continued to struggled with
Moorish cultural influence in regions such as Granada. Lope de Vega’s play El nuevo
mundo at the end of the sixteenth century recalls the Spanish repossession of Granada as
a final cleansing from Moor. As Lope’s drama appears to celebrate the age of the wellfortified empire from La Reconquista, its concerns for Spain’s faulty borders go beyond
the threat of Islam. Indeed, as Lope’s poem La Dragontea emphasizes, English piratical
encroachments had not only raided Spanish territories, but had also invaded the Spanish
imagination. England’s marginal role in Lope’s El nuevo mundo is thus an instance of
encroauchment that renders Spain’s efforts to fortify against an emerging imperial rival
as futile. In the wake of Philip II’s failed attempts to invade England and contain the
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piratical threats, the succession of Philip III inherited the concerns that challeneged the
legacy of the Spanish empire that emerged from the Reconquista-Conquista equation.
What England had been experiencing as the double-edged sword of imperial intercourse,
Spain had been dealing with since then. In the second half of the sixteenth century, the
prospect of imperial expansionism influenced Anglo-Spanish relations. Fears of invasion
were fundamentally embedded in those Anglo-Spanish interconnections.
Further, while many of these dramatic representations leave but small traces of
Anglo-Spanish relations, the trope of the ravishing Other suited in the characters of
Othello and Caliban vividly recall the threat of imperial Spain. Caliban in particular
represents the conflicts of English imperialism, namely as an intertextual character who
bears the vast collection of representations of alterity. In the encounter between Caliban
and Miranda we can trace the history of English imperial intercourse where, as AngloSpanish relations shifted from alliance to rivalry, receptions of attraction towards
imperial Spain as a model to emulate became fears of Spanish invasion. Through the
symbol of Prospero’s books, I have shown the intertextuality of The Tempest constantly
negotiates to occlude the ghost of Spain. As books inform his encounter with Caliban,
Prospero’s selective texts represent his own political interest which largely concern
European sovereignty and Mediterranean rivalries The intertextually of these books
shows how the overwhelming imperialist texts shaped early modern understandings of
cross-cultural encounters. In the context of the New World, Prospero’s clash with
Caliban recalls colonialist representations of encounter such as Colón and his “discovery”
or Cortés and his conquest of Mexico. Prospero’s books can still manage to marginalize
Spanishness in references to anti-colonialist texts such as the writings of Las Casas that
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had been instrumental in anti-Spanish propaganda we know today as the Spanish Black
Legend. And yet, at the same time, Prospero’s books marginalize other anti-colonialist
texts such as Montaigne’s essays and his attempt to understand cross-cultural encounters
with the open curiosity of cultural relativism. The Tempest not only makes it a point to
marginalize such texts in favor of the more dominant imperialist outlook of the world that
views cross-cultural encounters as either, 1) a potential for colonial expansion, or 2) a
threat of invasion from a rival empire. Through intertextuality symbolized in Prospero’s
books, Shakespeare’s The Tempest is able to dramatize a triumphant imperialist discourse
that at once contains the threat of invasion in the ravishing Other while it also facilitates
the prospect of colonial expansionism in the erotic conquest of virgin land.
Pivotal in these representations of early modern cross-cultural encounters in the
language of gender and sexuality were the perspectives that men and women expressed.
In sexual terms, male representations of an erotic conquest had as much appeal as the
threat of invasion in the figure of the ravishing Other had fear. And yet, Prospero insists
on staging Miranda’s courtship with Ferdinand after the male European fantasy of
conquering virgin land, the ravishment of America depicted in the encounters of Cortés
and Malintzin (la Malinche) or its English emulation, John Smith and Pocahontas. From
a male perspective, these representations insist on a masculine impulse to invade despite
the anxiety that comes as a result the intercourse. Thus, in an attempt to circumvent this
masculine impulse underlining early modern imperial ideology, we may further explore
the perspectives of early modern women for cross-cultural encounters. We know how
and why men intervened to represent women’s perspectives of alterity. Through fear and
anxiety, Prospero learns from Brabantio’s mistakes and shapes Miranda’s encounter as if
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with a ravishing Other. Although considerable work has already undergone to explore
early modern women’s travels,327 more remains to be vetted about the ways female
perspectives for cross-cultural encounters negotiated the shifts between attraction and
fear in understanding alterity imposed by early modern imperial ideology.
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See the recent essay collection: Parker, Patricia and Patricia Akhimie, eds. Travel and Travail: Early
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